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ABSTRACT
AN APPRAISAL OF L3 LEADERSHIP INCUBATOR MODEL
OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AS A PROCESS FOR FORMING AND
MOBILIZING CHURCH PLANTERS FOR COMMUNITIES IN THE VICINITY
AND CITY OF VIZIANAGARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
by
Srinivasa Rao Chepa
The purpose of the research was to assess the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership
Incubator Model in achieving the program's three key transferrable principles (becoming
spiritual leaders in community, creating environments for transformation, and developing
processes/systems that produce fruit) among selected pastors and leaders of Bethany
Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India.
The research started in June 2014, and at the end of November 2014 all the
participants launched new fellowship, training, and helping groups to see the members'
potential to lead and guide others to become true disciples of Christ, allowing the process
to continue and multiply. New ministries launched as a result of implementing the
training, such as feeding programs, vocational programs, house-to-house visitations,
youth groups, and free Bible distributions. The local church renewed its interest in
missions, being challenged, equipped energized to meet the needs, providing meals and
clothes to the pastors' families and financial support to missionaries. The vision of having
25,000 disciples with 2,500 leaders for 2015 was divinely inspired as a prophetic voice
during a leaders' focus group meeting, and all the participants agreed to work towards the
vision. Thus, the project was able to do validate the usefulness of the L3 program for
leadership training in Andhra Pradesh.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
Church planting has been my sincere passion since I was called to the ministry.
God called me to plant churches in spite ofmy plans to be a medical doctor. After three
years of seminary training, in 2001 the Lord led me to a place called Pedathadivada, a
small village with a population of five thousand. In five years of time, my wife. Rachel.
and I planted a church with 120 believers. In May 2005. the Lord gave me a strong desire
to reach the main city of the district Vizianagaram. Andhra Pradesh, India. The city is
located about eighteen kilometers from the Bay of Bengal. The meaning of Vizianagaram
is the City of Victory. According to the India census, ""[the] population of Vizianagaram
in 201 1 is 227,533; of which male and female are 1 1 1,596 and 1 15,937 respectively.
Although Vizianagaram city has [a] population of 227,533; its urban/metropolitan
population is 239,374 of which 1 17,412 are males and 121,962 are females"
("Vizianagaram City Census 201 1 Data"). The different Hindu Emperors of Kalinga
(Ancient Orissa) ruled this area up to the medieval period. Vizianagaram is a veritable
melting pot of different people, cultures, and languages. In Vizianagaram people speak
different languages like Telugu, Oriya, Hindi, and Urdu. Because of factors like business,
education, historicity, and rich traditional heritage, various people groups from Madhya
Pradesh, Chattishgarh, Orissa , Bihar, Rajastan, Tamilnadu, and Kerala settled in
Vizianagaram and tried to establish their own cultures and fashions. Numerically, the
principal religious groups are Hindus, Muslims, and Christians. Hindus are 98.78 percent
of the population. Roman Catholic missions brought Christianity to Vizianagaram in the
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eighteenth century, hiternational organizations such as The Leprosy Mission, World
Vision, One Mission Society, Compassion International, and other protestant missions
have missions in Vizianagaram. Small independent churches were established resulting in
great ministries. The most notable phenomenon in Vizianagaram today is the massive
urbanization that is engulfmg the city. Slums are expanding widely in Vizianagaram. The
city's economic and industrial development attracts many rural poor. The slums and
pavement dwellers are poor rural migrants from lower castes and backward communities
who have migrated to the city through caste, kinship, and village networks in search of a
better life. The Urban Local Body reports that Vizianagaram district has 127 slums,
which is 46.77 percent of the population of the district (Center for Good Governance). In
Vizianagaram itself are eighty slums, which is 38.66 percent of the city's population.
The living conditions in slum areas are characterized by overcrowding, poor
environmental conditions, scarcity of health and family welfare services, and total
absence of the minimum level of residential accommodation. The people in slums live in
huts, tin sheds, and tents of plastic sheets, old clothes, bamboo, or pieces of wood. The
conditions are filthy. The slum dwellers normally work as unskilled laborers, small shop
owners, hand cart operators, rickshaw pullers, and milk vendors. They do menial jobs in
provision shops, mechanical sheds, fruit stalls, tea stalls, and cinema theaters. Others are
cobblers, sweepers, painters, coolies, auto-drivers, and the like.
I sensed a clear guidance from the Lord to reach the slum dwellers in this city.
With much fear and tears, my wife and I started house churches in the slums. In the
beginning, we would gather with groups of two or three. As the months passed, we could
see the hand of God moving the hearts of the people towards Christ. Within a year we
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had multiple house churches, and the Lord increased our faith and boundaries too. As
more believers were added, we were able to rent a building in the heart of the city that
could accommodate eighty to one hundred people. By the grace of God, we were able to
pioneer a church in the city. We knew it is not by our might or power, but the Lord adds
people to his church. We now have a building that, when finished, will accommodate
three hundred people. Presently, 120 people gather for morning and evening worship
services from three different slums in the city. I mentor three pastors within our church
and five more who have been working in the nearby villages of Nellimarla, Vallapuram,
and Duggeru, a small tribal village. All the believers in these churches are new
believers�all saved from Hinduism and Islam. Three associate pastors are helping me to
expand the ministry.
The mission of Bethany Mission Church is to Exalt the Lord (worship), equip the
believer (word), encourage the community (work) ,and evangelize the world (witness).
The vision of Bethany Mission Church is to plant twelve churches of one hundred
believers in the city within the next few years, a total of about twelve hundred believers.
These churches, in turn, will reach twelve villages. To fulfill the vision and mission the
Lord gave the church, I will need help. I realize I cannot complete the task on my own or
even with my associate pastors. Rather, I need the support and involvement of the whole
congregation. My goal is that the people outside the church will come to the knowledge
of Christ and join the churches, and that those in the church will become mature
disciples, resulting in their winning and discipling even more people.
So far, the church is not measuring up to the vision and experiencing the healthy
growth I long to see. The need to communicate the mission and vision of the church is
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essential at this time to see the desired growth. How church members and pastors be more
effectively inspired, formed, and equipped for planting and developing new churches in
communities in the vicinity of Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India is a matter of
concern. With this concern in mind, the purpose of this intervention was to sit, pray, and
discuss a way forward with the pastors, associate pastors, and selected key leaders in the
church. One possibility I found was the L3 Leadership Incubator Model. I hoped to
evaluate the effectiveness of the model for inspiring, forming, and mobilizing the
community church planters in the vicinity and city of Vizianagaram. In order to evaluate
the L3 Leadership Incubator Model, I selected ten participants from the Bethany Mission
Churches (two of them withdrew from participation due to personal reasons). The aim
was to discuss the problem, assess the situation together, and start the L3 Leadership
Incubator process to evaluate the effectiveness of the process of forming and mobihzing
the church planters.
Purpose
The purpose of the research was to assess the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership
Incubator Model in achieving the program's three key transferrable principles (i.e.,
becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating environments for transformation, and
developing processes/systems that produce fruit) among selected church planters and
leaders of Bethany Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Research Questions
The following research questions were created to assess the effectiveness of L3
Leadership Incubator Model.
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Research Question #1
To what extent were the participants demonstrating the L3 Leadership hicubator
Model's three key transferrable principles (i.e., becoming spiritual leaders in community,
creating environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce
fruit) following participation in the program?
Research Question #2
What elements of the L3 Leadership Incubator Model experience contributed
most to the participants' ability to demonstrate the L3 Leadership Incubator Model's
three key transferrable principles (i.e., becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating
environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce fruit)?
Deflnition of Terms
The following definitions clarifies the meanings of the terms for this research
study.
L3 Leadership Incubator Model
The L3 Leadership Incubator Model develops teams of leaders around three
concepts: Ll as loving God and neighbor, L2 as learning, and L3 as leading (Carpenter,
Miller, and Robertson 3).
Church Planting
Church planting is the process involved in beginning and growing new local
churches.
Ministry Intervention
The goal of the intervention was to evaluate the L3 Incubator Model as a possible
way to inspire, inform, shape, and mobilize the church planters for the selected pastors
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and key leaders in the Bethany Mission Church of Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, hidia.
Barry Carpenter, Craig Kennett Miller, and Craig Robertson describe the goal of the
leadership concept: "The goal of the L3 Leadership hicubator is to create an environment
where spiritual leaders and ideas are birthed, nurtured, encouraged, and developed" (2).
The purpose of the incubator is threefold: first, to resource and encourage the participant
as a leader, and second, to learn how to create and sustain incubators in participants'
congregations and in their respected areas. One of the most exciting aspects of the
incubator is the multiplication factor. The incubator is a valuable tool for participants to
use to multiply ministry. The third purpose of an incubator is to create a disciple-making
community:
A congregation becomes a disciple-making faith community when it
develops an intentional process for welcoming new comers, introduces
them to faith in Jesus Christ, helps them discover God's call in their lives,
and sends them out for the transformation of the world. ( Carpenter,
Miller, and Robertson 2)
All aspects of congregational life, including worship. Christian formation, and
community service, work together with a common goal of creating an environment where
people find faith in Jesus Christ and who, in turn, are equipped to be Christian leaders in
their churches, communities, and families. L3 stands for three stages of leadership
development: "Ll symbolizes loving God and neighbor, L2 is learning and L3 is leading"
(Carpenter, Miller, and Robertson 3). I found the L3 model to be compatible with the
model of training represented by Jesus with his disciples.
The three key transferrable principles of the L3 Leadership Incubator Model are
becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating environments for transformation, and
developing processes/systems that produce fruit: "One of the guiding principles for the
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L3 Leadership Incubator is that effective leaders reproduce effective leaders. Leaders
who create vital congregations learn how to discover, develop, and deploy passionate
spiritual leaders" (Carpenter, Miller, and Robertson 8). This intervention was a training
model evaluation that utilized the research designed evaluative questionnaires and focus
group meeting discussions.
Context
The context of this study was the Bethany Mission Churches in Vizianagaram and
its vicinity of Andhra Pradesh, India. The historical Christian work in India is a biblical
fact (Esth. 1:1). India is the most populated nation after China. Census of India 201 1
reports, the statistics of the population of India :
[T]he population of hidia is 1.210,193,422 with 623,724,248 males and
586,469,174 females. The total literacy rate in the country at present is
74.04%. The density of population is 382 persons/sq.km. In regards to sex
ratio, at present there are 940 females on average on per 1 000 males and
the child sex ratio is 914 females per 1000 males. ("Population Census
2011")
Rural villages comprise 69.07 percent of the population and 30.93 percent live in urban
centers. Census of India reports 24 million (2.3 percent) Christians in India ("Religion").
According to Atul Y Aghamkar, Christianity in India goes back to the first century (2).
Aghamkar further states that the first Prime Minister of India, Nehru, said,
"Christianity in India is as old as Christianity itself* (3). The existence of Christianity in
India is evident in many sources and different Christian traditions. Church historians
argue that the apostle Thomas came to India in the first century and established se\ en
churches before his death as a martyr in India. F. Hrangkhuma states. "[T]here is
evidence that one John, 'Bishop of Persia and great India" represented the Indian Church
at the Nicean Council in 325 A.D" {Church in Asia Today 400). South India consists of
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Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, and Karnataka states. Andhra Pradesh is the largest
state by area and fifth largest state by population. The primary official language is Telugu
and the co official language is Urdu. According to the 201 1 census of India, the
population of Andhra Pradesh is 84 million. The Christian population is only 1.7 percent.
Roman Catholic missionaries started mission works in Andhra Pradesh with educational
institutions prior to the protestant missions such as London Mission Society, Church
Missionary Society, the American Baptist Mission, American Lutheran Missions. British
Baptist Mission, Canadian Baptist Missions, Wesleyan Methodist Missions, Anglican
Missions. Andhra Pradesh was the house for the mass movements since 1930 through
different independent Christian organizations.
Methodology
This intervention was an explanatory mixed-method design. The intervention was
evaluated by means of personal interviews with the participants of the L3 leadership
group after three months of training, and focus group meetings after six months. Two
questionnaires were developed for this purpose. The focus of the questionnaires was on
the helpfulness of the L3 Leadership Incubator model, with a focus on the three key
transferrable principles at the heart of the model. According to Carpenter, Miller, and
Robertson, the L3 Leadership Incubator model was designed "to create an environment
where spiritual leaders and ideas are born, nurtured, and developed" (2).
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership Incubator model, I
selected ten participants from Bethany Mission Church according to their participation in
the church. These participants were specially chosen for the L3 model training, to
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implement the model, to assess the effectiveness of the model, and then to gather for
focus group meetings to discuss the helpfulness of the L3 model.
Participants
I formed a group of ten participants from Bethany Mission Churches according to
their active participation in the ministry of the church, but two of them withdrew from
participating. Seven participants were church planters selected after prayerful
consideration and spiritual discernment. One participant, whom I mentor and the church
supports, was working in the vicinity of Vizianagaram. These eight participants were
formed as a focus group to implement the model in their communities.
Instrumentation
This intervention used an exploratory, mixed-method design. I used three
instruments for the study. First was a participant-observer journal in which I made regular
observations on the participants' growing understanding and grasp of the L3 principles. I
used this journal during three initial months of meeting, in subsequent visits with them in
their communities during the following three months, and after that in follow-up
conversations. Second, I created an evaluative questionnaire to fmd out how well the
individual participants learned and internalized the L3 leadership incubator model's three
key transferrable principles�becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating
environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce fruit
(see Appendix A). The questionnaire was used at the end of their three months of
preparatory meetings. After the three months, the L3 leadership group returned to their
places of ministry for implementing the L3 incubator process. Three months later the
participants gathered as a focus group to reflect on their implementation of the L3 process
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and its helpfulness to them as leaders. The focus group reflection process was guided by a
set of focus group questions (see Appendix B). During the three months, the participants
were in their communities, I visited each of them twice to see how they were applying
what they learned.
Variables
The independent variable was the L3 Leadership Incubator model. The dependent
variable was the evidence of the participants" ability to demonstrate the L3 Leadership
Incubator model's three key transferrable principles.
Data Collection
Data collection occurred over six months (June to November 2014). For three
months (June to August 2014), I conducted L3 Leadership Incubator model training using
Spiritual Leadership, Inc. (SLI) materials (see Appendix C). During the three months. I
kept a participant observation journal for recording my own impression of the
participants' progress in understanding and internalizing the L3 principles. I continued to
use the journal for additional observations during the last phases of the project as well. In
all, I used three instruments for data collection. In addition to the journal, I used an
evaluative interview questionnaire at the end of the three months to further gauge the
participants' progress in absorbing the L3 concepts. I recorded each interview and also
took notes. The participants went back to their communities to implement the L3
concepts on the ground. At the end of November 2014, they gathered as a focus group for
reflection and for evaluative conversation. As a focus group, they shared the elements of
the L3 Leadership Incubator model experience that were most helpful to their work as
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church planting leaders. They also shared what was least helpful and made
recommendations for improving the L3 process.
Data Analysis
In this study instruments were qualitative in nature (mixed method). I recorded
and made notes on the personal interviews using the evaluative questionnaire. The
responses of each interviewee were then compared, coded, and analyzed. The same was
done for two focus meetings. The analyses were descriptive in nature. They focused, as
did the questions, specifically on the L3 Leadership Incubator model's three key
transferrable principles.
Generalizability
The findings in this intervention were primarily applicable for Bethany Mission
Churches in Vizianagaram and its vicinity. However, other churches working with the
same mission and vision of forming and mobilizing church planters across India may also
benefit from the intervention.
Theological Foundation
Theological foundations for church planUng are dealt with here briefly and more
elaborately in the second chapter of this dissertation. According to C. Peter Wagner, "The
single most effective evangelisfic methodology under heaven is planfing new churches"
(11). David J. Hesselgrave states the purpose of the church in his book Planting Churches
Cross-Culturally:
The primary mission of the church and therefore, of churches, is to
proclaim the gospel of Christ and gather believers into local churches
where they can be built up in the faith and made effective in service,
thereby planting new congregations throughout the world. (20)
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Church planting fulfills the mission of the church by producing believers into
congregations and to nurture into faith and fellowship. Aubrey Malphurs. defines church
planting as "an exhausting but exciting venture of faith that involves the planned process
of beginning and growing new local churches, based on Jesus's promise, and in
obedience to his Great Commission" {Planting Growing Churches 19). The promise to
which Malphurs is referring is found in Matthew 16: 18: "And I tell you that you are
Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against if (ESV). Malphurs states, "This promise makes clear that ultimately Jesus Christ
is the builder of the churches. He is the one who plants them, and he is the one who
grows them" (27). The promise of Jesus to build the church is the driving force to plant
the churches.
Stuart Murray, one of the few writers to discuss the theological foundations for
church planting seriously states, "[Church planting] may be a significant means of
advancing the mission of God. It may facilitate evangelism, peacemaking, action for
justice, environmental concern, community development, social involvement, and many
other mission ventures" {Church Planting 26).The final commissioning of Jesus to his
disciples in Matthew 28: 18-20 flows naturally out of the larger context of this gospel.
Matthew 19-20a says, "Go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to obey everything I
have commanded you" (NIV). This part of the commission is around the central
command to "make disciples," which is the only imperative found in the entire passage.
In fact, this passage is the only time in his gospel that Matthew places the verb "to
disciple" in the imperative. The command to "make disciples" is surrounded by three
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supporting participles: going, baptizing, and teaching. The participles are descriptive.
assuming a church that, in the presence of the risen Lord, will be characterized by the
ongoing actions of going, baptizing, and teaching. In the acts of going, baptizing, and
teaching, Jesus expects his disciples to replicate among all nations the eschatological
community known as the church.
Overview
Chapter 2 explores a biblical and historical perspective of church planting. The
concepts of the Great Commission, the church planting ministry of the Early Church and
the Apostle Paul, and church planting movements in India, urban church planting, and
leadership are also studied. Chapter 3 details the intervention project. Chapter 4 provides
a report of collected data and significant findings of the intervention. Chapter 5 draws
conclusions on significant findings and provides a summary of the intervention.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
I beheve in church planting as the means of reaching the u orld for Christ.
Planting churches is my sincere passion since my conversion into Christianity from
Hinduism. With these convictions, wherever I minister I always try to work towards
planting churches. I have been planting churches in tribal, rural, and now in urban slum
communities of Vizianagaram, India since 1998. The goal of the Bethany Mission
Church is to plant the churches, establish the discipleship communities in the vicinity and
city of Vizianagaram. These churches in turn are to reach other villages and plant more
churches. To accomplish the goal and the mission I need support from the pastors and the
congregations exists already. The need for forming and mobilizing the church planters is
the matter of concern at this point. With this concern I and other pastors and key church
leaders decided to sit, pray and discuss the need for a training model. One possibility I
informed is L3 Incubator model. The pastors and key church leaders agreed to try and
evaluate the model to be inspired, informed and mobilized for the church planting. I
formed 10 participants for the training and implementation of the training in their
congregations.
The purpose of the research was to assess the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership
Incubator Model in achieving the program's three key transferrable principles (i.e..
becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating environments for transformation, and
developing processes/systems that produce fruit) among selected church planters and
leaders of Bethany Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh. India.
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Theological Framework
Church planting has become a topic of interest in Christian circles. The focus on
church planting has been renewed during recent decades. Why churches should be
planted, the importance of church planting, and why new churches should be started
when churches are already established�these are all prominent questions that many
people have today. Critics often argue that in all but the most remote parts of the world
enough churches already exist to complete the Great Commission. These say that more
churches are not needed and they argue for large, healthier churches. Some argue that
planting new churches where other churches are already established threatens Christian
unity, creates unwanted tension, promotes competition, and causes the weakening of
existing churches. Paul Becker, Jim Carpenter, and Mark Williams give five compelling
biblical reasons for planting churches: "to follow the biblical strategy; to evangelize
effectively; to gather in the harvest; to reach the people groups; and to fulfill the Great
Commission" (2-7). Craig Ott and Gene Wilson give eight practical reasons for new
churches to be planted:
1. New churches grow faster and reach more non-Christians.
2. All churches eventually plateau in growth.
3. New churches can reach people groups not reached by existing
churches.
4. New churches are necessary to saturate cities and regions with the
gospel.
5. New churches are necessary for long-term growth and discipleship of
new believers.
6. New churches stimulate established churches for greater evangelistic
activity.
7- New churches mobilize more workers.
8. New churches are key to social change. (27-35)
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The rationale for planting churches is obvious. Murray in Planting Churches in the 21"
Century gives the following reasons to answer the question of why Christians should
plant churches:
1.Planting churches in areas with growing populations.
2. Planting churches to replace churches that have closed.
3. Planting churches to offset ineffective churches.
4. Planting churches to disciple new Christians.
5. Planting churches to reach unreached people.
6. Planting churches to relocate and redistribute Christians.
7. Planting churches to engage with emerging culture.
8. Planting churches to embody ecclesial convictions.
9. Planting churches into specific culture and networks.
10. Planting fresh expressions of church.
11. Planting churches to pioneer on behalf of the church.
12. Planting churches to release gifted people.
13. Planting churches to resolve internal issues.
14. Planting churches to stimulate denominational growth.
15. Planting churches in response to God's call. (32-51)
Murray gives significant reasons from a biblical and theological framework why the
churches should be planted.
Great Commission and Church Planting
The Great Commission of Jesus to the church has been the same in all of history:
"Go and make disciples" (Matt. 28:19). Making disciples is the critical objective of the
Church (Toler 23). The Great Commission is not the great option but an imperative. The
directive could be called the Great Commandment except that phrase has already been
coined for Jesus' imperative to "love God supremely and to love one another" (Mark
12:30,3 1 ). Those who profess to being lovers ofGod and to being filled with his Spirit
cannot help but be compelled (2 Cor. 5: 14) to respond to the command of Jesus to "go
and make disciples" (Wiesman 135). Jesus commanded his disciples to go. Christianity is
active, advancing, going into the entire world. Elmer L. Towns sees the Great
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Commission in various locations. Towns provides a great outline for understanding the
full implication of the Great Commission and he observes the power, purpose, plan, and
place for the implementation of the Great Commission (11-12).
The Great Conmiission points out that planting churches is the primary method to
evangelize the World. Ott and Wilson state, "Two aspects of the Great Commission as
formulated in Matthew 28:18-20 entails church planting: the command to baptize and the
command to teach obedience to all that Christ commanded. These are virtually
impossible to fulfill apart from planting churches" (22). Thus, churches that obey Chrisf s
Great Commission are churches that are interested in church planting. The common term
Great Commission is a relatively late expression used to refer to the final commission of
Jesus Christ to his disciples. A survey of its usage shows that the term was far more likely
to be cited as a text in support for the deity of Christ, the Trinity, or as the precise
language to be used in baptismal formulas, than as the basis for any missionary mandate.
Today this final commission of Christ is commonly referred to in the most exalted terms:
[T]he Great Commission, the final manifesto, the climax of Jesus'
ministry, a sort of culmination of everything said up to this point, the
ticking clock for the end times, or the most important concern of the
gospel, and a table of contents of the gospel, (original emphasis; Bosch,
Transforming Mission 70)
The word therefore links the command of this verse to the claim in its predecessor: the
mandate to disciple all nations is only justified if the claim in verse 18 is true. Howard
Pesket and Vinoth Ramachandra, Timothy C. Tennent, and David J. Bosch focus on the
verbs in The Great Commission�to go, to baptize, to teach, to make disciples (Pesket
and Ramachandra 175; Tennent 138; Bosch 81). Experts emphasize that making disciples
is the principal verb of the passage rather than the verb to go. Matthew places the \ crb in
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the imperative (Bosch 74; Terry 72). Although not commonly used in the New
Testament, the word disciple appears most often in Matthew (Bosch 75). Bosch explains
that disciple "is, in fact, the only name for Christ's followers in the gospels'" (75). The
term means learner, student, or apprentice. To make a disciple means to bring people to
to Jesus.
Two aspects of discipleship making�baptism and teaching�are highlighted.
These two aspects of the Great Commission entail church planting. They are virtually
impossible to fulfill apart from planting new churches. Matthew 28 includes two aspects
of the strategy. The first is to go to every person and evangelize them personally. The
second is to go to all peoples by planting churches, where they may be baptized,
discipled, and taught to obey all things (Towns 12). Bosch observes, "The two participles
baptizing and teaching are clearly subordinate to make disciples and describe the form
the disciple-making is to take" {Transforming Mission 74). John Mark Terry describes
the process of reproducing disciples:
These most likely represent a process, or a simple three step method, in
which disciples are produced: first, by going to those who have had no
opportunity; second, by calling them to a relationship with Jesus in which
they repent, believe, and are baptized as a symbol of their allegiance to
Christ and his kingdom community (church), and third, by teaching them
to hold fast to all that Christ commanded. (72)
In the acts of going, baptizing, and teaching. Jesus expects his disciples to replicate
among all nations the eschatological community known as the church. The command to
baptize reminds believers that conversion comprises admission into the new community
of Christ. Baptism is often viewed as an individualistic event. Baptism is a public
confession of personal repentance and faith, but beyond this fact, the act indicates
reception into the body of Christ, the new kingdom community, the church (Gensichen
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134). The overall aim of mission is winning all people to the status of being true
Christian. Virgil Gerber helps to clarify how "evangelism in the New Testament does not
stop with reaching people with the Gospel, nor with the proclamation of the Gospel, nor
even with relating them to the church through baptism and teaching" (18). Gerber goes
on to affirm that "the ultimate evangelistic goal in the New Testament is tw o-fold: 1) to
make responsible, reproducing Christians, and 2) responsible reproducing churches" (18).
Hesselgrave says that the primary mission of the churches "is to proclaim the gospel of
Christ and gather believers into local churches where they can be built up in the faith and
made effective in service, thereby planting new congregations throughout the world"
{Planting Churches 20). The fulfillment of the Great Commission requires the ongoing
establishment of new congregations.
The last command of Jesus is not to be fulfilled in the way churches think best.
but Jesus' disciples are to fulfill their mission by following in the steps of Jesus. The
more closely the gospel is studied, the more parallels are found between the ministry of
Jesus and that of the disciples. Disciples too are to fulfill their mission with Jesus-like
behavior. In the Gospels Jesus exemplified love for God and neighbor and so should they.
Those who seek to obey his last commandment to go, make disciples, baptize, and teach,
need to walk in the path he walked. Jesus commits to his disciples the task of teaching the
baptized so that they will both know and obey all that he, Jesus, has commanded them.
Early Church and Church Planting
The book of Acts can be seen as a chronicle of the missionary advance of the
early church. Acts is filled with numerous evidences of a church-planting movement in
the early Church. The unfolding story of Acts w ill follow the contour of this outline as
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the gospel message moves from one group to another, jumping over linguistic, ethnic.
and geographical boundaries to spread throughout the whole world. The promise of Acts
1:8 sets the tone for the rest of the book. The gospel itself is seen as moving in a
powerfully expansive way, transcending barriers�of language, culture, and race and
prejudice�as it penetrates successively one group after another under the Spirit's
guidance. The book ends with a curious word unhindered, sometimes translated, without
any impediment (Acts 28:31). The story line takes from the apostles" seclusion in the
upper room, into the streets of Jerusalem, and into the temple on the day of Pentecost.
Even in Jerusalem, the gospel spread out because of the faith of the hellenists�probably
Greek-speaking Jews (Acts 6).
The first recorded effort was launched from Antioch to introduce the message of
salvation in Christ to the broader, international world. In Acts 13 Barnabas and Paul are
set apart by the church, and they go on their first missionary journey. Subsequent
journeys pushed further westward, preaching and planting churches in the cities of
Greece, until finally Paul preached to his jailer and all others who would hear in Rome.
The book of Acts reports that churches planted wherever the gospel was proclaimed.
In the book of Acts, believers met together for prayer, fellowship, communion
and word in homes or in public places like temple courts and synagogues. They simply
did not go their individual way. These small congregations were placed under local
spiritual leadership, exercised spiritual gifts, cared for the poor, and preached the gospel
(Ott and Wilson 23). George W. Peters describes the apostles:
The apostles seemingly did not go out to "planf
'
churches. They were not
commissioned to launch out toward that goal. They u ere sent forth to
preach the gospel. Yet wherever Acts 1:8 was faithfully discharged, a
church was born. The functional tie between gospel preaching and church
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planting, nurture and growth, is clearly established. We may confidently
state that the church is germinal in the gospel as evangelism is germinal in
a New Testament church. (20)
Apostles succeeded in proclaiming the gospel and creating Christian communities as they
were recommended. The new churches were born as a result of evangelism.
As persons came to faith in Christ, they became part of the local church
community and were not separated from participation in a local church. Acts 2:41 reads.
"Those who accepted his message were baptized, and about three thousand were added to
their number that day." Added (Prostithemi) is a term used in early Jewish proselyte
literature to indicate being gathered to or joining a fellowship, implying a break with the
former community�for example. Gentiles being joined to Israel (Isa.l4:l). The same
terminology is found in Acts 2:47; 5:14; and 1 1:24 (Ott and Wilson 3).
Ott and Wilson and Howard A. Snyder link biblical evangelism with church
planting and growth (Ott and Wilson 4; Snyder 331). The true goal of evangelism is
formation of a new community of believers where the living Christ presents as the head
of the body and promotes the growth that results in planting new churches. The early
Church committed to implement the Great Commission. The fulfillment of that calling
was executed through the planting of new communities of believers. Church planting
became a natural and practical expression of the Great Commission. Ed Stetzer and
Warren Bird explain further that the persecution of the early Church also increased
church planting (21). As noted, Christ adds people to a local church as they are saved
(Acts 2:41, 47; 5:14; 1 1:24). The process, described in Acts 2:38-47. is in at least three
activities: "(a) communication of the gospel, (b) teaching and baptizing disciples, and (c)
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gathering them in the kingdom communities" (Ott and Wilson 8). Planting the churches
and establish discipleship community fulfills the calling of Great Commission.
Pentecost and Church Planting
Pentecost birthed the church and the disciples were filled with the Holy Spirit and
began to move forward in the plan of their master, indicating their complete dependence
upon the Holy Spirit in their church-planting efforts (Ott 6). Jesus told his disciples to
preach the gospel to all the nations, and he added, "Do not leave Jerusalem until you
receive the power" (Acts 1:4). The explanation is found in Acts 1:8: "You shall receive
power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you." As James Cymbala and Dean Merrill state,
"All merit is in the son .. . and all power is of the Spirit" (197). The missionary burden
for planting churches was created of the Spirit (Coleman 17).
The critical event in launching the Christian community was undoubtedly
Pentecost (Gilmour 81). At the beginning of the history of the first-century church stands
the Pentecost event (Boer 98). Harry R. Boer notes the indistinguishable concepts of
church and mission in Acts (161). The Holy Spirit took charge of and empowered these
early witnesses. Roland Allen notes, "[T]he spirit impels witness and inevitable result of
this spontaneous. Spirit filled witness was the planting of new local churches" (9). The
urge to share the good news accompanies a new nature indwelt by the Holy Spirit. As the
gospel is preached in the power of the Holy Spirit, the same Spirit applies that message to
the hearts of the hearers. When they receive the message through repentance and faith,
they are saved and become Christians. Thus Christian workers must remember that
church planting begins with evangelism�a bold, Spirit filled sharing of the gospel.
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Peter and Church Planting
The book of Acts covers more than the work of Paul. Peter made two missionary
journeys of his own, and the remaining disciples spread the gospel across the surrounding
regions. Peter, God's missionary to the Jews, enjoying the respite peace, went to Lydda
and ministered healing in the name of Jesus to Aeneas, and all the people living in Lydda
and Sharon saw him, and they turned to the Lord (9:32-35). From Lydda he went to
Joppa on request of two men from there and raised Dorcas from the dead. The result was
that many "throughout all Joppa ... believed in the Lord" (9:36-43). In Joppa, Peter had a
vision while atop the house of Simon the tanner, whereby God prepared him to receive a
special messenger from a centurion named Cornelius in Caesarea. Thus Peter went under
the Spirit to Caesarea where clear proclamation was born to Cornelius' household. All
were gloriously redeemed. Peter had them baptized (10:46-48).
Philip and Church Planting
Persecution moved the early disciples to scatter into surrounding regions. Philip, a
Hellenistic leader, listed immediately after Stephen in the seven, was also more of a
preacher than an administrator. Driven from his work in Jerusalem, Philip went north to
Samaria and preached the gospel there. Between the population of Judaea and Samaria
was a long standing division. In spite of attempts to effect a reconciliation in post-exilic
times, the schism was widened by the Samaritans' erection of a rival temple (to the
restored temple at Jerusalem) on their sacred hill Gerizim (Josephus, Whiston, and
Pfeiffer 4). The Judeans regarded the Samaritans as racially and religiously compromised
Jews (Perkins and Rice 153).
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Phihp courageously preached the gospel to the Samaritans. Philip's visit was
marked by the exorcism of demon spirits from those who were possessed by them and
acts of healing performed on people who were paralyzed and lame such that great
numbers believed his message and were filled with rejoicing. As in the ministry of Jesus'
Apostles, so in the ministry of Philip, these mighty works were external signs confirming
the message that Jesus announced. News of Philip's evangelistic progress in Samaria was
brought to Jerusalem. The church in Jerusalem examined and affirmed his mission.
The next part of Philip's story is told in a style that is in some respects
reminiscent of the Old Testament narratives of Elijah and Elisha. Luke's statement that
"an angel of the Lord spoke unto Philip, saying arise" (Acts 8:26) is probably a vivid way
of describing Philip's direction from God. Philip received a command from God to go
southward to join in the Jerusalem-Gaza road. Along this road Philip found a covered
wagon making its way southwards. The treasurer of the Ethiopian court had made a
pilgrimage to Jerusalem and was now on his way home. The divine monitor (F. Bruce,
Book ofActs 187) instructed Philip to approach the wagon, and as Philip did so he heard
the Ethiopian reading aloud from his copy of Isaiah. The passage he was reading was the
great prophecy of the suffering servant, which had found its fulfillment recently in the
self-sacrificing death of Jesus. F. F. Bruce comments, "Philip's persuasive exposition of
the servant's passion found its way home to the Ethiopian's heart as they journeyed"
(175), and Philip baptized him when they reached water according to his request. This
event was the first example of a Gentile baptism (Dummelow 829). The divine purpose in
sending Philip to the Gaza road was accomplished; he was then sped northwards by the
Spirit on another mission. He disappears from the text, going "on his way rejoicing"
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(Acts 8:39). Irenaeus teUs that he became a missionary among his people (Irenaeus.
Unger, and Dillon iii. 12.8). Whether he was a full proselyte or only a God fearer, his
conversion marks a further advance towards the evangelization of Gentiles.
Paul and Church Planting
The Apostle Paul was a missionary, and he acted as a nomadic and insatiable
church planter. Church planting is central to Paul's understanding and practice of
mission. Stetzer and Bird say, "[F]or years, most Bible teachers have referred to Paul's
travels as his missionary journeys. We prefer to call them Paul's 'church planting
journeys'" (21). Hesselgrave, Roger S. Greenway, Ott and Wilson. Peter T. O'Brien,
Peter Bolt, and Mark Thompson, Eckhard J. Schnnabel, and Allen all emphasize that Paul
proclaimed the gospel message, saw people converted, and planted churches wherever he
went (Hesselgrave, Planting Churches 29; Greenway, Apostles to the City 70-74; Ott and
Wilson 6; O'Brien, Bolt, and Thompson 184; Schnnabel 231-32; Allen 81).
Paul's urban strategy. The Book of Acts exemplifies the urban church-planting
movement significantly. Greenway states, "Christianity enjoyed its great success in the
cifies of the Roman Empire until well after the time of Constanfine in the fourth century.
and the urban environment shaped the way early Christians thought, acted, and
evangelized" (Cities 13). Since the beginning of the church, the gospel was proclaimed
across the Roman cities.
Paul's missionary vision was global, at least as regards the places known to him.
Up to the fime of the Apostolic Council (AD 48), the missionary outreach to Gentiles was
probably confined to Syria and Cilicia. Soon after the Council, however. Paul begins to
see mission in ecumenical terms: the entire inhabited world has to be reached with the
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gospel (Bosch, Transforming Mission 162). Wayne Meeks points out that Paul was a city
person through and through; the city breathes through his language. Paul s language and
metaphors are drawn primarily from the urban world. Greenway highlights Paul's
missionary endeavor in the urban centers (15).
He went to the flourishing Hellenistic cities, and in that environment he planted
the evangelistically vibrant and growing churches of the New Testament period (Meeks
9). Rodney Stark notes the expansion of Christianity from a rural setting in Galilee to the
evangelization ofmajor cities, especially by Paul (25, 133).
Allen points out, "Paul planted churches in centers of Roman administration,
Greek cultures, Jewish influence, and commercial importance" (81). Paul believed that
the Roman Empire with its legal system, common citizenship, and highways could be
used in extending the gospel. Greek education went hand in hand with Roman
government and provided Paul with his medium of communication. Paul planted
churches in centers of Jewish influence as a Jew enjoying singular advantages. He spoke
in the synagogue frequently to people familiar with the Old Testament and Judaism. Paul
usually began in a new city by reaching Jews in the synagogue with gospel proclamation,
proselytes, and "God fearers," providing a point of contact (Smith 135). Paul established
his churches in cities that were keys of the great trade routes where the gospel would
travel in every direction. Within a period of ten years, by means of three missionary
journeys, Paul established churches in the four Roman provinces of Galatia, Macedonia,
Achaia, and Asia. Everywhere Paul went he and his co-workers preached, gathered
converts, and formed them into local self-governing churches (Greenway, Cities 21).
Deep theological presuppositions lay behind Paul's emphasis on church planting. His
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conviction was fundamental that God had intervened in the world to establish a new
community of people centered on Jesus Christ.
Paul's household evangelism. Paul focused also on the family, one of the most
effective methods of his time (Greenway, Cities 18). Again and again Paul and other
Christian workers led families to Christ. With the family being the fundamental unit of
society, Paul chose wisely in his approach to urban evangelism (Aghamkar 19). Paul used
the family as the key social unit in society. The family included not only those related by
blood but also others in the household, such as slaves or tenants (Grassi 85). The book of
Acts and the Epistles often show this well. The conversion of household rulers, through
whom entire families were brought to conversion and baptism is a central message.
Cornelius "and all his family were devout and God fearing" (Acts 10:2). When the Spirit
fell on them, they were all baptized in the name of Jesus Christ (Acts 10:48). To the
trembling jailer at Philippi, Paul said, "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved,
you and your household. Then the jailer took Paul and Silas up into his house, the word
was preached to his entire household, and that very same night the jailer and all of his
family were baptized" (Acts 16:31,33). At Philippi, a woman was the first contact;
through her, faith entered her family, and the entire household was baptized (Acts 16: 15).
At Thessalonica, Jason and his house were ministered to (Acts 17:5-9). Crispus, the
president of the local synagogue at Corinth, accepted the new teaching and was baptized
along with his household (Acts 18:8). His home provided direct access to the Jews. Paul.
however, chose a place of residence�the house of Titus Justus, a Gentile who
worshipped God and lived next door to the synagogue (Acts 18:7). Being a Gentile, Titus
could be the channel for other non-Jews to come to hear Paul preach. Scattered
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throughout the Epistles are other references to the households where Paul stayed,
preached, and estabhshed his first converts (1 Cor. 1:15-16; Col. 4:15; Philem. 2).
By focusing on urban families, Paul established churches where he continued to
equip and train family members for effective ministry. The gospel moved across cities
from family to family. When they united and formed into churches, they exerted an
enormous influence on their relatives and friends and their homes became centers of
Christian faith and evangelism (Aghamkar 19). Roger E. Hedlund notes this practice as
the birth of house churches (Quest for Identity 27). The first blow against pagan racial
and social barriers was struck at the communion table where master and slave, women
and men, Jew and Gentile sat together around a common table and celebrated the same
salvation (Greenway, Cities 19). Paul approached urban people less as individuals and
more as family units. Perhaps he saw the salvation of the city would come through
families.
Paul's teamwork. The book of Acts witnesses a clear pattern of teamwork in
church planting. The mission work of Paul was a team effort. The missionary movement
of the New Testament period was not the work of a few individuals, but an extended
group of apostolic associates, the details of whose work is not known (Meeks 8). Paul
began as an associate of Barnabas and later built and released different teams, constantly
bringing people together for the cause of the gospel. The book unfolds, focusing on the
journeys of Paul and his companions. Paul progressively brought more and more people
together for the cause of the gospel. He went from a bicultural team of two on his first
missionary journey to a large and diverse multicultural group of ten coworkers from the
various churches he planted (Ott and Wilson 49). Paul's team members served as
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associates, representatives of churches, assistants, and apprentices. Paul selected
representatives from the various regions to demonstrate the essential unity of the church
(Ollrog 25) to combat the excessive nationalism of certain Judean churches (Acts 15: 1-
35; 21:17-26). Paul's coworkers served as personal assistants, ministering to his own
needs. They are like Aquilla, Priscilla, Luke the Doctor, Tertius, and John Mark.
High on Paul's agenda for building teams was the training of leaders for the
emerging local churches. Schnable affirms that biblical terminology used to describe
Paul's coworkers indicates they were not mere helpers but fully engaged in the same
missionary activities as Paul himself, and were no way inferior to him (Coleman 71). One
of the most noteworthy features of Paufs mission was his recruitment of coworkers from
the various churches he planted. He recruits from the har\ est for the next harvest
(Schnabel 255). Thus, many of the churches Paul and his coworkers planted had
spiritually participated in the vision to prepare and send workers for the larger mission
(Ollrog 129). They trained missionaries who in turn trained others. This scenario was the
case for Timothy, Apollos. Epaphras, and Aquila and Priscilla. hi addition, after Paul was
imprisoned, Erastus stayed on at Corinth (2 Tim. 4:20), and Titus went to Dalmatia and
later to Crete (2 Tim. 4:10; Tit. 1:5).
Appointing disciple leaders from the mission fields and for the ministry was
crucial to the multiplication of churches and the spread of mission. Paul had equipped
several people such as Timothy, Silas, Titus, Onesimus, Philemon, Aquila and Priscilla.
He believed that the very essence of Christian discipleship is growth. He encouraged
them and gave them opportunities to minister and he evaluated their efforts in process.
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He supphed ah the resources needed for their faith and ministry. He helped them to
grow�not just to be good and strong leaders but to become reproductiv e.
Paul and social networking. Paul used the mechanism of social network as an
effective method of reaching new people. Robert C. Linthicum, an urban missiologist
states, "Paul's three successful missionary journeys into the pagan Roman Empire
transformed Christianity from a Jewish sect into a worldwide faith for Jew and Gentile
alike. A primary tool Paul used to accomplish this task was networking" (C/A- ofGod
167). Stark and Helmut Koester note Paul's use of writing letters and building up
community over time in order to reach new people and strengthen new churches (Stark
13; Koester 108). Family ties and social relationships, particularly among the Jews, paved
the way for the apostles to promote the gospel to many regions (Bauckham 35; Stark 14).
Paul's receptivity principle. Paul's strategic focus on certain groups of people is
what Ott and Wilson call prepared people groups (53). Paul went first to Jewish
populations that respected the Old Testament writings and then to God fearers associated
with the synagogues. Paul apparently hoped that the latter could serve as a bridge to the
Gentile populace at large (F. Bruce, Book ofActs 277). Often a few Jews and God fearers
would come to Christ first, creating a new mixed community that could serve as a base
for Gentile evangelism (Ott and Wilson 3).
Planting indigenous churches. Paul established independent churches where\ er
he ministered. During his missionary journeys, he travelled through different cities, never
remaining in one place more than two years (at Ephesus). In most places he was able to
leave behind a group of believers, which he had formed into a worship group. In these
newly formed congregations, he appointed local leaders and gave full charge to them
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(Ponraj 141). During his church planting tenure, Paul appointed capable elders and
deacons from among those who are saved. These leaders were trained in doctrines.
church administration, and church discipline to continue in Christian faith. Donald A.
McGavran explains how Paul's methods were indigenous:
Paul was content to establish the churches and let them grow w ith the
power which is from Christ. Valuable Pauline emphases include rapid
achievement of self-government in even remote congregations; confident
surrender of the younger churches to the sometimes slow processes of the
Holy Spirit; permitting discipline to arise from the conscience of the new
church rather than to be imposed according to the conscience of the
missionary; willingness to let social improvement come from the church
itself as a normal fruit of the Spirit. (136-37)
Developing indigenous leaders was the part of Pauline missionary strategy in relation to
planting and nurturing local churches. Paul and his companions established local elders
and deacons consistently. This method seems to have been a priority since Paul either
established them on his first visit or returned at great risk to establish them at a later date.
Only when such local leaders had been appointed was the work considered completed
(Ott and Wilson 8).The indigenous principle determines the long-term success of Paul's
cross-cultural church planting.
Church-Planting Movements in India
Church-planting movements resulted in India through mass conversion. In India,
Christianity was called a religion of mass which includes the dalits, the untouchables, and
the lower strata of society. McGavran calls the church planting movement a "People
Movement." He defines the people movement as a community decision:
A people movement results from the joint decision of a number of
individuals- whether five or five hundred- all from the same people, w hich
enables them to become Christians without social dislocation, while
remaining in full contact with their non- Christian relatives, thus enablmg
other groups of that people, across the years, after suitable instruction, to
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come to similar decisions and form Christian churches made up
exclusively of members of that people. (298)
People movements prevents the dislocation of community and keeps the unity and strong
commitment in a family setting. As lower strata people are under the oppressive nature of
land lords feeling of belonging and oneness was very prominent. Kenneth S. Latourette
emphasizes the need of the people movement to win the people for Christ because in
addition to having a new relationship with the Lord, people continue to need familial and
community relationships (159). People movements resulted in a great expansion of
Christianity in hidia as individuals led their own people to Christ, thus promoting the
growth of the church.
Church-Planting Movements and Oral Christian Communication in India
God is causing the church planting movements around the world today. Pam
Arlund states, "Church planting movements are one of the major ways God is moving
today. In fact, these movements are the only method of church reproduction that seem to
move faster population growth in our 21st century world." (Church Planting Movements
among Oral Learners 27) Further, Arlund gives the ten characteristics of these church
planting movements:
Researchers have identified a list of ten common characteristics of church
planting movements: 1. Extraordinary prayer by the missionaries, for the
new believers, by the new believers. 2. Abundant evangelism that includes
over-sowing and a buzz in the air about Jesus. 3. Intentional planting of
reproducing churches. 4. The authority of God's word. 5. Local
leadership. 6. Lay leadership. 7. House churches. 8. Church planting
churches. 9. Rapid reproduction. 10. Healthy churches. (29)
God is causing this movements for the expansion of His kingdom and these movements
are producing a great hope and encouragement to the church in India.
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The Holy Spirit has been worldng in the process of church planting in India. India
has witnessed a huge number of church planting movements. The lower strata of society
has been receptive to the gospel since the beginning of Christian missions in India.
Church planting movements were started among these springs of society. Most of these
people are illiterate. Even today India's illiteracy rate is very high:
India has by far the largest population of illiterate adults at 287 million,
amounting to 37 percent of the global total, a United Nations report said
highlighting the huge disparities existing in education levels of the
country's rich and poor. (United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization)
These facts shows the need for a oral friendly approaches of evangelism to reach high
rate of illiterate in India.
The following table helps to differentiate the oral learners versus literate learners .
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Table 2.1. Oral Learners vs. Literal Learners
Oral Learners Literate Learners
1, Conceptualize and verbalize knowledge with close
reference to human life world
1. Analytical categories with knowledge structured at a distance
from lived experience (statistics, lists, ""how-to" manuals)
2.
3.
Conservative holism (formulary expressions kept intact and
repeated to remember wisdom)
Elderly valued since they can remember past
3.
Inventive and open to new expression
Elderly not needed to remember past (knowledge is stored in
books)
4. Aggregative tendencies (keep formulaic adjectives with
nouns together)
4. Analytical, dissecting tendencies
5. Redundant or copious (to maintain context since oral
utterance vanishes once spoken)
5. Economy of words (can backtrack to recover context)
6. Emphatic and participatory (involved with the speaker)
6. Objective and distanced (knowledge gained without knowing
the speaker)
7.
8.
Limited vocabulary (1000-1500 words)
Learn by apprenticeship, mastering proverbs and other
formulaic materials
7.
8.
Large vocabulary (e.g.. English dictionary has over 1 ,5 million
words)
Learning is highh analytical, abstractly sequential,
classificatory, examination of phenomenon or truths
9. Corporate retrospection, externalized. Unites people in
groups
9. Individual study and reflection. Solitary activity that in\ ites
introspection
10. Variation of story due to context and orator 10. Fixed into visual field forever
11. Stitch together story by mnemonics, not memorized
verbatim
11. Verbatim memory by referring to text
12. Knowledge must be repeated or it would be lost (library of
mnemonic formulas)
12. Knowledge is stored in written texts (Ubrary of books)
Memory is reduced
13. Spoken words have power (magical potency, at times) 13. Written words are labels or name tags.
14. Additive sentence structure (string lengthy sentences
together with "and")
14. Elaborate and fixed grammar (shorten sentences with careful
use of "then," "when," "thus," and "'while"
15. Story (usually short) can start in middle of action and not
follow chronological order
15 Lengthy novels are possible, usually follow linear plot (e g .
Freytag's pyramid)
16. Speech is performance oriented (doing something to
somebody)
16. Speech passes on information
17. Themes of struggle are common
17,, Abstractions that disentangle knowledge from human struggle
are common
18. Words have meaning in context (not interested in
definitions)
18 , Abstract definitions and etymologies of words are important
19. Situational (mtelligence is situated in context), operational
(favors right brain thinking)
19 . Phonetic alphabet favors left brain leading to abstract,
analytical thinking. Meaning is located in language itself
20. Use canniness and knowledge beyond words (often
subconscious) to solve riddles
20 . Use logic, geometric formulas, etc, to solve riddles
21, Not analyze self since self is subconsciously immersed in
community
21 , Self analysis and consciousness possible (diaries product of
self-consciousness)
22, Teaching with proverbs invites further reflection by
paradoxes
11 Teaching with textbook, catechism, facts
Source: Moon 130.
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As Grant Lovejoy, the Director of Orahty Strategies for International Mission
Board states, "[TJracts, Bible distribution, fill-in-the-blanks work books, and book stores
are largely unappealing and ineffective within oral cultures. Even spoken
communications can be so print influence that it has limited impact in oral cultures'" (24).
This claim is so true with the illiterate population of India. Most of the illiterate people in
India are tribal and rural dwellers. Many of the tribal languages are unwritten, too.
Printed materials and mass media are non-existent in rural tribal villages because of
illiteracy and extreme poverty. Communicating the gospel to these masses is challenging
to the churches and mission agencies. Oral communication has been the option to the
challenge. Lovejoy states, "Dictionaries defines the orality as a reliance on spoken,
rather than written, language for communication""" (24). Pam Arlund says, "tOjrality is
simple way for new disciples to effectively engage with Jesus and his stories and then
effectively engage others with Jesus and his stories
"
(40). As Hudlund says, "tOJrality
has special significance for tribal people" (Why Orality? Dharma Deepika 2). Music,
dance, folklore, drama, storytelling, and proverbs are more effective means of
communication to the tribal folk, rural masses, and fishing villages and attracts people to
the gospel very significantly. W. Jay Moon states, "The oral forms, when used in the
discipling process, can effectively transform young believers into maturing followers of
Jesus" (1 ). Illiteracy cannot stop the young believers from sharing their new faith in Jesus
Christ. As Arlund says, "[T]he written word of God was first the oral word of God. Even
people who cannot read the word can listen to it and can receive the stories of the Bible
through oral formats" (30). Oral forms of discipleship helps to foster transformation in
the ilhterate congregations
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Ashram Movements in India
India is a cradle for major religions such as Hinduism, Muslim, Buddhism,
Sikhism and Jainism. Predominantly, India is a religion of Hindu. According to Census of
India 201 1, Hindu population is 80.5 percent. Since the beginning of Christian missions
in India, reaching Hindus has been a great challenge. Even today, Christianity is
considered a religion of the west or white men's religion. Hindu fundamentals and fanatic
groups are under the umbrella of Hindutva and cultural nationalism that are anti western
culture and especially to Christian conversion. In the context of hostility and religious
pluralism, Indian Christian thinkers promoted the inculturation, adaptation, indigination,
and contextualization. In the process ofmaking indigenous Christianity, Christian
Ashram became one of the many options. Hedlund states, "Christian Ashrams arose as
Indian response to Westernization of the Church" (Quest for Identity 228). Vandana
Mataji calls Christian Ashrams "cells of dissent, where people of all ages, races, sexes,
and religious affiliations may meet in a common spiritual quest" (1332-34). Christian
Ashrams became the options to many who are in search of indigenous Christianity.
Michael Cartwright states
" The word ashram comes from Sanskrit and means
away from hard work. In Indian culture ashrams are spiritual and intellectual retreats
usually in a rural wooded setting led by a guru (teacher)" (Exploring Christian Mission
Beyond Christendom 61). E. Stanley Jones often describes Christian Ashram as
"Kingdom [of God] in a miniature" (222). The inspiration of the early Christian Ashram
movement traced back to the Brahmo Samaj as well as to the Gandhian Ashram
movement. The movement became significant in bridging the gap between Christian and
Hindu traditions of India. Paul M. Collins describes another significant factor behind the
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Christian Ashram movement "involved in interaction of the Christian tradition with local
cultures in the context of India" (77). Masao Takenaka states the emergence of the
Christian Ashram movement traces back to 1966 with the East Asia Christian Conference
(EACC). This conference identified five key responsibilities in relation to their own
culture: "1) The responsibility to learn. 2) The responsibility to interpret. 3) The
responsibility to being. 4) The responsibility to mediate. 5) The responsibility to be
creative" (13). The five key responsibilities were true to Robert de Nobili, a Jesuit
missionary to India. He soon learned that just as a Jesuit priest would be typically
regarded in Catholic Europe as embodying that culture's ideals of piety, so in south India
the holiest of persons were those renunciants known as sannyasis (Cronin 39). Robert de
Nobili explains the rationale for his adoption:
He then adopted a variety of forms indigenous to the Indian culture in
order to create a culturally relevant or contextualized expression of
Christianity. Essentially this meant for de Nobili and his message a radical
conversion from Western European to high-caste Indian. The driving force
behind this transformation process was the conviction that the Indian
people whom he was growing to love needed the message of Jesus Christ,
a message they would accept only if communicated in the proper way.
(qtd. in Cronin 33)
Those who came after him lived as monks and he became the inspiration for the ashram
movement among Catholics. Protestant Christians also adopted the ashram models.
Richard W. Taylor observes the need for ashram movements particularly in training
young Christian leaders for the community (283).
Another Protestant ashram was founded by renowned Christian poet N. V. Tilak
in Satara in 1917. This ashram was for both the Christian and non-Christian. Dr. S.
Jesudason and Dr. E. Forestor-Paton founded Christiikula (family of Christ) ashram in
Tirupattur in Tamilnadu (Taylor 284). In 1950, Jules Monchanin and Le Saux founded
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Saccidananda ashram on the banks of Cavery River in Tamilnadu (Monchanin and
Abhishiktananda 24). According to P. Collins, "[T]here are many present day expressions
of this movement but on the whole there is less written about these congregations and
their life, worship and mission" (90).
E . Stanley Jones and Ashram Movement in India
The visitation of Gandhian Sabarmati ashram and Ravindranath'ssanthinikethan
ashram made Jones to establish a Christian ashram. Graham Stephen notes, "[T]he idea
of establishing Christian ashrams trace back to the Wesleyan class meeting at Memorial
Methodist Episcopal Church in Baltimore" (42). Jones confesses that "Ashram has
become my home. It is unbreakable fellowship, for it does not depend on meeting
together as a group, but it depends on meeting together in him (Christ)" (emphasis mine;
234). Jones elaborates the concept of Christian ashram in his autobiography:
Jones' Christian ashram drew its inspiration from the redemptive
fellowship, or Koinonia that the believers established in the early church
described in the book of Acts. In order to model the kingdom of God, the
members of Christian ashrams, like the members of the first century
church, have to remove the barriers that separate them from one another
and from God. These barriers are both external and internal. External
barriers include racial and ethnic differences and difference in nationality,
in Christian denomination, and in socioeconomic status, gender, and age.
The biggest barriers are within us�fears, resentments, self-preoccupation,
guilts, impurities, inferiorities, jealousies, and emptiness. These are the
things that separate us from one another, from ourselves, and from God.
(224)
Michael G. Cartwright observes this concept as an answer to the inadequate Christian
discipleship:
Because the body of Christ is both personal and social organism, an
individual believer must be responsible to a group of fellow believers in
order to maintain and strengthen his or her relationship with God. And the
society of believers must be responsible for individual members in order
to maintain its collective integrity as part of the body of Christ. Christian
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ashrams provide a communal context for individuals to develop and
deepen their commitment to Jesus Christ. \n a fellowship of seekers,
Christian believers, and believers in other faiths, men and women fmd a
supportive community that encourage self examination and the confession
and removal of internal and external barriers that inhibit and frustrate
honest and loving relationships with themselves, with others, and with
God. (63-64)
Jones indicates, "Towards the end of Jones life there were 100 Christian ashrams around
the world" (234). Ashram Movements were the greatest legacy left by Jones in hidia.
Keys to Ministry in Urban Slums
Rapid urbanization is the critical issue in the twenty-first century. Rapid
urbanization is a world phenomenon. Urbanization has been posing great challenges in
hidia, causing the insufficiency of basic amenities like water, power supply, and basic
homes and resulting in urban slums as an alternative. In tune with the national trend, the
urban population of Andhra Pradesh is also concentrated in big cities. According to the
201 1 census of India the urban population in Andhra Pradesh increased in recent decades:
Out of the total population of Andhra Pradesh, 33.36 percent of people
live in urban regions. The total figure of the population living in urban
areas is 28,219,075 of which 14,198,905 are males and the remaining
14,020,170 are females. The urban population in the last ten years has
increased by 33.36 percent. ("Andhra Pradesh Population Census")
Out of the total Vizianagaram District population for the 201 1 census, 20.94 percent live
in urban regions of the district.
Migration is the cause of the growth rate of urbanization. Migration is a
phenomenon that happens on a large and continuous scale and has been the major cause
of urbanization all over the world. Migration poses many opportunities for the mission of
the church.
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The newly released census of India data shows that "over 65 million people lived
in slums in 201 1, up by 25 percent from 52 million in 2001. Over a third of hidia* s slum-
dwellers live in unrecognized slums" (The Hindu )According to the 201 1 census of hidia.
"[a] slum as residential areas where dwellings are unfit for human habitation because
they are dilapidated, cramped, poorly ventilated, unclean, or are a combination of these
factors which are detrimental to the safety and health" and covers all 4041 statutory
towns in India (The Hindu). Along with the state level trends, the district of
Vizianagaram also shows a high growth rate of slums. According to the Urban Level
Body, in the Vizianagaram district 224 slums are identified with 46.77 percent of slum
population (Hand Book ofVizianagarm 54) In Vizianagaram city itself are eighty-nine
slums that are identified with 38.66 percent of the population.
In India most of the slums are situated near the city's drainage system. The people
live near dumps of garbage. How people survive in these surroundings is unimaginable.
Almost all slums are situated in such places with similar surroundings. The appearance of
houses, sanitation facilities and its environment are common to all the slums and reveal
the true nature of the slums. The social needs include adult education, development of
skills, day care centers, better public transportation, and police protection. The living
conditions in slum areas are characterized by overcrowding, poor environmental
conditions, scarcity of health and family welfare services, and total absence of a
minimum level of residential accommodation. As a result, conditions of people living in
slums is far more pathetic than in rural areas.
Slum dwellers are managing to find employment opportunities in the organized
sector of labor, while most work as laborers in the informal sector including construction
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of roads, factories, pubhc building, and houses. However, this fact differs from slum to
slum because of the irregularity of the work. The slum dwellers normally work as
unskilled laborers as petty shop owners, hand cart operators, rickshaw pullers, milk
vendors, and doing menial jobs in provision shops, mechanical sheds, fruit stalls, tea
stalls, glass factories, wood factories, and cinema theatres. Others are cobblers, sweepers,
painters, coolies, auto drivers, and the like. The slum dwellers are economically poor in
their respective villages, but they have something to eat and are respected. Outside the
slums they have no dignity. The slum dwellers' social and economic conditions do not
allow them to come up in life.
Rapid urbanization results in the growth of urban slums. Both the challenges and
the opportunities are posed for the mission of the church. The complex socio-economic
conditions of the slums give an option to the church to share the gospel. The situation of
the peoples' lives in slums prompts the responsiveness to the gospel witness. The slums
have become mission fields in themselves. The church is in great need of finding the
effective strategies that help and fulfill the biblical mandate to evangelize the urban poor
as well as relieve their physical need. The fulfillment of the missionary mandate requires
"the proclamation of the gospel of Christ, the planting and growth of the church, the
extension of Christ's Lordship over all areas of community life, and reclaiming of the
whole cosmos from the control of Satan and his servants" (Greenway, Cities 52).
Agamkar points out, the more the unreached, untouched, and unevangelized people are
increasingly found at doorsteps in the cities. Christians are still strongly rural bound in
their ministry and missionary approach (2-3).
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The great need of the church is to be equipped to meet the chahenge of
strategicahy reaching the urban slums and to fmd innovative ways ofministering to them.
The world is becoming a global city in which the urban church must retool, regroup, and
renew its starved imagination in order to fulfill the Great Commission. The church should
understand at least two great, global movements in the world today: urbanization and
immigration (Swanson, Williams, and McNeal 36). Tim Keller states. The coming world
'order' will be a global, multi-cultural, and urban order. Ray Bakke's observation is very
significant for the ministry of the church to prepare the leaders with the abilities to reach
the urban centers and cities of the twenty-first century (83). In the light of urban growth
reality, the church has to develop radical, innovative, and creative strategies to reach
urban people.
Leadership
The urban context requires a new vision for urban ministry. As Bakke points out,
"[T]he urban challenge requires urban education and leadership development programs
for lay folks and clergy alike" (6). A paradigm shift should be happening in the churches
and mission leadership. Many of our most effective pastors and missionaries have had
little formal higher education beyond Bible school training. Immigrants and migrants
come to the cities with cultural baggage from their sending environment. The need to
become sensitive to the cultural baggage is necessary while preparing the evangelists
(89). Further, Bakke states, "[I]ncarnational leadership, not the missionaries or the
trainees in church planting, was the key to long-term establishment of the church in the
city slums" (155). Incarnational leadership is crucial for church planting in the slums:
"For church planting, the leadership of the church in the slums must be incarnate in the
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community" (155). In the words of Bakke, "[i]ncarnation is more effective. It gives the
poor a great sense of dignity. It is more just. It is more loving" (159). Bakke challenges as
he states the apostolic style of identification with the poor is significant to establish
churches in urban poor communities (158).
Greenway points out a danger of building our agendas for ministry on the basis of
our own limited understanding of the city and its needs. He argues the agenda for urban
church planting must be derived from the Word of God as it provides the divine solution
to human condition and he concludes that in depth instruction for Christian life and
discipleship is inevitable for great results in planting the churches in urban communities
(Cities 52). Dean S. Gilliland's, Greenway' s, and Ott and Wilson's emphasis on Apostles
were established the local leaders by providing a strong foundation in Scriptures and
release them for the spreading of the gospel (Gilliland 213-22; Greenway 40; Ott and
Wilson 48).
Discerning and Following the Lead of the Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit initializes, energizes, integrates, and superintends every crucial
step of a church planter. The Holy Spirit is active in all the phases of church planting
such as in the selection, equipping, empowering, assigning of ministries, maturing, and
transforming. Ott, Robert J. Vajko, and Boer opine that the Holy Spirit is the primary
motivator and means of the New Testament church-planting movement (Craig 46; Vajko,
"Church Planting" 201 ; Boer 109). The role of the Holy Spirit for the expansion of first
century church planting is very prominent. Cymbala and Merrill state the merit and
power for church planting applies to son and Spirit (197). The apostles depended on the
Spirit's direction for their decisions about where to go next, although the means by which
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that guidance was received varied from case to case. The recurring expressions offilled
with the Holy Spirit seem to underhne the special action of the Holy Spirit in each case.
All the human efforts, strategy, talent, resources, and creative genius that go into church
planting are vain unless endowed with his life-giving power.
A Focus on Shalom
Several significant biblical and theological concepts were developed during the
twentieth century that substantially reoriented an understanding of church and mission.
Missio dei is one of those concepts. The concept of shalom emerged along with the
concept ofmissio Dei. According to Craig Van Gelder and Dwight J. Zscheile and
Darrell L. Guder, the missio Dei can be significantly related to God's complete
redemption of humanity along with the whole creation (Van Gelder and Zscheile 30;
Guder 3-4). The majority at Willingen clearly leaned toward the former understanding.
Others soon began to act on the latter understanding. A key figure for this approach was
Johannes C. Hoekendijk, a Dutch missiologist who published several volumes during the
1960s and was influential in helping to shape the conversation within the World Christian
Counsel (WCC) at that time. His primary approach was to shift the focus ofGod's work
in the world to that of establishing shalom, a concept that reframed previous
understandings of Christology: "This concept in ah its comprehensive richness should be
our leitmotif in Christian work. God intends the redemption of the whole of creation"
(19-20). Broadening the understanding of God's mission in this way had the effect of
making the world the primary locus of God's mission. The church, in the midst of this
shift in perspective, was largely displaced in terms of its necessary participation in that
agency of God. This shift is best summarized in the popular reframing of the equation
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from God-Church-World to God-World-Church. With this shift came an understanding
that the world sets the agenda for the church. This understanding corresponded well to
the increased secularization of the day and led to a generalized understanding that in
reality became a secular version of the missio Dei.
Shalom is a communal word that demonstrates community and entire society. The
gift of Jesus to his followers to be shalom, a gift that humans cannot earn or manufacture.
Shalom became the identifying mark of authentic church as he broke the hostility and
draws the humanity as one body with him (Eph. 2:14-17; Heb.7:2). This shalom is
"God's continuing act of redemption, its intended scope being the restoration of the
whole creation to its proper harmony" (Linthicum, Transforming Power 38). The real
intent of shalom is the full restoration of God's creation as ruled by a righteous and just
God which is the culmination of God's redemptive activity.
Incarnational Witness
With the Incarnation of Jesus Christ comes a significant development in God's
mission and plan to restore humanity to a proper relationship with him. J. Todd Billings
distinguishes the lives of incarnates with the true incarnate Jesus Christ as a true incarnate
of God who died on the behalf of all human kind (63). The incarnational model must
begin with Christ. His incarnation among the poor, his miracles, and his suffering model
for us is what our ministries should look like. The manner in which the Lord came among
us in his incarnation brought glory and honor to God and achieved his redemptive
purpose (Ortiz and Baker 85). In the Old Testament, God sent the prophets to speak a
redeeming and correcting word to his people. In the Gospels, God sends his very own
Son, the second member of the Trinity. Viv Grigg rightly states about the incarnation of
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Jesus as a profound act sociologically, historically, and economically, and the
incarnational approach is the step towards the transformation ministry among the urban
communities (162).
Guder calls for the church to be incarnational, stressing the narrative of Jesus'
own life, at times seeming to call for an imitation. Guder believes that the church has
been influenced and co-opted by western, enlightenment ideas, especially by defining
mission in terms of progress, success, the benefits of western culture, and expansionism.
As heirs of the Christendom legacy, the church has inherited a reductionism of salvation
(whereby salvation is understood in terms of where one spends eternity rather than in
terms of the in breaking kingdom of God) and of the church (whereby the church is
viewed as the dispenser of this salvation rather than as a witness to the kingdom of God).
The Incarnation describes not only the manner of his coming, but also prescribes the
manner and character of the ministry of the Church to the world. The Church is to be
incarnational, just like Jesus. With the emergence of a new understanding of missions, a
massive shift from church centered mission to a God centered mission has been made.
The understanding of the mission as the initiative act of God is evident, guiding the work
of the church and determining the nature of the missional church (4).
The Church should affirm that in Jesus Christ God was fully present and that he
moved into our neighborhood in an act of humble love the likes of which the world has
never known (Hirsch 131). David E. Fitch and Geoff Holsclaw exemplifying the
approach of church as incarnafional is essential for modeling an effecfive urban mission
as church goes to people's real context (42-43). The Incarnation of Jesus Christ is the
event that brings about the salvation of the world and establishes the mission of the
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church. This event also defines how that mission is to be carried out. Guder observes.
"The reductionism of the gospel in western Christendom is confronted by the person and
work of Jesus as both the content and the criterion of the church's witness" (141). The
incarnational approach in missions is one of the strategy to reach the World for Christ.
Disciples of Christ are out of step with the missional character of the gospel when
they stay within the walls of the church, ministering in isolation from the needs of people
living without hope. This approach draws on the best of both models of the incarnation
addressed above: the divine and the human, hi what has become the common
incarnational approach to ministry. Christians recognize the divine uniqueness and
supremacy of what God has done in Jesus Christ. The full human is also seen in the way
God entered into life, condescending to walk vulnerably and humbly as one of us. In the
words of Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, "When we talk of incarnational mission, we
hope to, in some real way, directly draw inspiration and motivation from the unique act
whereby God entered into our world into the human condition in the person of Jesus
Chrisf (35). In order to communicate the gospel better, the churches need to first
incarnate themselves in that particular community for whom they are working. The
church should become the flesh and bone of the people. Sociologist Stark notes that
Christianity "grew at a rate of 40 percent per decade for the first three hundred years of
its existence" (5). Many factors were behind the spread, "but beyond these external
factors, the early Christians lived in a way that the world noticed something different
about them, for they had a distinctive life style that could not be ignored" (6). Swanson.
Williams, and McNeal state that early Christians lived an incarnational life in the midst
of persecution and oppression (84). Stark writes about the low value attached to the li\ es
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of children and infants in Greek and Roman cuhures (85). The early Christians lived an
incarnational lifestyle in spite of the great dangers of following the model of Christ's
incarnation. Incarnational lifestyle demands a life of commitment to follow the model of
Christ.
Holistic Evangelism and Discipling
God's salvation is good news for humanity through faith in his Son, Jesus Christ.
The gospel is often related to the kingdom of God. This kingdom has certain
characteristics that govern its life and activities. The Christian community is to exhibit
this kingdom ethics and spread its justice and righteousness in the world in all its many
sided dimensions. In the biblical sense, the gospel is related to salvation. Salvation in the
Bible addresses the whole human person in all the existential life. Salvation is to bring
God's shalom into human existence that encompasses the total wellbeing of the person.
The gospel, therefore, brings total transformation to the whole person. This view of the
gospel has enormous implications for our engagement in society.
The Christian community's actions in proclaiming a gospel that is holistic, taking
seriously the human condition�spiritual, material, social, political, and economical�is
grounded in God's own actions and mission in reconciling the world to himself through
his Son, Jesus Christ. The scriptures show that God's actions in dealing with humanity
were always holistic; they concern the total development and wellbeing of the person.
The reality of sin and its resultant effects, such as evil, decay, wars, ignorance, injustice.
and poverty, all point to the fact that the gospel of Jesus Christ must and should address
these various human needs, if total restoration of humanity is to be achieved. The gospel.
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to be transformational, must address the existential life of a person in its entirety. This
shalom is what God has done for humanity since the creation of humans.
The mission as a Christian community should and must be patterned after God's
actions. The model for preaching a holistic gospel or engaging in a holistic mission in a
world ravaged with poverty, unemployment, underdevelopment, ignorance, high infant
mortality rate, and disease is primarily a theological one. First and foremost, the ground
for a holistic gospel is theological, embedded in the character and nature of God who
works principally to transform the whole person, by providing the resources needed for
such a person to live. God's own intention for humanity is to bless them in all aspects of
their lives�spiritually, mentally, socially, and economically. The church has followed
different traditions over the years, but the issue is not either/or but both/and. The attempt
to prioritize evangelism or social action is based on a western dualistic presupposition
that has its root in the enlightenment tradition and has no place in non-western and
biblical thoughts.
For instance, the early 1960s were dedicated to winning people to Christ. The
church's work then, focused mainly on evangelizing the world and discipling the nations.
However, since "Vatican II, evangelicals, ecumenical Protestants, and Catholics have
shown great concern for the poor, the oppressed and the powerless in our world today.
These Christian communities sought ways in which to help reduce the sufferings of
people. In line with the developments of Vatican II, the Lausanne Congress in 1974
tended to move the poor to the top of its agenda. Here a holistic gospel was proposed.
Holism came to be understood by some as ministry through word, deed, and sign. Others
saw holism as ministry to the whole person�spirit, mind, and body, while some
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emphasized transformation of entire cultures and societies. Others see holism as
partnership with socio-political action and evangelism.
The church should focus on the total transformation of people. The church should
aim for total transformation in various disciplines such as spirituality, morality,
education, economics and environment. Following the lead of John R. W. Stott, the basic
emphasis is that evangelism and social action are partners and reflect the Christian
response to the commandment to make disciples and the conrmiandment to love the
neighbor (Christian Mission 27-30). In this partnership, evangelism, according to the
Lausanne movement, remains the primary partner (Making Christ Known 23 ).The
variation on this discussion is that both are primary because both belong to the total
mission of the church. Hence, the service of social concern must be seen as a spiritual
activity (Nicholls and Wood 186). Charles Ringma cites. "The biblical story reflects
God's concern for the whole person, the community, and the created order. God's
redemption and shalom is for all of life and not simply our souls" (qtd. in Wright, The
Mission ofGod 434).
From the opinions of Tetsunao and Ringma, hohstic mission can mean a whole
range of things. Community development is seen as a key element and thus gives the
discussion of holistic mission a particular orientation and restriction (Tetsunao 1 ; Ringma
25). Samuel Jayakumar states that holistic mission overflows as Christian heritage from
the early Christian service to the poor and oppressed (228).
Solidarity with the Poor
Solidarity with the poor prepares the ground for church planting in urban
communities. Solidarity involves a total personal commitment, being available to God for
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the transformation of the world into a just world, where all will live a fuller redeemed
dignity and recover humanity. The solidarity is a methodology that urban church planters
should adopt to motivate the movement forward for greater results. Solidarity
immediately makes Christians think of the theme of God is with them. Solidarity
multiplies and deepens stable relationships with residents. Because the church has its
historical origin in Christ, Christian workers who carry forward know that through the
incarnation of God is the type and cause of its unique relationship with the world.
The incarnational model must begin with Christ. His incarnation among the poor,
his miracles, and his suffering model for us are what our ministries should look like.
Jesus Christ broke through the barriers of history and eternity to be with us. He
underwent all the physical and emotional experiences of human beings. Christian
ministry must begin by learning to know people and identifying with the people,
partnering with them. To evangelize the urban poor, the person must become voluntarily
poor. The voluntarily poor are not ascetics but become poor in order to make the poor
rich (Grigg 56). The idea of incarnation, of walking with and dwelling among the people,
of identifying with their sufferings, needs and problems, is primary to mission among the
slum dwellers. In order to communicate the gospel better, the churches need to first
incarnate themselves in that particular community for whom they are working. The
church should become the flesh and bone of the people (Christensen 127). Christian
workers have to become a part of the community, actively involved in the affairs of the
community, and get to know firsthand, the physical and emotional experiences of the
slum dwellers. The church should be trusted by the urban poor. The church should
challenge and empower the poor with its presence. In short, the congregation needs to
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adopt the incarnational model, whereas to be with the community means to become a part
of community. Incarnational ministry also involves raising our voices for the voiceless
slum dwellers, to work for their rights in the society (Samuel and Sugden 229). On the
other hand, when churches take the side of the slum dwellers, they may be accused and
regarded suspiciously. Stiff opposition may come from the precipitators of evil in the
society. Just as Jesus willingly suffered for the oppressed in the society, the churches
must also be ready to die for bringing back the dignity and identity of the slum society.
However, the people will come to realize that the churches exist for their welfare and as a
result support the cause of the church.
The church must enable the poor to build Christian communities where they can
increase their dignity, independence, freedom, self-determination, and contribution.
Churches and mission organizations should train local leaders who can fit into the
culture, can understand the feelings of the community, and are able to fulfill the physical,
spiritual, social, and emotional needs of their people.
Transformational Development as a Goal
The Webster dictionary gives two primary definitions for the word
transformation: 1) To change the form or appearance. 2) To change in condition, nature,
or character." James McGregor Burns defines transformation as "[T]o cause a
metamorphosis in form or structure, a change in the very condition or a nature of a thing,
a change into another substance. It is a radical change in outward form or inner character"
(24). The poor are focused on the message of Scripture. The Scriptures reveal God s deep
concern for the underprivileged and oppressed of the society. Both the Old Testament and
New Testament give different accounts in this regard. Here is a brief analysis of the
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etymology of the word poor in the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. About three
hndred references describe the causes, existence, and consequences of poverty in the
Bible. The Old Testament, on the other hand, declares the mighty acts of God in the
history of the Israelites. The Exodus history reveals the divine grace towards the poor and
oppressed and also God's judgment against the oppressors. God heard the agony of his
people and remembered his covenant with their forefathers. He took a personal initiative
and delivered them from their slavery (Exod. 2:23-25; 3:7-8). Christopher J. H. Wright
states, "The status of the Israelites in the Egyptian bondage reflects the condition of poor
slaves who are a class of landless people, political refugees, displaced people, and
outlaws" (Old Testament Ethics 21). The story of exodus was the God's concern over the
poor and oppressed and witness the redemptive act of God with his mighty acts on behalf
of oppressed and downtrodden.
Interestingly, the exodus story also reveals how God transformed them into a new
community that was to show concern towards their poor and marginalized. God intended
to form a God-centered political, economic, and religious community that began with the
pain of oppression of the people (Linthicum, Transforming Power 83). The Wisdom
books also reinforce God's concern for the poor and oppressed in the society. Proverbs
asserts, "He who oppresses a poor man insults his maker, but he who is kind to the needy
honors him" (Prov. 14:31; cf. 17:5). Moreover, Proverbs also speaks of the cause and
consequence of poverty and highlights obligation towards the poor. For instance, the
book describes laziness as an inevitable cause of poverty (Prov. 10:4; 20:4; 13:4; 20:12;
24:33). Drunkenness and wickedness are identified as causes of poverty (Prov. 6:6-1 1;
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1:15; 14:23; 23:21; 28:19; 13:18; 21:5; 13:2). hi Job are forty-two references to the word
poor and its related terms, including poverty.
Prior to their conquest, the Israelites who followed a nomadic and semi nomadic
way of life did not have any great distinction between the rich and the poor. Moreover,
they had more or less equal rights and status as defenders of the community. The new
economic developments, after their settlement, created new class systems which resulted
in social distinctions between the rich and the poor (Premkumar 80). In other words, the
formation of the cities and towns brought about distinctions and widened the connection
between the rich and the poor, the haves and have not's, and the powerful and powerless.
God gave political, economic, and religious systems to enable humanity to structure life
together (Deut. 6:4-19; 6:4-6; 6:14-16). The religious system enables people to have a
vital relationship with God rather than follow any other forms of gods such as power,
prestige, and possessions (Deut. 6:6-9; 6: 17-19). Unfortunately, the religious leaders who
were assigned to lead the people into God's way became the controllers (Ezek. 22:26;
Linthicum, Transforming Power 12). The preexilic prophets pleaded for a society where
justice, equity, and peace would prevail at all levels (Isa.l:17; Hos.l0:12; Amos 5:24).
They insisted that even the weak, the helpless, the poor fatherless, the widow, and the
different strangers have rights (Robinson 252). The oppressors of the poor were urban
based officials such as the royal administrators (Isa. 1:23; 3:14), elders (Isa. 3:14), judges
and rulers (Isa. 10:1-3), landlords (Isa. 5:8-10; 7:23; 10:1-3), the rich merchants and
money lenders (Amos 8:6), rehgious leaders (Amos 2:8; 4:4-5; 5:5. 21-23), cows of
Bashan (Amos 4: 1), wicked (Ps. 37: 14). murderers (Job 24: 14). the people of the land
(Ezek. 37:14), and wealthy merchants (Jer. 5:27-28).
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The ministry of Jesus seems to be closely connected with the poor and the
marginalized in the society. The Apostle Paul writes, "For you know the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that by
his poverty you might become rich" (2 Cor. 8:9). Jesus' public ministry began in the
Nazareth synagogue with the words of the prophet Isaiah:
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me. because he has anointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom to the captives
and recovery of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are
oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord. (Luke 4: 18-19; cf.
Isa. 61:1-2)
The theme of good news to the poor which is mentioned in Luke 4: 18-20, appears quite
often. When John the Baptist sent his disciples to inquire about Jesus, he replied. "Go and
tell John what you have seen and heard: the blind receive their sight, the lame walk,
lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up, the poor have good news
preached to them" (Luke 7:22). Jesus' ministry was significantly aimed at freeing and
accepting the oppressed. However, the total transformation of the individual as well as
the society is implied. Jesus released people from various forms of bondage, oppression,
physical inabilities, the religious condemnation and demon possession. More frightening
still, Jesus connected salvation with peoples' reaction to the needy and underprivileged.
However, the ministry of Jesus cannot be exclusively labeled as a ministry to the
poor and marginalized. Every strata of the society, including the rich, benefited. He
accepted the invitation of the Pharisee (Luke 1 1:37). healed the synagogue leader's
daughter (Luke 8:41 ), and the son of the centurion (Matt. 8:5). Without a shadow of
doubt. Christians could say Jesus was well aware of the conditions of the poor and
reached out to them in a special way. He was willing, against the status quo, to identify
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himself with the poor. He strongly raised his voice for the neglected in society and
sharply condemned those who made the lives of the poor miserable, and on many
occasions encouraged the rich to sell their possessions and give to the poor. The good
news is a significant theme in Jesus' ministry. The good news highlights dehverance and
salvation but targets the poor and the oppressed, the despised and the ahenated. The good
news was not intended for only one group of people, as some may suggest. The message
was for the rich and the poor, the sinner and the religious leader, male and female.
The early Church reiterated the Old Testament (Deut. 15:4) and Jesus' teachings
about caring for the poor, oppressed, widows, and aliens. The early Church shared
everything in common (Acts 4:32). Many sold their property and "laid them down at the
apostles' feet and distribution was made unto every man according as he had need
(emphasis mine; Acts 4:36-37), which was used for the welfare of the needy in the
church. The church collected funds for the minority widows in the church. Thus, "[t]here
was not a needy person among them, for as many as were possessors of lands or houses
sold them, and brought them and laid it at the apostles" feet; and distribution was made to
each as any had need" (Acts 4:34-35, KJV). Ronald J. Sider refers to the Christian
philosopher Aristides, who painted the picture of economic sharing in the early church
(97). The communal aspect, especially the economic sharing, is a great witness of
Christ's love and promoted the growth of the church rapidly. The radical discipleship in
the early Church is a relevant model to follow in the world of poverty and need.
The Apostle Paul also helped the poor in Jerusalem (Gal. 2: 10; cf. Rom. 15:22-
28). In Ephesus, Paul worked not only for self-support but also to supply the needs of his
companions and to help the weak (Acts 20:34-35). Greenway observes that in Paul's
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theology and mission strategy, proclamation and compassion went together (Cities 62).
Paul often emphasized the responsibility of every believer in helping fellow Christians in
their time of need (Gal. 6:9-10). He also condemned the inequality shown between the
rich and the poor in the Lord's Supper (1 Cor. 1 1). The writing of James focuses on the
poor and those of low social standing who are easily exploited and persecuted. He states
that the Christian should respect the poor and behave justly towards them (Jas. 1 :27; 2:1-
13). The early Church insisted unity among the believers. Along with their preaching on
the repentance and forgiveness of Christ they emphasized love, sharing, and serving one
another (Acts 2:41-47). The Christian Church was intended to be centers of a living faith,
where the fruits of justice, equality, and mercy could be seen.
The Importance of Single-Cell Units in Discipling
Small groups and single-cell settings play an important role in helping and
developing leadership. The small groups avail critical experiential equipping
opportunities for the development of positive attitudes in leaders. The small group model
also avails the reproducing opportunity that is so important to any ongoing ministry.
Jesus modeled both ministry and leadership development within small groups. The
twelve disciples experienced real life change in their small group.
According to Towns, Stetzer, and Bird, "[f]rom a historical perspective, most
innovations have arisen when the church has failed to reach the lost, failed to teach
Christians, and failed to be a testimony to God in this dark world. These failures
demanded fresh innovations" (8). As Neil Cole opines. "Attendance on Sundays does not
transform lives; Jesus within their hearts is what changes people" (Organic Church xxiv).
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Significant relationships and spiritual formation develop as the believers in small settings
commit to fellowship, prayer and Scriptures, and sharing the needs and concems.
The house has been the most common beginning place for churches from the
apostolic period until today. James W. Ermatinger and Towns give the significant
advantages of house churches as convenient to avoid persecution and they also help the
promotion of spiritual formation in the hfe of new Christians (Ermatinger 63; Towns 37-
40). The house church approach attracts new believers to find their identity and intimacy
with God and others in the community.
Those Christians who are not part of the house-church movement can learn much
from it: community is a central value of the church, discipleship is not a class but a
lifestyle in community, and authenticity requires community�not just sitting face
forward listening to the dynamic communicator du jour. The Christian life is more
naturally lived in an authentic communal setting and believers have to make a plan to
generate a community. Church is way too complicated. Christians should not defend a
system that produces such poor results.
Towns, Stetzer, and Bird observe that people looking for a place of caring:
People are not looking for a friendly church; they are looking for friends.
People are not looking for a statement about caring; they are looking for
caring friends. The church should be the place most people think of as a
place of caring. (50)
If believers live in community, they become a place where people are drawn to them and
to Christ. Believers should rejoice in the Lord.
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Discipling New Believers
The goal of the Great Commission as stated in Matthew 28:19-20 is seen as to
make disciples. This action is a combination of going and includes the two actions of
baptizing and teaching. Today's churches neglect the concept of discipleship.
A. B. Bruce states disciple making is a continuing process which leads into a
committed life for Christ (340). hi Revolution: Finding Vibrant Faith Beyond the Walls
of the Sanctuary, George Barna identifies what he calls a transformation in the process by
which millions of believers are growing in Christ. According to Barna, many of these
revolutionaries are leaving the local church in an effort to experience purposeful spiritual
growth outside the structure and authority of what they consider to be an ineffective
model for achieving God's purposes in contemporary society. Barna points out, and
rightly so, that local churches are not achieving stellar results in transforming the lives
and worldviews of their members. He endorses a self-serving discipleship processing
which believers piece "together spiritual elements they deem worthwhile, constituting
millions of personalized 'church' models" (64). He also predicts that by 2025, "the local
church will be rendered irrelevant, as millions of born-again Christians sever their
institutional and denominational ties in favor of alternative faith-based communities and
ministries focusing on media, arts, and culture" (48). Chris Shirley argues that "the local
church is a biblically-ordained and relevant vehicle for transformational discipleship"
(208). Additionally, he suggests that the church was given the primary responsibility for
making disciples. "Therefore, relegating the task to individual choice, para-church
organizations, or faith-based communities, is a dereliction of our mission. Jesus
commissioned those who would become the formative core of the early church to make
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disciples" (208). Bill Hull states discipleship is a life under the guidance of an exemplary
life (53-61). Discipleship marks a devotion of life to follow and learn under the master to
become like the master and do the works in the way the master does and live a life as the
master lives. Shirley assumes, "hi the New Testament church, followers of Jesus Christ
considered themselves to be a part of a local body of believers�the church�and they
understood their role within that body to be as a disciple" (210). Discipleship is essential
to Christian life with no distinction between Christian and disciple as the Christian life
involves a spiritual discipline under Jesus Christ and his teachings.
Alan Hirsch writes, "C. S. Lewis righdy understood that the purpose of the church
was to draw people to Christ and make them like Christ. He said that the church exists for
no other purpose" (102). Hirsch states that Jesus Christ aimed all his efforts at true
discipleship.
The main thrust of Jesus' method was to empower men who proclaim his life and
carry on his work after he left the earth. As Robert Coleman states, "His concern was not
with programs to reach the multitudes, but with men whom the multitudes follow" (21).
Jesus selected twelve ordinary men to be his disciples. None of them occupied prominent
places in society nor were they considered wealthy. They had no professional training
and academic degrees of their day. Most of them were raised in the poor sections of the
country around Galilee. In spite of their impulsive, temperamental, easily offended
nature, Jesus saw in these men great potential for leadership in the ministry. Jesus spent
most of his remaining life on earth with these twelve disciples and he staked his whole
ministry on them. Even though multitudes followed him, Jesus realized the inadequacy of
the personal care the multitudes received. His only strategy was to "get men imbued with
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His hfe who would do it for him" (33). Hence, he concentrated on these twelve men who
were to be the beginning of this leadership in order that the multitudes could at last be
saved. Jesus demonstrated clearly that the multitudes would be won easily if they were
given leaders to follow.
Sylvia Wilkey Collinson states that Jesus' approach to discipleship was relational,
communal, and intentional which led the disciples to be disciple makers and missionaries
who reached the world for Christ (240-50). Learning, nurturing, holding the convictions
of truth, voluntary commitment, personal relationships, and peer to peer learning makes
effective discipleship to participate in the mission of the Lord. Commitment to intentional
discipleship leads to significant growth. "Neil Cole of Church Multiplication Associates
suggests that the key to their remarkable growth to 500 churches in a few short years
essentially revolved around their resolute commitment to discipleship" (Organic Church
40). Cole emphasizes discipleship making as a nonnegotiable essential of any genuine
expression of Christianity (50).
The Great Commandment and the Great Commission
The great commandment preceded the Great Commission. David M. Best states,
"For people who accept the authority of Scriptures as reliable for instruction and
guidance, the biblical Great Commission and Great Commandment are important and
informative" (17). Stetzer and Bird comment that the love a church planter should have
for Jesus is imperative (46). Griffith and Easum states. "And may the Master pour on the
love so it fills your lives and splashes over on everyone around you, just as it does from
us to you. Sometimes church planters, in their zeal to pursue the Great Commission,
ignore the One for whom they're planting the church�God" (Message 5). Rick Warren
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states that God's fivefold purposes of the Great Commandment and the Great
Commission include "worship, ministry, evangelism, edification and fellowship"
(Purpose Driven Church 95). Jesus included all five elements in his earthly ministry.
Even today, the purposes should be same. The church exists to worship, ministry,
evangelize, edify, and fellowship.
Spiritual Formation
Spiritual formation is the internal workings of believers" hearts and souls. For the
church to function effectively as the body of Christ, the congregation needs to grow
spiritually. The church of the living God needs to be a living entity. The primary measure
of its spiritual formation is what the early Christians practiced in the book of Acts: "They
devoted themselves to the apostles" teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and prayers" (Acts 2:42). According to Victor John Ratnam Palla, "Christians do
not grow into maturity by just attending worship service regularly. Many have attended
services all their lives but have not grown .spiritually" (65). Wagner states, "Quantity is
not enough without corresponding quality"" (24). Numerical growth may not always
qualify the spiritual growth. Snyder states, "[E]ven if the church appears to be
succeeding, growth outruns the depth and outward success masks the inward emptiness""
(249). The spiritual formation is evident of a real growth of the church.
Primary proof that the church is alive is when the church is consistent in devotion
to the Word of God, fellowship, prayer, and regular partaking of the Lord's supper.
Pastors should aim to "prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body of
Christ may be built up until we all reach unity in the faith and in the know ledge of the
Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ"
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(Eph. 4: 12-13). The church aims for spiritual maturity by attaining the fullness of Christ.
This spirituality manifested in the day-to-day life of a believer causes glory to God and
draws people to Christ, thereby growing the church numerically.
Leadership Necessities for Urban Mission and Ministry
Rapid urbanization poses various challenges and opportunities to do missions and
the church needs to be aware and able to create strategies to reach the urban population in
an effective way.
Awareness of the Lost
People who live in urban communities also need the salvation of God as they are
part of God's concern as any other lost people on the earth. Edgar J. Elliston and J. T.
Kauffman state Commitment of God cannot be changed:
Neither the place of residence; the density of the population; the existence
or absence of complex social, economic, or political networks; the
abundance of physical, social, or spiritual needs�in short nothing changes
God's commitment to bring people into his kingdom. (66)
A church in the city must view the city as people for whom Christ died and who should
be presented the good news of the kingdom in terms that they can understand. The social
systems and physical and spiritual needs should be transformed by the renewing power of
the Holy Spirit. The gospel is the power of God for salvation for urban people today as
much as for the people of the cities of Rome, Jerusalem, Ephesus, Corinth, Athens,
Colossae, or Antioch (67). The Great Commission clearly states the goal of making
disciples of all nations including every ethnic group or every people group. This mandate
of making disciples includes the urban communities. The great diversity of urban
residents whether seen in different economic, ethnic, political, educational, or settlement
patterns does not change the mandate. Linthicum points out church is called to introduce
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the salvation of God to its people and leave the rest to God (City ofGod 171). Church
planters who are focused on the lost ness of people can be used of God to bring the
church into existence.
A Ministry Vision
Vision comes from God. God is the originator of vision for ministry and mission.
God's vision is perfect in every way. Vision generated by human thinking functions by
human ability and understanding. God's people live by revelation. A more accurate
translation of Proverbs 29:18 in the Hebrew is, "Without revelation people run wild."
Richard Blackaby and Henry Blackaby describe the difference between vision and
revelation: "[V]ision is something people produce, revelation is something people
receive" (103). Further Blackaby and Blackaby state, "The role of spiritual leaders is not
to dream dreams for God but to be the vanguard for their people in understanding God's
revelation" (105). Barna defines vision for ministry: "[Vjision for ministry is a clear
mental image of a preferable future imparted by God to his chosen servants, and is based
upon an accurate understanding of God, self, and circumstances" (Power of Vision 26)
Vision provides a perspective from God's point of view. Holy Spirit envision into the
leaders life and ministry.
Catalytic leaders possess a vision and a dream, commit themselves to the mission
and purpose of the organization, value the people around them, foster a team spirit, enlist
the insights and passions of others, empower people to lead their part of the dream, set
high standards of performance, and monitor progress carefully. This approach to
leadership tends to build strong institutions and nurtures potential leaders who know how
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to dream dreams, see visions, and work toward making dreams become reahty. An
effective visionary would do these things.
Bill Hybels speaks about visionary leadership:
What distinguishes the visionary leader is that he or she has a crystal clear
picture in mind of what the future could hold. Such a leader casts powerful
visions and has indefatigable enthusiasm for turning those visions into
reality. Visionary leaders shamelessly appeal to anybody and everybody to
get on board with their vision. They talk about it, write about, and burn
white-hot for it themselves. They are idealistic, faith-filled leaders who
wholeheartedly believe that if they cast their vision clearly enough and
often enough it will become reality. They are not easily discouraged or
deterred. They respond to the opposition by digging in their heels and
raising their voices even louder. Put them in front of the troops and they
will splash vision all over them. (141)
The leader's vision puts a crystal clear picture of what their future holds for them and
the ministry they have involved. Barna in Power of Vision also gives 'Tour primary
factors involved in discerning God's vision for life and ministry: 1) Know yourself; 2)
Knowing God; 3) Knowing your context; and 4) Knowing good advice" (75). The job of
a leader is to create a vision. To create a vision leaders must become preoccupied with
the future.
Communicating the Vision
Leadership is communication. A good visionary leader helps others to see the
vision. Good visionary leaders receive the vision, own the vision, and communicate the
vision to their followers. "When leaders successfully communicate vision to their people
God sets the agenda for the organization, not the leader, and the people will experience
what God can do" (Blackaby and Blackaby 1 17). The requirement to communicate the
vision is to bring the vision, animate it, and manifest the purpose so others can see. hear.
taste, touch, and feel the vision. Leaders should spend a great deal of energy to persuade
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their people to share the vision. Hybels states the best way of communicating vision is
"by embodying it, by personifying it, and by living it out" (38). Blackaby and Blackaby
say the vision need to be received from God:
Spiritual leaders do not sell the vision, they share what God has revealed
to them and trust the Holy Spirit to confirm the vision in the hearts of their
people. . . . Spiritual leaders must bring followers into a face-to-face
encounter with God so they hear from him direcdy, not indirectly through
their leader. (66-68)
The leader cannot bring people into a conviction that a significant work is from God. This
task is for the Holy Spirit. Leaders communicate vision in at least two ways: By using
symbols and by telling stories ( 69). Blackby and Blackby state, "Good symbols can be a
powerful vehicle for communicating the values and vision of organization" (111). A
second effective way to communicate vision is through stories. A story is a compelling
method of communication. Howard Gardner and Emma Laskin claim leaders are story
tellers. They qualify, "It is important that a leader be a good story teller, but equally
crucial that the leader embody that story in his/her life" (ix). Blackaby and Blackaby
state, "[T]he leader is a symbol as well as "keeper of the stories. The leader should be
both the message and messenger" (71). Max De Free says, "people are defined" by their
stories. Even though pictures ideas and inform to the people's minds but "a story engages
hearts and enlists their commitment" (Leadership Jazz 4). Hybels suggests
communicating vision is as casting vision: "[Wlhen a leader is casting vision publicly the
goal is to help people to know, understand, and remember the 'main thing
"
(45).
Communicating vision is helping the people to find out what is the main thing and know
the concept clearly by providing clarity to avoid mess and confusion.
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Faithful Use of Spiritual Gifts
God calls men and women to lead in ministry. According to Edgar J. Elliston.
"[t]he Lord selects a person for a specific ministry. He matches the person with the task.
followers, and situation. He sovereignly selects the person to be gifted and equipped for
the ministry" (100). The gifts of the Spirit aim at the good of others in the church and
their equipping for service. These gifts provide the initial and ongoing empowerment of
the Spirit for ministry. They are the Holy Spirit's authorization to use spiritual power for
God's purpose in the church. As they are employed within the community, the gifts also
contribute to the formation of a context where other people can emerge as leaders.
Paul stayed in Corinth for about two to three years (Acts 18: 10-22) and perhaps
he wrote this letter during the last few weeks of his time at Ephesus, prior to the Jewish
festival of Pentecost. Paul wrote this epistle in response to several aspects of life in the
Corinthian congregation that were of concern, and particularly the divisions within their
fellowship (Blomberg 22). Ben Witherington, III points out, "The diversity of
socioeconomic levels and religious and ethnic backgrounds among Corinthian Christians
was a primary cause of several of the issues that Paul addresses in Corinthians" (28). For
instance, eating food that had been offered to idols (1 Cor. 8) and the discrepancy over
participation in meals in temples, especially the distinction between the poor and rich ( 1
Cor. 10), were perhaps the social, economic, and ethnic issues in the Corinthian
community.
In chapters 12 to 14, Paul was dealing with a particular situation in the life of the
church in Corinth. The Corinthian community was being demoralized by the richness of
the spiritual gifts, a richness that was evident when the church gathered for worship
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(Minear 190). This richness of gifts encouraged believers to draw discriminatory
distinctions among themselves and to claim the distinction of one gift over another
(Horsley 171). Hence a competitive spirit was destroying the basic framework of their
fellowship which further caused division in the body of Christ. The unity and diversity in
the body of Christ is the central theme that is highly structured in 1 Corinthians 12
(Eriksson 223).
This theme is recognized in the very beginning of 1 Corinthians 1 2 where the
varieties of gifts and ministries are associated with the unity of one Spirit, Lord, and God
(12:4-1 1). However, in this passage Paul develops his idea of the church as the body of
Christ in answer to the problems mentioned previously.
This pericope is a part of Paul's discussion concerning spiritual gifts, which holds
chapters 12 through 14. The discussion follows a section that deals with the unity of the
church in the diversity of spiritual gifts (1 Cor. 12: 1-1 1) presenting this diversity of
spiritual gifts by the analogy of a human body (12: 12-27). "Verses 12 and 27 are key
because they present the complete sense of the body analogy and, therefore, hold the
whole passage together. This passage can be structured as follows: verse 12�the
statement of the analogy, the body is one with many members; verse 13�unity; verse
14�diversity; verses 15-21�diversity, the unique significance of each member of the
body; verses 22-26�unity, the mutual dependence of the members of the body: and,
verse 27�restatement of the analogy that believers are the body of Christ and
individually members of it.
James D. G. Dunn points out that this phrase is expanded in Romans 12:6 as
"XOtpiaiia because he sees the logical connection between exeiTipa^iv and
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eXOVxe(p xapi,CJ|Liaxa" (724). Therefore the phrase, "ah members do not have the same
function" refers to different gifts. The indication of functions to the gifts seems relevant
in this passage because Paul introduces this concept within his discussion about the
proper use of various gifts in the body and continues to expound on them (12:6-8). The
members of the body have different gifts according to the grace to serve for the common
good of the body at large.
In Ephesians 4: 12, Paul underhnes that these gifts are given with the purpose "to
equip the saints for the work ofministry, for building up the body of Christ" (Eph.4: 12).
In Ephesians 4 the context is similar to 1 Corinthians 12 and Romans 12 where the unity
of the church is expressed in the diversity of the spiritual gifts. Whereas in 1 Corinthians
12 and Romans 12 the variety of gifts is the diverse ministries that were assigned by the
spirit to the individual members of the church, in Ephesians 4 the gifts refer to the
individuals who exercise those ministries. These gifts of ministry are given to equip the
saints which enable all the believers to become ministers themselves and use their gifts
for the benefit of the entire community. The gifts are a manifestation of the one Spirit and
are given for the building up of the body of Christ which has both extensive and intensive
dimensions. However, Paul's word of advice here on building the body of Christ, directs
toward the mutual unity and up keeping of the good relationship of the community and
the individual members of the church.
In speaking about empowering. Christians are reminded of Paul's criteria for
leadership in the church: the Charismata. Paul's most fully developed statement about
the gifts of the Spirit is found in 1 Corinthians 12-14. Such scholars as Bengt Holmberg
have pointed out that in this important Pauline passage, the apostle does not set out to
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estabhsh some kind of church order or offices; rather, argues Holmberg, Paul wishes to
show that any Christian can be "enabled by God to practice ... any gift, task, or ser\ ice of
benefit to the whole church" (21). Even though the spiritual gifts are personal
endowments, the goal is for the entire community to benefit (for the common good). The
spiritual gifts give individuals a role within a given social structure, the church. With a
role comes a sense of identity, thus empowerment (Villafane, Hall, Agosto, and Jackson
1 14). Furthermore, since charismatic gifts are validated only insofar as they render
service to the community of believers as a whole, the bearers and practitioners of the gifts
have the opportunity to develop as leaders within the church as they learn to edify the
church, not just the self (1 13). Leaders in the Christian community are freely endowed
with the gifts necessary for service, but these are to be exercised in community, and not
for personal gain and fame.
A Commitment to the Priesthood of All Believers
The equipping function of apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastors-teachers is
needed to prepare believers for service, maturity, stability, and mutual edification. (Eph.
4:1 1-16). "Investing in the lives of promising disciples pays great kingdom dividends and
is essential for healthy church growth and development" (Ott and Wilson 58). All
believers are called to minister with their God-given gifts. Chareonwongsak Kriengsak
states, "There is no place for professional ministries in the church. All clergy must be
laity, and all laity must be clergy. God does not and never has called any one to full-time
ministry" (219). For the urban church plant clergy and laity distinction must be scrapped.
All the gifts must be employed for the advancement of God's kingdom. This employment
of the gifts is clearly one definite way to demonstrate the priesthood of all belie\ crs.
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Lay Mobilization
The word lay is derived from the Greek word Laikos, which means people to
people. The Latin adjective laicus is an equivalent term for the Greek laikos, meaning the
people of God, laostheou. The laos are chosen for opportunity of service and not for
privilege alone. The word originally means belonging to the chosen people of God, both
in the Old Testament and New Testament (Harkness 15). Further Harkness describes the
ministry of lay leaders in the church:
Lay leaders are the people of God who are called to a total ministry of
witness and service in the world those who are the true church people in
Palestine Christian service. Not ordained whose function is to help the
clergy to the work of the church. (15)
Further Georgia E. Harkness opines about the theology of the laity:
A theology of the laity does not mean that the laity should be trained to
become mini-pastors. Their ministry (or perhaps we should say their
service for ministry) has come to be a churchy word and is offered in the
form of the ongoing life of the Christian community in shops, villages,
farms, cities, classrooms, homes, law offices, in counseling, politics,
statecraft, and recreation. (66)
Therefore, the ministry of laity can be defined as fulltime as a part of ministry of the
church:
[To] representing Christ and his church, to bear witness to him wherever
they may be, and according to the gifts given to them, to carry on Christ's
work of reconciliation in the world, and to take their place in the life,
worship, and governance of the church. {Book of Common Prayer 855)
God chooses lay people in the church and gives gifts to them for the expansion of the
ministry through their commitment and participation.
Michael Green observes that although the apostles and evangelists had a role to
play, the outward expansion of the church came primarily through the witness of lay
believers as they moved to other regions (67). Ott and Wilson states the Jesus movement
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as "Historically, church multiplication has almost always been primarily from Jesus
movements' (lay driven and evangelistic)"? (Ott and Wilson 67). The success of cross-
cultural church planting is largely determined by the establishment of local lay leaders,
the turning over of church governance to them, and the continuation of a relationship
through visits and correspondence (48). Even though movements may be initiated by
missionaries or church planters, "they become real movements only when the local
people have embraced the gospel and caught the vision to reach their people, towns.
cities, and beyond" (12). One of V. D. Garrison's ten common factors of a Church
Planting Movement (CPM) is that they are lay led, and one of his ten commandments for
CPM is to train all believers to evangelize, disciple, and start churches. "There are no
passengers in Church Planting Movements; everyone is crew and expected to work" (86).
When McGavran began investigating the growth or lack of growth of churches, he
opened the door for a multitude of concepts and principles to be advocated. Among those
principles was the issue of laity ministry. Many books are written on the topic but two
books�The New Reformation: Returning the Ministry to the People ofGod by Greg
Ogden and Church without Walls by Jim Petersen�are prominent. Petersen writes,
"[T]he transformation of church from a pastor-dependent model to a lay-ministry model
begins with the pastor himself (23). Pastor-dependent churches have the growth barrier
of dependency. Thus, the people of God must be encouraged to do the work of ministry.
Urban churches especially should attempt a plethora of approaches to encourage and
equip the people of God for ministry. Growing, healthy churches are those that de\ elop
lay members to serve in roles that, in other congregations, are often entrusted to
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professional clergy. A clergy dominated ministry will lead to plateaued growth because
the lay people will let them do the work.
Harvie M. Conn, Frank R. Tillapaugh, Ott and Allen highlight the necessity of lay
mobilization instead of clergy officials pattern (Conn 101; Tillapaugh 100-07; Craig 48;
Allen 7). Urban laypeople usually stand at the center of four distinct worlds in their
primary relationships�family, neighbors, work, and play. Laypeople have more access
to the people around them than any clergy official, and they play a prominent role to
bring people to Christ by their influence and witness.
Lay members, as part of the ministry team alongside clergy, are both appropriate
and healthy for urban church growth. Ignorance of the need for equipment, fear, or
selfishness, common misperceptions about the nature of church ministry, and the extent
of Christ's kingdom, and the realities of an urban context prevents lay mobilization. The
obstacles for lay mobilization need to be taken seriously. The New Testament indicates
that God used laity, the people of God. In Acts people notice the movement of the Holy
Spirit in establishing local congregations such as scattered Christians of Cyrus and
Cyrene. Such churches as those in Laodicea, Colossae, and Hierapohs were the result of
the efforts of laymen, not of the apostles (Braun 135).
Warren says, the need of developing leaders for effective church growth;
If you want your church to grow, and if you want the Kingdom to grow,
you're going to need to develop many more leaders. In the early church.
an interesting turn of events happens when the apostles shift from simply
preaching to releasing leaders. ("Why You MUST Develop More
Leaders")
Warren explains the seven reasons for developing more leaders based on Acts 6. 1 point
to the seventh reason from the list as it explains the need for lay leadership;
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The resuh of lay ministry was more growth. "This proposal pleased the
whole group so the Word of God increased rapidly (multiplied)."" There
was mobilization, hi many churches, all you're expected to do is attend
and give. But those are really two minor issues related to what God realh
wants to do in your life. We have allowed our spectator-oriented culture to
influence the church. But God teaches us to mobilize every person for
ministry�pastors and staff are to equip all believers for the work of the
ministry. We have to mobilize every member for ministry. This is
leadership development. And this is essential to fulfilling the Great
Commission, (original emphasis)
Multiplying disciples and leaders rather than using programs or institutions is very crucial
for church planting and its growth. Cole says, "If you can t reproduce disciples, you can"t
reproduce leaders. If you can't reproduce leaders, you can't reproduce churches. If you
can't reproduce churches, you can reproduce movements'" {Organic Leadership 250).
Reproduction of leaders from the congregation promotes the growth of the churches.
Team Building
Team building is a skill of developing others. Leading effective teams is a
prominent skill for a leader. As Hybels states, "Finding the right people to do right things
consistent with their best skills is the hallmark of the team-building leadership style'"
(151). Team-based organization becomes more and more common. The challenge of
team building and leading teams is crucial for a leader. People who know the
characteristics of effective teams and how to manage them is prominent in team building.
Leaders as team builders have "a supernatural insight into people that allows them to
successfully find and develop the right people with the right abilities, the right character.
and the right chemistry with other team members" (150). Church planting has a clear
pattern of team work. Jesus worked with a team, investing his life in others and preparing
them to carry on his mission. Jesus worked towards building the team of disciples As
Hybels observes, Jesus was very intentional in developing leadership teams to impact the
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world with the mission he inaugurated (127). Ott and Coleman exemplify the strategy of
establishing churches which cause the multiplication of churches (Craig 48; Coleman 71).
Paul established churches through teams. These teams can be named apostolic teams.
High on Paul's agenda for building teams was the traming of leaders for the
emerging local churches. Three major lessons can be learned through Pauline church
plandng teams: Paul's leadership is instructive. A second lesson is the value of being a
missional team. Thirdly, Paul's teams were flexible and fluid, with members who could
function either independently or jointly according to the need (Ott and Wilson 335).
Four key Cs of building teams. Building a team for achieving goals is important
in leadership. W. Gibb, Jeffrey H., and William G. Dyer have developed a popular way
of putting all of this into a way of looking at teams. They assert four key Cs of building
teams: context, composition, competencies, and change management skills. In essence, to
build a strong team one must consider the context in which the team will be operating,
whether or not you have the right people in the room, whether or not the team has the
right set of skills, and whether or not the team can adapt as things change. Hybels uses
three Cs for selecting a team: "first character, then competence, and finally chemistry"
(81). For mission-based ministries, Hybels' criteria for selecting people and building
them as a team is very essential.
Delegation. Delegation is a part of team building. Richard L. Hughes, Robert C.
Ginnett, and Gordon J. Curphy explain, "Delegation is a relatively simple way for leaders
to free themselves of time-consuming chores; give followers developmental
opportunities; and increase the number of tasks accomplished by the work group or team,
or committee" (457). Hughes, Ginnett, and Curphy state the importance of delegation:
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"Delegation provides time for other activities. Delegation allows the growth in followers.
Delegation supports organization" (457-58). They have given "five reasons for avoiding
delegation: Delegation takes too much time. Delegation is risky. The job will not be done
as well. The task is a desirable one. Others are already too busy" (458-59). Six effecti\ e
principles are given "for delegation: Decide what to delegate. Decide whom to delegate.
Make the assignment clear and specific. Assign an objective, not a procedure. Allow
autonomy, but monitor performance. Give credit, not blame" (459-61).Delegation
supports the growth and provides meaningful time for the neglected areas of the ministry.
Competent Spiritual Leadership
John R. Mott states, "[I]t is evident that no society of men can hold together and
can realize great objects without thoroughly qualified leaders" (8). The Church of Christ
is no exception:
[Wherever] the church has proved inadequate it has been due to
inadequate leadership. If the church is to grow, so as to meet the growing
needs of the age, it must have able men in its ministry. Without such
leadership there is danger that it will ultimately be reduced to a negligible
force. (4)
Leaders shape and influence people, insdtutions, and events. Leaders and leadership are
determined not by the number of followers but by those effected over time for the good
of God's world. Leadership provides significant opportunity for influencing organizations
toward greater missional faithfulness and effectiveness. Christian leadership is founded
upon the deep realities of the Great Commandment (Matt. 22:37-39) and the Great
Commission (Matt. 28: 18-20), with a focus on people more than programs. David S.
Dockery states, "While most leaders tend to be driven people, genuine leadership
operates more out of a sense of calling than drivenness" (2). J. R. Clinton defines a
biblical leader as committed to scriptural values:
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A Bible centered leader refers to one whose leadership is informed by the
Bible, who has been personally shaped by biblical leadership values, who
has grasped the intent of Scriptural books and their content in such a way
as to apply them to current situations and who uses the Bible in ministry
so as to impact followers. (17)
Leadership is not value neutral but grounded in the truth of God's revelation to us in
Christ. While founded on the truth of God's Word, effective leadership recognizes the
need to be culturally sensitive and contextually relevant. A biblical model of leadership
that begins with God must therefore find its behavioral and convictional patterns in Christ
the Lord. He is the distinctive, supreme presence and revelation of God in human history.
If leadership theory and practice is to be truly Christian, the grounding must be in a
biblical model that begins with Christ.
Features of Biblical Model of Leadership
First, in the beginning with Christ, Christian leaders do not merely, as some
cliches indicate, see the future, but, in fact, like Jesus, study the ancient sources of the
past in order to establish a foundational depth from which to lead. Jesus' understanding
of the Scriptures and with it his knowledge of the character of God, the mission and role
of Israel and Israel's law, and the mission and work of the people of God in the world as
God's agents in building a new creation is profound. His theological brilliance must not
be dismissed as merely a reflection of the divine omniscience, but�to be true to Luke's
depiction of the twelve-year-old Jesus in the temple�should be understood to be the
result of a willing heart and a disciplined mind immersed for thousands of hours in the
words of Scripture.
Second, to follow Jesus, and to follow the ways of Jesus, leaders must steel
themselves with the knowledge that their decisions will not always lead to popularity or
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success. Christian leaders, based upon all that they bring to bear from Scripture and
Christian tradition, seek to affect the present and the future in ways that shape people,
institutions, and events along the lines of God's ultimate values.
Finally, leaders have a strong sense of purpose that is adaptable to the facts of
reality. Jesus called and used humble, broken, arrogant, petulant, selfish, impetuous, and
sometimes even traitorous followers. He worked through institutions whose leaders were
often power hungry, deceitful, murderous, hypocritical, greedy, and abusive to the poor.
He did the will of his Father and, at the very moment of apparent defeat, entrusted
himself in obedient abandonment to his father (Luke 23:46; Heb. 5:7) and, in the end.
experienced a vindication that only his father could bestow. What others meant for evil,
God meant for good (Acts 2:23-24: cf Gen. 50:20). Knowing God's will and having the
courage�amid the frustrations of a broken world�to li\ e it out, with a humility born of
the wisdom he gives to those who persevere (Jas. 1:2-5). are the attributes and practices
that evidence the leadership of Jesus. He taught Christian leadership essentials, which can
be categorized as character and confession, conduct and creed, or behavior and belief
In Paul's letter to Titus, guidelines are set forth that can help readers think
carefully about the kind of leaders needed to lead Christian organizations and institutions.
The main work of these leaders is to care for God's people. Leadership includes
demonstration of public leadership as well as leadership by personal example. Both
assume basic convictional commitments as well as character qualities. Leaders are to be
people of integrity and irreproachable character. They are to be marred by no public
disgrace; they should have no loophole for criticism.
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Leaders of Christian organizations are not required to be perfect, for that u ould
eliminate everyone other than our Lord Jesus Christ. The call is for faithfulness in
character, conduct, and relational commitments, particularly the family and home: "One
could say that before accepting a wider sphere of influence, leaders must demonstrate
faithfulness in smaller spheres of responsibility" (Dockery 342). Such teaching seems
consistent with the overall biblical principle that faithfulness in smaller spheres of
responsibility helps prepare us for opportunities of greater significance.
This kind of lifestyle comes only by the enablement of the Holy Spirit, which
means that leaders must evidence the fruit of regeneration, filled with and controlled by
God's Spirit. Leaders are particularly tempted by pride and ambition. They must
demonstrate that their fallen passions are under control. Leaders of twenty-first-century
Christian organizations must be characterized by self-control and humility in all areas.
Stott has insightfully observed that leaders must be able to lead families and manage
themselves before exercising leadership in broader contexts. Leaders often bring
opportunities and privileges to exert influence. Biblical models of leadership urge against
using these opportunities for one's own benefit. In doing so, leaders are tempted toward
autocratic models of leadership, which may produce short-term effectiveness but rarely
long-term health for communities of faith. Leaders are called to humility, honesty, and
integrity. Christians need a new commitment to treat others with respect, even those with
whom they differ. A thoroughly biblical anthropology recognizes the importance of
treating brothers and sisters, created in the image of God, with much dignity, respect, and
care. Biblical leaders will be motivated by opportunities to serve. In Titus 1, the apostle
Paul describes such motivation under the categories of hospitable and loving what is
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good. Likewise, leaders are to be blameless in character and disciplined in conduct.
Leaders need a convictional faith. The epistle to Titus has described the many roles and
responsibihties of leadership. Dockery states, "[Ljeaders cannot neglect the high calling
to pass along the apostolic teaching in a faithful manner for the next generation.
Communication of the truth made known in the New Testament is to be prized and
prioritized" (343). Some may suggest as we reach a conclusion in this epistle that to
prioritize convictional and confessional commitments are the backbone of Christian
organizations. Without healthy theological commitments, our organizations and
institutions "will be tossed back and forth by waves and blown here and there by every
wind of teaching" (Eph. 4:14). A healthy understanding of biblical and confessional
heritage can help mature both heart and head, enabling believing communities to move
forward toward spiritual depth resulting in the praise and exaltation of God. Some unduly
complicate the Christian faith and distract us from aspects of faithful living. Such
confessional commitments may not be in themselves divisive or distracting. Rightly
understood, our theological commitments strengthen the foundation of our service.
Commitment to Prayer
Leaders should maintain a healthy, growing relationship with God: "The most
practical step leaders can take is to regularly pray that God would help them keep their
lives above reproach" (Blackaby and Blackaby 324) and close towards God and people.
Christian leaders need the spiritual protection that comes through specific, intentional
prayer for them as individuals. Nothing threatens the devil more than effective prayer
(Wagner 292).
Blackaby and Blackaby give the following reasons why leaders should pray:
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First, nothing of eternal significance happens apart from God. Second
prayer is fundamental because to be a spiritual leader one must be filled
with the Holy Spirit. The condition of being filled by the Holy Spirit
comes through concentrated, fervent, sanctified prayer. God's wisdom is a
third reward for dedicated praying. The fourth reason leaders should pray
is because God is powerful. He can do far more than even the most
resourceful leaders. A fifth reason to pray is that prayer is the leaders fool
proof remedy for stress. Finally, God reveals his agenda through prayer.
(148-50)
Prayer is crucial for leaders as well as essential to bring the Holy Spirit filling and
wisdom. Prayer gives entry to God's power, alleviate stress and makes known God's plan
and will. Blackaby and Blackaby say, "When the spiritual take their task of leading
people seriously, they will be driven to their knees in prayer" (186). J. O. Sanders states,
"The spiritual leaders should outpace the rest of the church, above all, in prayer. And yet
the most advanced leader is conscious of the possibility of endless development in his
prayer life" (85). Great leaders were great prayer warriors. E. M. Bounds states, "They
were not leaders because of brilliancy of thought, because they were exhaustless in
resources, because of their magnificent culture or native endowment, but because, by the
power of prayer, they could command the power of God" (36). Prayer is the essential
element of a leader for the spiritual formation and ministry growth.
Commitment to the Scriptures
Leaders' commitment to the scriptures plays an important role in their day-to-day
life. Jesus is a man who connmitted himself to the Scriptures. Jesus overcame the
temptation of devil with the Scriptures. Sanders highlights the passion of a leaders
towards the Scriptures "Spiritual leaders of every generation will have a consuming
passion to know the Word of God through diligent study and the illumination of the Holy
Spirit. The leader who intends to grow spiritually and intellectually will be reading
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Scriptures" (Sanders 102). Sanders quotes William Tyndale about his zeal for the
Scriptures:
During his imprisonment and shortly before his martyrdom in 1536,
William Tyndale wrote to the govemor-in-chief asking that some goods be
sent him: a warmer cap, a candle, a piece of cloth to patch my leggings....
But above all, I beseech and entreat your clemency to be urgent with the
Procurer that he may kindly permit me to have my Hebrew Bible, Hebrew
grammar and Hebrew Dictionary, that I may spend time with that in study.
(101)
Spiritual leaders are in need of receiving a great nourishment from God's Word
continually. The Word of God is the most significant to become consistent in a sound
spiritual life. God's word is the plumb line for spiritual leaders. True spiritual leaders
recognize their utter dependence on the Word of God.
Superintendence of the Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit plays an important role in the life of a leader. The Holy Spirit
initializes, energizes, integrates, and superintends every crucial stage of a Christian
leader. The Holy Spirit is active in all the phases�in the selection, equipping,
empowering, assigning of ministries, maturing, and transitioning. He works in the context
and the people in the context, through the already existing leaders to facilitate, motivate,
correct, and enable the new leader to grow and reproduce. The Spirit leads in the process
of leadership both to stimulate personal spiritual maturity and to help form one's ministry
or role of a ministry. Spiritual leadership development is an important role of the Holy
Spirit. Elliston states that the Holy Spirit' s role is in the spiritual formation of a leaders:
"[The] Holy Spirit superintends, empowers, equips, gifts, guides, directs, disciplines.
provides insight and delegates the authority to lead" (106). The Holy Spirit works
through the word both to convert and equip a person to become a spiritual leader.
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Servant Attitude in Leadership
Servanthood themes run throughout the Bible. Servanthood. however, is the most
demanding approach Christians can take to leadership:
Servanthood is the primary biblical image of leadership and the Bible is
filled with rich models for servant leaders. Kings, judges, prophets, priests
and sages in the Old Testament, Jesus and Apostles in the New Testament
provide a different kind of service to the people. (Dale 26)
The prophets, priests, and kings were expected to serve the one true and living God and
to lead by serving. Jesus instructed his disciples that servanthood is worthy leadership
(Hughes, Ginnett, and Curphy 170). Servanthood is a primary image of Jesus Christ.
From beginning to end, the ministry of Jesus demonstrates servanthood. Robert D. Dale
states, "More than a style of leadership, servanthood is a stance toward leadership shown
in the Bible" (33). Further, he gives several practical implications for servanthood as a
leadership stance:
Servants lead out of relationships, not by coercion: servants lead by
support, not by control; servants lead by developing others, not by doing
all the ministry themselves; servants guide people, not drive them;
servants lead from love, not domination; servants seek growth, not
position. (34)
Henri J. M. Nouwen and Larry C. Spears and Michele Lawrence observe the servant
leadership as an attitude of humility exemplified by Jesus rather than exercising control
and power (Nouwen 63; Spears and Lawrence 171).
The primary base for Christian leadership is servanthood. J. A. Anderson states
servant leadership: "[SJervant leaders develop people, helping them to strive and flourish.
Servant leaders want those they serve to become healthier, wiser, freer, and more
autonomous. Servant leaders serve followers. Managers are hired to contribute to
organizational goal attainmenf (4-15). Graham Houghton states the influence of a
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servant leader respects the thinking of other people rather than criticizing and
condemning (145-46).
Howard Young notes servant leadership is all about devotion to service that
focuses on the personal growth, needs, and happiness of others (34). Jon Byler agrees:
Jesus denounces worldly leadership. Jesus made it clear that there are two
ways to lead: His way and the way of the world or gentiles. Worldly
leadership is concerned with position, consumed with prestige and
controlled by power but Christian leadership is characterized by service.
(25-31)
Further, Byler gives three hindrances to servant leadership: "Pride, insecurity, a lack of
role models" (35-36). Servant leadership is the most demanding approach for an effective
leadership
Loving God and People
Many Christian leaders misunderstand the mandate of loving God and people.
The basic mandate of the Bible is, "Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind': and, 'Love your neighbor
as yourself (Luke 10:27, NIV). As the Holy Spirit fdls the believers with the love of
God, they are ready to move towards their neighbors in a variety of ways which will
attract their redemptive relationship with him. Caring is not philosophical but practical.
Christian leaders must be characterized by an unfeigned love for God and people. Love
serves as the primary guiding and constraining value for Christian leaders. Craig W.
Ellison rightly says about loving God:
As we care in concrete, incarnational ways, we open a window to hea\ en
for our neighbor. He or she begins to see God as God s love flows from
us. He or she begins to experience children of God who are
wholeheartedly committed to their God. ( 101 )
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Hybels asks these questions:
Have you reminded yourself recently whose job it is to fuel the flames of
your love? Is it the church's job? Your spouse's job? Your small group's
job? No. It 's your job to make sure our love for God and for other people
is increasing. Nobody can do that for us. (195)
John Cheeseman states the love for God is the motto for evangelism:
Love for God is the only sufficient motive for evangelism. Self-love will
give way to self-centeredness; love for the lost will fail with those whom
we cannot love, and when difficulties seem un surmountable [sic], only a
deep love for God will keep us from following his way. declaring his
Gospel, when human resources fail. Only our love for God-and, more
important, his love for us-will keep us from the dangers which beset us.
When the desire for popularity with me, or for success in human terms,
tempts us to water down the Gospel, to make it palatable, then only if we
love God will we stand fast his truth and his ways. (100-01)
The significant factor for reaching the people with the Gospel is love for God and the
love for God allows to go deep into faith as well as fellowship with him.
Hybels observes the love of God for the people:
People matter to God and God has only true treasure in his whole cosmos,
and that's people. To the core of my being I believe that if I honor people
and treat them graciously, God will show favor to me and to those I
lead... If people are the greatest treasure to God, then it follows that they
ought to be our greatest treasure too. If they are our greatest treasure, then
our hearts ought to be overflowing with love for them. Church work ought
to be, at its core, the work of loving people like God loves them. (165,
195)
As people matter to God, the church ought to work for loving people by all means and
make known that God loved them.
Personal Commitment to Lifelong Learning
Mental laziness stops the growth of a leader. Great leaders always show a
willingness to learn and pay interest. Leadership involves problem solving: "Today's
problems are not generally solved through brute strength or large amounts of monc> but
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by creative, inspired thinking" (Blackaby and Blackaby 243). Blackaby and Blackaby
state, "Problem solving is an essential function of leadership; therefore leaders cannot
afford to become intellectually stagnant. Good leaders never stop learning. The\ seek the
company of wise people. They read books and articles that stretch their thinking" (328).
Sanders says "The leader should read to acquire new information, to keep current with
the time, to be well informed in his or her own field of expertise" {Spiritual Leadership
103). Biographies of great leaders and thinkers stimulate the leader's passion. Sanders
writes, the usefulness of reading biographies:
Sir W. Robertson Nicoll, for many years editor of British Weekly, found
biography the most attractive form of general reading because biography
transmits personality. To read the lives of great and consecrated men and
women is to kindle one's own heart toward God. (104)
Sander opines "The leaders should read to have fellowship with great minds. Through
books we hold communion with the greatest spiritual leaders of the ages" (103). Ask
effective leaders what they are currently reading, and they will cite something fresh off
the shelf Blackaby and Blackaby says "Spiritual leaders also allow the Holy Spirit to
guide their thinking so it is based on God's timeless truths rather than on society's latest
fad" {Spiritual Leadership 14). Spiritual leaders should read books for their spiritual
nourishment: "Some others challenge heart and conscience and point us toward the
highest; they spark our impulse to service and lead us to God" (Sanders 103). Harold
advices "Read to refill the wells of inspiration, was the advice of Harold Ockenga, who
took suitcases of books on his honeymoon" {Christianity Today 4 March 1966, 36).
Kotter John observes, "Just as we don't realize the difference between a bank account
earning seven percent versus four percent, we regularly underestimate the effects of
learning differentials" (181). Leaders who lack steady growth will eventually find
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themselves outdated. De Pree claims leaders respond to change by learning something
{Leadership Jazz 84). The leaders who read without thinking are an ineffective m
learning. Unless reading includes serious thinking, the time is wasted time. We can read
without thinking, but such reading has no profits.
The lessons from their studies, lives, experiences, and events makes leaders wise.
As Michael Jinkins and Deborah B. Jinkins explain, "We do not learn from experience.
We learn from disciplined reflection on experience"" (165). Leaders should take time after
major events to process what happened and to learn from experiences. Great leaders are
thinkers; Blackby says great leaders "never stop learning or evaluating, so they never
stop gro'wing'\Spiritual Leadership 331).
Living in Loving Community
Community model churches are effectix e in urban poor communities. The city is
a place of alienation. People crave a sense of community and identity. The koinonia
model meets the need of community and provides a sense of belonging and identity. The
human koinonia flows not only from the activity of God but also from the very nature of
the Godhead. The early Church struggled to comprehend their experience of God as
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, which they came to express as Trinity (signifying tri-unity
or three-in-oneness). God is conceptualized not in monistic terms, as in Judaism or Islam,
but rather as a community of being (Gibbs 103). Jesus' ministry on earth proves the
concept of community and interconnectedness. Jesus lived in communication with and
obedience to his heavenly Father (John 10:30; 12:45: 14:9; cf Johnl:14). His complete
ministry was conducted in the power of the Holy Spirit (Luke 3:21-22; 4:1. 14. 18;
10:21). Jesus and his disciples lived in constant fellowship. The Gospel of Mark states
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that Jesus called them to be with him (Mark 3:14). Gibbs refers to George Cladis as "the
church's mission as God's desire to expand the loving fellowship of the Trinity to include
human beings" (104). Community approach models are inevitable for the effective
ministry to urban communities.
Johannes Verkuyl states, "Witness diaconia are not the only ways of telling the
good news about God's coming kingdom. Another very important way is through
fellowship (koinonia)" (221). Michael J. Christensen states, "hi the New Testament, the
word Church (ecclesia) literally means, the called-out ones. We are called out of the
world and into community for the sake of worship and mission" (emphasis mine 233).
The early Church was a new kind of society characterized by agape and koinonia.
Stanley Hauerwas and William Willimon state, "Christian community as a way of Jesus
and true experience of him" (78). In summary. Christian community begins with personal
devotion to God and intimacy with a few, leading to a shared journey with a company of
pilgrims in an environment where solidarity, mutuality, authenticity, and commitment are
present. Life in the community model churches are holistic and incarnational. Life in the
community church is multidimensional. No gap exists between spiritual, social, and
economic concerns. Members serve to one another as whole people and give according to
their gifts and take according to their needs.
Description of L3 Leadersliip Incubator
The L3 Leadership Incubator offers a distinct proposition:
Leaders are formed in community with other leaders. This community has
a few essential characteristics: They hold each other to a higher level of
accountability. They create an environment of trust, innovation, and
action. They develop a process that transforms their congregations into
disciple-making faith communities. (Carpenter, Miller, and Robertson 2)
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Carpenter, Miller and Robertson states "The goal of the L3 Leadership Incubator is to
create an environment where spiritual leaders and ideas are birthed, nurtured, encouraged.
and developed" (2). The purpose of the Incubator is threefold. First, to resource and
encourage the participant as a leader. One of the first things to do with incubator is to
form a covenant around participants' lives together. Critical to this covenant will be
participants willingness to be in prayer and support for others.
Second is to learn how to create and sustain incubators in participants'
congregations and their area. One of the most exciting aspects of the incubator is the
multiplication factor. The incubator will be a valuable tool for participants to use to
multiply ministry.
Third is to create a disciple-making faith community:
A congregation becomes a disciple-making faith community when they
develop an intentional process for welcoming newcomers, introduce them
to faith in Jesus Christ, help them discover God's call in their life, and
send them out for the transformation of the world. (Carpenter, Miller, and
Robertson 3)
All aspects of congregational life, including worship. Christian formation, and
community service, work together with a common goal of creating an environment where
people find faith in Jesus Christ and who, in turn, are equipped to be Christian leaders in
their churches, communities, and families. Each participant in an incubator is challenged
to
1 . Be in covenant with your L3 Leadership Incubator,
2. Become a team leader and start other Incubators, and
3. Develop an Incubator Ministry Action Plan (I-MAP).
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Creating an Environment
Source: 2014 LMIWork Book-Spiritual Leadership, Inc.
Figure 2.1. L3 principle.
Carpenter, Miller , Robertson states. "L3 stands for three levels of development:
love, learn and lead. Ll, loving God and neighbor" {L3 Leadership Incubator 3). A
leader's credentials for leading others to transformation is based on his or her personal
relationship with the living Christ and the power that emanates from this bond of love.
Loving God is Christians highest calling and sharing that love with others is our highest
position. The primary purpose of an L3 Leadership Incubator is to nurture and provoke
the leader's personal love of God and neighbor.
Further "L2 is learning personal gifts and abilities for the future through
investigation of current context and congregation" (Carpenter, Miller, and Robertson 3).
Leadership is a matter of constant learning and sharing. Today those who are in a
learning community are best poised to benefit from what is working in other churches
and to learn how to apply the best practices found in business, non-profits, and
government. The incubator is designed to be a learning think tank, where people learn to
lead with integrity and innovation.
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L3 is leading. The practices associated with leadership today are vastly different
from those just twenty years ago. Communication techniques, cultural awareness,
organizational constructs, and technological advances are just a few of the disciplines that
have an impact on leadership in the context of this generation: "The goal was to
implement a ministry action plan that develops disciple-making ministries in their
specific congregations" (Carpenter, Miller. Robertson 4). Loving, teaming and leading
together are the three practices of the process.
The Incubator Process
The incubator process goes through six different phases. Each phase had tools to
help participants move through the process. Phase One was personal vitality. Phase Two
begins the process of using the Incubator Ministry Action Plan. Phase Three is
developing a portrait of the context of the congregation and community. Phase Four uses
the Vision Template, which helps a congregadon incorporate its context, values, and
mission into a clearly articulated vision for the future.
Phase Five is the development of an effecti\ e strategy for putting the vision into
action by building efficient systems and structures that are able to multiply ministries. .
Phase Six is the Implementation of the I-MAP (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Incubator process.
During the first six sessions, participants focused on their personal spiritual
growth and leadership. Topics such as covenant, call, core, competencies, and character
were covered as participants fdl out their Personal Vitality Indicator (PVI), which is the
tool for this phase. The PVI is a template that participants use to look at their leadership
skills, characteristics, and gifts. The tool guides them through a serious of questions and
enables them to develop a picture of their spiritual life and their leadership profde. They
are enabled to self-identity their strengths and weaknesses so that as they develop a
leadership team, they can fmd people whose gifts and abilities complement theirs (see
Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3. Personality vitality indicator.
Phase Two begins the process of using the I-MAP. The five points of the I-MAP
are Team, Context, Vision, Strategy, and Implementation. Phase Two's tool, steps for
team building, teaches how to build teams that take into account the talents and abilities
of all the team members as they work together to accomplish a shared task (see Figure
2.4).
MinistryAction Planning
� (Ircating Irans formative
linvironmcn ts
� Personal, Internal,
External, Assessment
� \'alues. Mission. N'lsion
� Orowmg Sn stems &
Relational ( Connections
� Implementing &
Sustaining Systems
Source: � 2010Spiritual Leadership, Inc.
Figure 2.4. Ministry action planning.
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Phase Three is developing a portrait of the context of the congregation and
community. Demographics, assessment of a congregation's context in the community.
and listening are key ingredients for getting a clear picture of congregation" s current
reality. Phase Four, Vision, uses the Vision Template, which helps a congregation
incorporate its context, values, and mission into a clearly articulated vision for the future.
Phase Five is the development of an effective strategy for putting the vision into action
by building efficient systems and structures that are able to multiply ministries. Phase Six
is the hnplementation of the I-MAP, which enables congregations to be disciple-making
faith communities.
The Background of L3 Incubator Model
According to Bryan D. Sims and J. Paulo Lopes, "[tjhe key problem in
congregational renewal is finding ways to overcome a pastor-centered membership model
of church for one that mobilizes the whole people of God and transforms the world
through intentional disciple making" (60). This transformation necessarily becomes a
cross-cultural experience if the gospel is to be incarnated. SLI has developed three
organizational principles that are proving to be transferrable across cultural boundaries
with necessary contextualization (59).
The Leadership Incubator is a process focused on the development of spiritual
leaders in covenant community for the purpose of bringing greater missional
effectiveness. This process brings leaders and their teams into an environment that
transforms their ability to work together, continually improving both their lives as
spiritual leaders and their ability to create generative ministries. Before the process of
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missional transformation is explored, attention should be given to an emerging paradigm
of leadership, the heart of the transformational process.
The key problem in congregational renewal is fmding ways to overcome a pastor-
centered membership model of church for one that mobilizes the whole people of God
and transforms the world through intentional disciple making. This transformation
necessarily becomes a cross-cultural experience if the gospel is to be incarnated.
SLI assumes key transferrable principles of spiritual formation, leadership
formation, and transformational movements that cross cultural boundaries. The
application of those principles must be inculturated indigenously (incarnated) and
particularized to be useful.
The Leadership Incubator is a process focused on the development of spiritual
leaders in covenant community for the purpose of bringing greater missional
effectiveness. This process brings leaders and their teams into an environment that
transforms their ability to work together, continually improving both their lives as
spiritual leaders and their ability to create generative ministries. Before the process of
missional transformation is explored, attention should be given to an emerging paradigm
of leadership, the heart of the transformational process.
Sims and Lopes proposed a synthesis of the key transferrable principles SLI's
team of leaders are learning regarding how to cross cultural boundaries in the
development of leaders and inidation of long-term transformational change. Most of this
section of literature directly derives from the work of Sims and Lopes.
Leadership studies have often been too simplistic in their approach, assuming that
the actions and attitudes of leaders bring the rise or fall of organizations. As Gary A.
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Yukl points out, much of the current leadership research has simply focused on leaders
themselves, specifically their acdons, roles, attitudes, and characteristics (302) While
leader acUons and attitudes are important, a more realistic view of the world must see that
what occurs within organizadons and beyond (domestically and intemaUonally) is much
too complex to make such simple judgments. While certain research has sought to look at
the context or situations in which leadership happens (Fiedler; Hersey and Blanchard),
still other research has looked at the dynamics occurring in the relationship of leaders and
followers. The actual process of leadership within organizations takes the complex
realities of twenty-first century organizadonal leadership into account.
Many organizations are facing today what Ronald A. Heifetz referred to as
adaptive challenges (Leadership without Easx Answers 103). These are challenges that
require new learning because applying current know-how is no longer effective. In the
midst of such challenges, the natural response of many organizational leaders is to
attempt to lead based on former experience or simply to fake it when technical
competence or previous experience no longer produce the results they had previously.
Heifetz insists that adapdve work requires new learning not only by those with leadership
roles but by everyone involved. Adapdve work requires creadng an environment where
values and assumpdons can be challenged and revised and where learning and
experimentation is welcomed.
In view of this concept of leadership, a disdncdon must be drawn between leaders
(including their most important roles) and the actual process of leadership. Leadership is
most often defined as a process whereby one person influences a group toward achieving
a common goal (Northouse 3).
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By contrast, leadership is now being understood as relationally constituted. An
emerging literature called "complexity leadership theory" sees leadership "as a complex
dynamic process that emerges in the interactive 'spaces between' people and ideas""
(Lichtenstein, Uhl-Bien, Marion, Seers, Orton, and Schreiber 2). hi this respect
leadership catalyzes adaptive work, not by making change happen but by evoking change
dynamics among people who work and learn together. The focus on leadership, then,
shifts from the individual as a leader to the actions of leadership that foster creative and
productive learning within organizations. Thus, leadership is fundamentally a system
phenomenon. Although leaders provide the environment that fosters adaptive leadership,
they do not actually effectuate the process (Lichtenstein, Uhl-Bien, Marion, Seers, Orton,
and Schreiber 3). Wridng on complex theories of leadership, E. B. Dent has endeavored
to relate complexity theory with workplace spirituality (124^0).
Another scholar/practitioner who has integrated complexity perspectives with
Christian spirituality is Hirsch, who studied the two most explosive Jesus movements in
history, the early Church and the Chinese underground church in the latter half of the
twendeth century. He idendfies six key themes that were resident in both movements that
are consistent with complexity. Hirsch begins his book with a rather compelling
diagnosis of the current state ofWestern Chrisdanity:
We find ourselves lost in a perplexing global jungle where our well-used
cultural and theological maps donT seem to work anymore.... The truth is
that the twenty-first century is turning out to be a highly complex
phenomenon where terrorism, paradigmatic technological innovation, an
unsustainable environment, rampant consumerism, discondnuous change,
and perilous ideologies confront us at every point, hi the face of this. e\ en
the most confident among us would have to admit, in our more honest
moments, that the church as we know it faces a very significant adapti\ e
challenge. The overwhelming majority of church leaders today report that
they feel it is getting much harder for their communities to negotiate the
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increasing complexities in which they fmd themselves. As a result, the
church is on a massive, long-trended decline in the West. (16)
According to Hirsch, the inherited formulas, tools, and techniques will not likely work
anymore:
Every now and again we do get glimpses of an answer, but because of the
radical and disturbing nature of the remedy we retreat to the safety of the
familiar and the controllable. . .. But we are now living in a dme when only
a soludon that goes to the very roots of what it means to be Jesus' s people
will do. (17)
The church is facing an adaptive challenge to fmd a new paradigm for faithfulness as the
body of Christ.
By studying several of the greatest Jesus movements in history, Hirsch discovers
the makeup of what he refers to as missional DNA (mDNA). Hirsch says "Einstein said
that when the solution is simple, God is speaking.... There are six simple but interrelating
elements of mDNA, forming a complex and living structure" (24). These elements
represent the simple rules or principles that form the fractal-like pattern of any authentic,
missional Jesus movement. Simply put, these elements are present at every level within a
living system, at the macro level (the overall movement), the group level, and the micro
level (the individual). In fact, Hirsch says that this mDNA is present in every true
follower of Jesus and every group of Jesus followers, although it may be latent or
dormant. These six elements ofmDNA are "1) Jesus is Lord; 2) disciple making: 3)
missional-incarnadonal impulse; 4) apostolic environment; 5) organic systems; and 6)
commiiuitas, not community" (Hirsch 24). Further descripdon of these six elements, as
well as other complexity research, will be forthcoming in the case study discussion.
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SLI Leadership Incubator�The Adaptive Model
Using the backdrop of adapdve leadership, complexity, and mDNA and with the
assistance of domesdc and internadonal leaders and experience in a variety of contexts.
SLI has developed an incubator process of leadership development. In the typical
Leadership Incubator environment, six to twelve leaders spend significant amounts of
time together for at least a year. Each session is structured around the integration of three
organizational principles and three operational values that are proving to be transferrable
across cultural boundaries. The three organizational principles are defined as (1)
becoming spiritual leaders, (2) creating environments of transformation, and (3)
developing processes/systems that produce fruit. Each of these principles are
characterized by three operational values: loving, learning, and leading (L3).
In the environment and process of the Leadership Incubator, the assumption is
made that learning happens best in community interaction and overcoming many of the
obstacles faced today in various contexts will require new soludons. As previously
mentioned, this is what Heifetz refers to as adaptive challenges (Heifetz Journal of
Religious Leadership).
Overcoming adapdve challenges requires new learning by all those with the
problem. The leader's role in such situations shifts away from giving answers toward
increasing the adapdve capacities of the team and organization. In seeking to model this
same phenomenon, SLI invites leaders, including the aforementioned international
leaders, into this process to learn adaptively together.
Key transferrable (organizational) principles of the SLI Leadership
Incubator. Key values for SLI is "to develop spiritual leaders who model a community
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that learns together, to create environments that foster transformation, to establish
processes that bear fruit" (Sinmis LMI Workbook and Discussion Guide 22). The first
organizational principle of SLI is ""becoming spiritual leaders in covenant community
who love, learn, and lead (L3) together" (emphasis mine; Sims and Lopes 67).
Participants work on this principle by means of a variety of processes integrating spiritual
formadon and leadership development in covenant community. The theological
foundation for this generadve principle is that Christology leads to missiology and
missiology, in turn, leads to ecclesiology. In other words, Christ must remain at the center
for spiritual leadership. The mission of spiritual leaders is grounded in Christ's mission.
The church, then, gets its identity from the mission it participates with in Christ, which is
God's mission. This first organizational principle states that leaders should exercise
authentically the type of leadership that is desired in others. (Quinn 56; Arbinger Institute
63). The Aposde Paul describes Chrisdan leadership as a unique form of servanthood
modeled after Jesus. Christ-like leadership, described in Phihppians chapter 2 involves
kenosis, making the self nothing for the sake of God's mission in the world
(complementary to Level 5 Leadership in J. Collins).
The second organizational principle of SLI is '"creating environments for
transformation"" (emphasis mine); Sims and Lopes 67). This idea begins with the
intentional creation of L3 covenants in each Leadership hicubator team. This intentional
environment involves the shift to a team leadership paradigm. Team leadership is
necessary because the assumption is being made that solo leaders cannot overcome
adaptive challenges alone. Instead, leaders create intentional environments in which the
adaptive capacities of the organizadon can be increased through the interactive learning
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that occurs within shared team leadership. In this intentional environment, time is given
to developing team-based spiritual formadon practices and to developing and multiplying
team-based ministry. The theological foundation for this spiritual formation is that God
lives in community as the Trinity, and Jesus modeled trinitarian life in community, in
koinonia, with the disciples. In Chrisdan community, transformation occurs through
interaction and mission together rather than through information gi\ en solely by a leader
(Uhl-Bien, Marion, and McKelvey). A communal environment moves teams of leaders
into an incarnational process of inhabiting, of indwelling the lives and cultures of others,
just as the Son of God came to dwell among us. The implication of this concept is that
effective generative leadership requires incarnational learning: getting into the shoes or
context of others and knowing it from the inside.
The third organizational principle of SLI is ''developing processes/systems that
produce fruif (emphasis mine; Sims and Lopes 68). Leading change involves several
key elements within the Leadership Incubator. First, the team engages in Ministry Action
Planning (MAP), which is grounded in the current reality (context), focused toward
embodying values, mission, and vision, and implemented through intentional disciple-
making systems that allow for condnual improvement and muldplicadon of team
ministry and mission (Hirsch 25). Another element in leading change involves moving
past technical problems to truly facing and overcoming adapdve challenges (getting to
root causes) together (Heifetz 45).
The materials that SLI uses are focused on these three organizational principles
and are designed to elicit transformative interaction among the team of leaders. While the
principles transfer across cultural lines, the specific content and delivery methods
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relaying those principles often shift as the principles are contextualized for specific
situations.
Research Design
This intervention was an exploratory, mixed-method design. This intervention
was evaluated by participant observadon joumal, comparing the responses of personal
interview quesdonnaires and listening to the focus group joint reflection and suggestions
regarding the helpfulness of the L3 Leadership Model training.
According to Tim Sensing, the sayings of the people "s beliefs and doing is
contrary in reality. In this aspect participant observation is a significant agent (93).
Sensing states the participant observation is a tool uses for special protocol:
participant observation is the primary tool used in ethnography, the study
of living human beings in their social and cultural contexts. In
ethnography, the researcher would be observing people as they engage in
their routine activities of worship, meetings, service, fellowship, and
education (In participant observation the researcher uses their senses to
grasp the answers to their questions, collects data, and take notes through a
specific protocol. (93)
In participant observation the researcher needs to train himself to see the setting and the
actual happening with a new eyes: "[KJnowing what to observe and recording those
observadons are complementary acdvides" (102). Sharan B. Merriam states the important
characterisdc of this method is that the researcher and participants works alike in the
research process (101).
Semi-structured interviews are in between the structured and the free-flowing
interviews: "Specified themes, issues and quesdons with predetermined sequence are
described and freedom to pursue matters as situadon demands" (Sensing 107). Sensing
express the usefulness of the interviews: "The interviews allow people to describe their
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situation and give words to their inside lives, emotions, views, and experiences that in
other ways are not available to the researcher by observadon" (103). Although the
researcher may come to a conclusion through observation that will be "confirmed,
modified, or even corrected through interviews and interviews not only provide a record
of views and perspecdves, but also recognize the legidmacy of their views" (103).
Focus groups work as another tool for data collection. According to John W.
Creswell, "Focus group interview is the process of collecting data through interviews
with a group of people typically four to six" (218). Sensing states, "[G]roup interviews
are somedmes called focus groups" (120). Further, Sensing says, through group interface,
data and views are produced that are related to a specific theme insisted by researcher and
enhanced by the groups' shared discussion (120). The "synergy of the group will often
provide richer data than if each person in the group had been interviewed separately"
(120). Creswell further states, "[F]ocus groups can be used to collect shared
understanding from several individuals as well as to get views from specific people"
(218). The main goals of focus groups are to assess the participants attitudes, beliefs,
emotions, opinions, and reactions in a context that would not be possible for intended
results using other methods such as participant observation, interviews and surveys. As
Palla observes, "[C]ompared to individual interviews, which aim to obtain individual
atdtude. beliefs and feelings, focus groups elicit a multiplicity of views and emotional
processes within a group context" (97). The intervention uses the three primary tools for
the evaluation.
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Summary
I believe in church planting as the most effective tool of reaching the world w ith
the Gospel. The Great Commission entails church planting. The early Church and the
Aposdes planted the churches in obedience to the Great Commission. Paul, especially,
was a church planter who used all the means and diverse strategies to plant churches that
are helpful for church plandng today, especially in an urban context. Church planting in
urban communities needs the special focus on leadership, leading of the Holy Spirit, a
focus on the concept of shalom, incarnational witness, holistic evangelism, and
discipling, solidarity with the poor, transformational development as a goal of mission,
and the importance of small groups. The special attention is crucial for urban mission and
ministry. Awareness of lost people, a ministry vision, a strong commitment to love God
and neighbor, faithful use of spiritual gifts, and commitment to the priesthood of all
believers are important necessities for urban ministers. Competent spiritual leadership for
urban church planting is needed. Prayer, servanthood. commitment for lifelong learning,
mentoring, equipping, and fellowship are the key competencies for spiritual leadership.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
The mission of Bethany Mission Church is to "exalt the Lord (Worship), equip
the believer (Word), encourage the community (Work) and evangelize the world
(Witness)." The vision of Bethany Mission Church is to plant twelve churches of one
hundred believers in the city within the next few years, for a total of about twelve
hundred believers. We envision these churches, in turn, reaching twelve villages. To
fulfdl the vision and mission of the church the Lord gave the church, I will need help. I
realize I cannot do it on my own or even with my associate pastors. Rather, 1 need the
support and involvement of the whole congregation. My goal is that the people outside
the church will come to the knowledge of Christ and join the churches, and that those in
the church will become mature disciples, resulting in their winning and discipling even
more people.
So far, the church is not measuring up to the vision and experiencing the healthy
growth I long to see. I realized the need to communicate the mission and vision of the
church is essential at this time to see the desired growth. One avenue I found to impart
this vision was the L3 Incubator model, which I hoped to try and evaluate the
effectiveness of the model for inspiring, forming, and mobilizing the church planters for
communities in the vicinity and city of Vizianagaram. hi order to evaluate the L3
Leadership Incubator Model, I selected ten participants from the Bethany Mission
Churches. The aim was to discuss the problem, assess the situation together and start the
L3 Leadership Incubator process to evaluate the effecdveness as a process to forming and
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mobilizing the church planters for the communities in the vicinity and city of
Vizianagarm
Purpose
The purpose of the research was to assess the effecdveness of the L3 Leadership
Incubator Model in achieving the program's three key transferrable principles (i.e.,
becoming spiritual leaders in community, creadng environments for transformation, and
developing processes/systems that produce fruit) among selected pastors and leaders of
Bethany Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Research Questions
With the specific design in mind, research questions were formed: "Because
research questions narrow and focus the purpose statement, they serve to restate the
purpose in specific quesdons that the researcher seeks to answer" (Creswell 124), Two
research questions addressed the participants" focus group.
Research Question #1
To what extent were the participants demonstrating the L3 Leadership Incubator
Model's three key transferrable principles (i.e., becoming spiritual leaders in community,
creating environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce
fruit) following participation in the program? To assess the impact, I created an
evaluative interview questionnaire to fmd out how well the individual participants
learned and internalized the L3 leadership incubator model's three key transferrable
principles (see Appendix A). The questionnaire was used at the end of their three months
of preparatory meedngs. These sets of questions were evolved around the L3 Leadership
model's three key transferrable principles (becoming spiritual leaders in community.
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creating environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce
fruit). These questions were used for interviewing individual participants to assess how
well participants learned and internalized the L3 model training and were prepared for the
implementation of the model in their communities.
Thirty-one questions were used to fmd out the learning ability of the participants
regarding the L3 key transferrable principles. Quesdons 1 to 7 provided the information
regarding the first principle. Quesdons 8 to 20 provided the information regarding the
second principle. Quesdons 21 to 31 provided the informadon regarding the third
principle. In addition to this questionnaire, I used a participant-observer journal in which
I made regular observations on the participants' growing understanding and grasp of the
L3 principles. I used this journal during three initial months of meeting, in subsequent
visits to them in their communities during the following three months, and after that in
follow-up conversations. I referred to the journal in the analysis to this research question.
Research Question #2
What elements of the L3 Leadership Incubator Model experience contributed
most to the participants' ability to demonstrate the L3 Leadership Incubator Model's
three key transferrable principles (i.e., becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating
environments for transformadon, and developing processes/systems that produce fruit)?
The focus group reflecdon process was guided by a set of focus group questions (see
Appendix B). This set of quesdons was made for the focus group meeting to assess the
effectiveness of the L3 Leadership model training specifically focused on how the three
key transferrable principles prepared the participants to implement in their community
settings. During the three months of training. I kept a participant observation journal for
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recording my own impression of the participants' progress in understanding and
internahzing the L3 principles. I condnued to use the journal for additional observations
during the last phases of the project as well. I referred to the journal to assist the anal\ sis
of this research question.
Population and Participants
I formed a group of ten participants of Bethany Mission Churches according to
their active participadon in the ministry of the church, but two of them discontinued from
the training event due to personal reasons. Except for one participant, the other se\ en
were key church planters supported by the local church and were selected after prayerful
consideradon and spiritual discernment. One participant was a key church leader. These
eight took part in the L3 Leadership Incubator model training for three months and
formed a focus group to implement the model.
Design of the Study
This intervendon was an exploratory mixed method design. The intervention was
evaluated by personal interview questionnaires and by listening to the focus groups' joint
reflection and suggestions regarding the helpfulness of the L3 Leadership Model training.
The L3 Leadership Incubator Model was designed to "create an environment where
spiritual leaders and ideas are born, nurtured, and developed" (Carpenter, Miller, and
Robertson 2).
Ll is loving God and neighbor. A leader's credentials for leading others to
transformation is based on his or her personal relationship with the living Christ and the
power that emanates from this bond of love. The primary purpose of an L3 Leadership
Incubator is to nurture and provoke the leader's personal love of God and neighbor.
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L2 is learning. Leadership is a matter of constant learning and sharing. Todav
those who are in a learning community are best poised to benefit from what is w orking in
other churches and to learn how to apply the best pracdces found in business, non-profits.
and government. The incubator is designed to be a learning think tank, where people
learn to lead with integrity and innovation.
L3 is leading. The pracdces associated with leadership today are vastly different
from those just twenty years ago. Communicadon techniques, cukural awareness.
organizadonal constructs, and technological advances are just a few of the disciplines that
have an impact on leadership in the context of this generation. The process aims at
designing a Ministry Action Plan and works toward the implementation in the
congregation setting for multiplication.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership Incubator model. 1
selected ten participants from Bethany Mission Church according to their participation in
the church but two participants discontinued from the training event due to personal
reasons. These participants were specially chosen for the administration of the
questionnaires and subsequent discussion of the intervention.
I invited ten participants to engage in the research project with an invitation to
meet at Bethany Mission Church which is located away from city disturbance and in a
peaceful environment suitable for training. Since I live at down premises of the building
refreshments and serving meals are convenient. The first week 1 introduced the L3
leadership incubator model and thoroughly stressed the history, evolution, and
description of the model. I requested the participants meet for three L3 leadership
incubator trainings as per the given schedule.
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Session one aimed at orientadon. In this session five different key areas w ere
taught: building the right type of team, understanding the context or the existing reality,
knowing what your focus is, building a system to reach towards a vision, and then putting
the vision into pracdce. Sessions two and three aimed at the Personal Vitality Indicator,
which focused on five key components of vital leadership: (1) covenant�one's
connecdon to God and others; (2) core�one's motivadon, idendty, direction, and values:
(3) call�God's cah for one's hfe; (4) competencies�one's passion, gifts, talents, and
abilities; and, (5) character�one's personality, spiritual type, and worldview.
The second week aimed at an I-MAP. The first session sought to create a team
that focused on spiritual formation, developing a prayer environment, balancing gifts and
talents, and developing a process for putting gifts into action. The second session focused
on developing the context of the congregation and community. Assessing the
demographics, congregational life, and listing are key ingredients for getting a clear
picture of a congregation's current reality.
The third and fourth weeks participants worked at defining a vision that
incorporated a congregation's context, values, and mission. The fifth and six weeks
aimed at developing an effective strategy for putting the vision into action by building
efficient systems and structures that are able to multiply ministries. The seventh and
eighth weeks were targeted implementation of the I-MAP, which enables participants to
be disciple-making faith communides.
After the three months, I administered a research evaluative questionnaire to
individual participants, recorded observations, and notes were made. Following,
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participants were mobihzed for church planting. After six months a focus group
discussion was held to assess the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership hicubator Model.
Instrumentation
This intervendon used an exploratory, mixed-method design. 1 used three
instruments for the study. First was a participant-observer journal in w hich I made regular
observadons on the participants' growing understanding and grasp of the L3 principles. I
used this journal during the three inidal months of L3 training, in subsequent visits to
them in their communides during the following three months, and after that in follow-up
conversations. Second, I created an evaluative questionnaire to find out how v\ ell the
individual participants learned and internalized the L3 leadership incubator model's three
key transferrable principles (becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating
environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce fruit)
(see Appendix A). The questionnaire was used at the end of their three months of
preparatory meetings. After the three months, the L3 leadership group returned to their
places ofministry for implementing the L3 incubator process. Three months later the
participants gathered as a focus group to reflect on their implementation of the L3 process
and its helpfulness to them as leaders. The focus group reflection process was guided by a
set of focus group quesdons (see Appendix B). During the three months the participants
were in their communides, I visited each of them twice to see how they were applying
what they learned.
Expert Review
I sent the two evaluative interview questionnaires to experts to validate them. I
asked them to validate the questions and recommend any changes required. One expert
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was my mentor Dr. Art McPhee and another was Dr. Bryan Sims. Both of them
responded, validated the quesdons, and adopted the changes as required. I proceeded u ith
questionnaires administered to the focus group.
Variables
The independent variable was the L3 Leadership Incubator model. Dependent
variables were the responses to interview questionnaire and focus group meeting as a
result of the L3 leadership incubator model.
Reliability and Validity
Reliability and validity are significant to assess the consistent results of any
research. Cresswell says the goal of a good research:
A goal of good research is to have measures or observations that are
reliable and valid. Reliability means that scores from an instrument are
stable and consistent. Scores should be nearly the same when researchers
administer the instrument multiple times at different times. Scores also
need to be consistent. (Creswell 159)
In addition to reliability, a good research is to examine whether the scores from the
instruments are valid. "Validity is the development of sound evidence to demonstrate that
the test interpretation matches its proposed use" (Creswell 159). William Wiersma points
out regarding the internal validity as "verifying results and conclusions from two or more
sources or perspectives enhances internal validity" (223). In order to enhance the
reliability and validity, I used participant observation journals and evaluative
questionnaire and focus group joint reflection as instruments. The triangulation data
helped to enhance the reliability and validity. Sensing states the usefulness of
triangulation data as "a way to cross-check your data that provides breadth and depth to
your analysis and increases the trustworthiness of your research, li is a means of refining.
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broadening, and strengthening conceptual linkages and perceptions
"
(72). The
participants were chosen from different congregational settings, sizes of congregations.
and age ranges. The selecdon of the process helped to get unique answers to a\ oid
generalization and replicadon or duplicadon as the participants are unique in their
congregadonal settings. After every session of training. I asked for written feedback from
each participant to make sure the participants absorbed the information, and that the\
added to the participant observadon joumal along with my personal observ ations. The
semi structured interview questionnaire prepared according to three key transferrable
principles in a distinguished way to avoid confusion. The participants good rapport and
clear chemistry with me helped participants have courage to speak what they really felt
rather than the answers I wanted to expect or hear. I invited the research reflection team
to be with me at the time of interview to make sure the procedures such as asking
questions, audio recording, notes taking, translation and transcription were being
followed. The interview language was Telugu, and 1 translated and made transcription
accordingly. I verified the results with the research reflection team by sharing transcripts
to make sure the given answers by the participants were accurately noted. The same
procedures were made for the focus group.
Data Collection
Data collection occurred over six months (June to November 2014). For three
months (June to August 2014), I conducted an L3 leadership incubator model training
using the SLI materials (see Appendix C). During the three months, I kept a participant
observadon journal for recording my own impression of the participants' progress in
understanding and internalizing the L3 principles. I continued to use the journal for
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additional observations during the last phases of the project as well. In all. 1 used three
instruments for data collecdon. Besides the journal, I used an evaluative interview
quesdonnaire at the end of the three months to further gauge the participants" progress in
absorbing the L3 concepts. I recorded each interview and also took notes. The
participants went back to their conamunities to implement the L3 concepts on the ground.
At the end of November 2014, they gathered as a focus group for reflection and for
evaluadve conversadon. As a focus group, they shared the elements of the L3 Leadership
incubator model experience that were most helpful to their work as church planting
leaders. They also shared what was least helpful and made recommendations for
improving the L3 process.
Data Analysis
In this study instruments are qualitative in nature (mixed method). The personal
interviews using the evaluative questionnaire were recorded and notes were made. The
responses of each interviewee were then compared, coded, and analyzed. The same was
done for focus group meetings. The analyses were descriptive in nature. They focused, as
did the questions, specifically on the L3 leadership incubator model's three key
transferrable principles.
Ethical Procedures
The participants for this study were from the Bethany Mission Churches and are
actively committed to the mission and vision of Bethany Mission Church. The inx itation
of the participants to the study depended on their prompt involvement and interest in the
ministry, but their right to reject participadon in the project was respected and no
participant was compelled to oblige.
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The intervention was crucial if Bethany Mission Church wants to fulfill the
mission and vision of plandng churches in the vicinity of Vizianagaram. This
intervention helped to evaluate their abilities and encouraged them to proceed.
Before the intervention I informed participants of my desire and asked their consent. The
letter of consent is included in this dissertation as Appendix E. I informed the participants
of the full intent and purpose of this intervention. The focus group discussion was to
fulfill the vision and mission of Bethany Mission Church by using the L3 Leadership
Incubator model.
Individual capabilities or incapabilities were not discussed. I adhered to keeping
the confidendality of the person involved in the intervention. All the recordings
pertaining to the focus groups were kept in safe custody in my study and were not passed
on to anyone.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
Bethany Mission church was not measuring up to the goal and experiencing the
steady growth I desired to see. I sensed the need to communicate the mission and vision
of the church is significant at this dme to see the expected growth. L3 Incubator model
became one of the possibility I found. I hoped to try and evaluate the effectiv eness of the
model to inspiring, forming and mobilizing the church planters for communities in the
vicinity and city of Vizianagaram.
The purpose of the research was to assess the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership
Incubator Model in achieving the program's three key transferrable principles (i.e.,
becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating environments for transformation, and
developing processes/systems that produce fruit) among selected pastors and leaders of
Bethany Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India.
Participants
I formed a group of ten participants but two of them withdrew from the
participadon due to personal reasons. Eight participants (indicated as P1-P8) continued in
the L3 Leadership Incubator Model training program and its implementadon. With the
exception of PS, all others were church planters through the support of Bethany Mission
Church, whereas participant eight is a key lay leader from the Bethany Mission Church.
The participants were from the three districts of Andhra Pradesh. The av erage age of the
participant church planter was 35.8 years. With the exception of PI, all other participants
had converted from Hinduism. P7 was from a neighboring state called from Odisha and
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had been ministering in Andhra Pradesh. The average number of years that these church
planter participants were Chrisdans is fifteen years and the average number of years
serving as church planters is between ten to fifteen years. Four participants were planting
churches in the mountain villages and the other three of them were in the remote rural
villages of Andhra Pradesh. P8 was helping the ministries in the headquarters church
Vizianagaram. The spouses of the church planters were acdvely involved in the church
planting. All the church planters have had some secular and theological educational
background. Two of them were school dropouts and had a basic Bible training course.
Except one participant, all other participants had theological background along with
secular education. Three were high school graduates and had a basic church planting
course in the native language as a medium of instruction. Two of the participants were
undergraduates and had completed three years of a Bible training course in English. Four
participants were living in the same communities where they do ministry. The other four
participants visit the ministry places regularly .
Research Questions
With the specific design in mind, research questions were formed. "Because
research questions narrow and focus the purpose statement, they serve to restate the
purpose in specific questions that the researcher seeks to answer" (Creswell 124). Two
research questions addressed the participants' focus group.
Research Question #1
To what extent were the participants demonstrating the L3 Leadership Incubator
Model's three key transferrable principles (i.e., becoming spiritual leaders in community.
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creating environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce
fruit) following participation in the program?
Key transferrable principle one�becoming spiritual leaders in community.
Questions 1 to 7 provided the information regarding the first principle. The individual
participants answered the seven quesdons and described their experience of co\ enant
within this transformadon process, hi the L3 Leadership Incubator model. Ll symbolizes
loving God and neighbor. Two participants, PI and P7, identified loving God and
neighbors are the prime motto of Christian life and ministry. P3 stated that Christians are
recognized by their love only. Two participants, P4 and P5. expressed love as the force
for Christian ministry. The other two participants, P2 and P6. reported that in order to
love others. Christians should possess a great love for God and this love for God can
makes believers different from others in loving people. P8 described loving God as the
key to having a relationship with God. All the participants reported that the training
helped them to increase their love for God and neighbors.
Table 4.1. Loving God and Neighbor
Participant Description of Love
2
Primary motto for Christian ministry
Love for God makes a difference in loving others
7
8
4
5
6
3 Christians recognized by love
Love as the driving force for Christian ministry
Love as the dnving force for Christian ministry
Love for God makes a difference in loving others
Primary motto for Christian ministry
Loving God as the key to havmg a relationship with God
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The imtial sessions of the L3 Leadership Incubator Model training sessions
introduced the concept of covenant making and a team paradigm (building community).
The participants formed as a covenant group and determined to love one another as a
team, respect each other, offer grace, to trust each other, and encourage each other. They
committed to adopt the mission statement to exalt the Lord, equip the believer, encourage
the community/church, evangelize the world, to renew exisdng ministries and generate
new church ministries. In addidon, the covenant group committed to practice prayer for
one another for one hour daily and to keep in contact with other participants through
personal visits and phone conversadons to update on the journey of becoming spiritual
leaders. They also decided to meet at Bethany Mission Church two days a month for
three months for the training sessions and to notify members in the event of an absence.
Participants committed to keep confidentiality u ithout sharing any personal concerns and
weaknesses. Three participants from the same region of the district were able to meet
each week in their churches interchangeably to discuss the implementation and how their
spiritual lives were transforming. Two participants, PI and P2, were able to come to
monthly fellowship meetings, further discuss the training, speak about their daily spiritual
progress, and share their difficuldes and how God delivered them. P8 and I were able to
meet once a week as we lived in the same vicinity, for discussions, especially in scripture
meditation and intercession. Two participants, P2 and P7, were in far places and unable
to meet with any covenant group members personally, but in phone communications to
check on progress.
Participants stated that the process of creadng covenants with other participants is
a very new concept, and all the participants expressed ner\ ousness early on. Later they
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were solemn in making those commitments, and their relationships were stronger than
before as they were given the opportunity to form friendships and have personal
discussions during special retreats at places such as parks and beaches after the training
sessions. The process gave assurance that the participants connected to each other as a
team in the best way. Three participants, P2 , P3, and P6, reported that the covenant
process helped reassure them of God's call. Two participants stated that the covenant
process made them ignite their passions. Three participants, PI, P6, and P7. witnessed
that the covenant process helped them identify their interests and recognize their talents
and gifts with which God enriched them to be used for their ministries. Regarding the call
of God, P3 and P4 witnessed that if they had not participated in this training they might
have quit the particular ministry in their villages and moved to another sphere of
ministry. P5 self-identified as a child of God along w ith other covenant members. P2
stated that he used to struggle with the problem of self-esteem and considered himself
unworthy to continue as a church planter in a mountain village, but the training helped
idendfy himself as a child of God and a person of worth (COGPOW), which helped him
continue the ministries. The participants were amazed that idendfying themselves as
children of God created a sense of belonging to God and changed their nature in
interacting with God and others.
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Table 4.2. Description of Covenant Experience
Participant Description
1 Helped to identify interests, to recognize gifts and talents
2 Reassure the call of God and improved self-esteem
3 Reassure the call of God
4 Made to stay in a place as he decided to quit and go
5 Identified as a child of God along with other covenant members
6 Helped to identify interests, to recognize gifts and talents
7 Helped to identify interests, to recognize gifts and talents
All participants expressed awesome moments regarding the concept of abiding in
Christ. PI confessed that earlier in their ministry the concept is only relevant to the
congregadon and the training made them thoughtful to be fruitful in their personal lives
as well as ministry. Two participants, P3 and P5. started to think how to be fruitful and
began to practice a life of deep relationship with God. Three participants, P2, P4. and P6,
reported they improved in union with God through prayer, fellowship, devotion to the
Word of God, and partaking in the Lord's Supper regularly.
Table 4.3. Abiding in Christ
Participant Description
Earlier thought it is irrelevant for minister but confessed the need of
'
abiding in Chnst to be fruitful
Improved the union with God through prayer, fellowship, devoted
u
^
the Word of God, regular partaking in Holy CtMnmunion
Helped to think how to be fruitful and began to practice a life
of
deep relationship with God
Improved the union with God through prayer, fellowship.
dc\oted t(
^
the Word of God, regular partaking in Holy Communion
Helped to think how to be fruitful and began to practice a
life of
deep relationship with God
Improved the union with God through prayer, fellowship,
devoted K
^
the Word of God. regular partaking in Hol\ Communion
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Six participants reported that accountability and sharing their strengths and
weaknesses enhanced their openness and mutual trust, vulnerability, and the ability to
work together as a body of Christ. Two participants described improvement in their li\ es
as spirit led leaders and that the covenant process helped them to begin new ministries
and adopt new strategies to reach their goals with the support of their group. All the
participants confirmed awareness of missional effectiveness in a covenant setting as each
sharpened their abilities as iron sharpens iron (Prov. 27: 17). The covenant group found a
great unity and love through their journey.
Two participants, PI and P3, answered question 4, "What is central in your life?
"
as worshipping the Lord and exalting the Lord in everything they do. Three other
participants, P5, P7, and P8, acknowledged being fruitful followers of Jesus and true
disciples of Christ. Two participants, P2 and P6, answered that they abide in Christ,
become like Christ, and are Spirit-led leaders who follow the superintendence of the Holy
Spirit and embrace the mission of God in reconciling all humanity to him through
Christ's redemption. One participant, P4, described practicing the Great Commandment
and faithfully obeying the Great Commission.
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Table 4.4. Centrality in Life
Participant Description
1 Exalting the Lord in everything I do
2 To abide in Christ, to become like Christ, to become spiritual leaders
3 Exalting the Lord in everything I do
^
Practice the Great Commandment and faithfulh obe\ the Great
Commission
5 To be fruitful followers of Jesus and true disciples of Christ
6 To abide in Christ, to become like Christ, to become spiritual leaders
7 To be fruitful followers of Jesus and true disciples of Christ
8 To be fruitful followers of Jesus and true disciples of Christ
Major findings for first key transferrable principle. The following are the
major findings for first key transferrable L3 principle:
Reassured of the call of God.
Ignited the passion for ministry.
Identified interests, talents, and gifts.
Developed self-esteem.
Developed sense of unity and belonging.
Improved accountability.
Expressed a need for abiding in Christ.
Experienced personal encouragement, and
Enhanced fellowship and healthy reladonships.
Key transferrable principle two-creating environments
for transformation.
Questions 8 to 20 provided the information regarding the second principle.
The
participants were mformed of the importance of creating
an environment to help tosier
transformation. Answers to question #8 provided the importance of a team.
PI and P3
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stated that the team enhanced the mutual responsibility and lightened the work load. P2
reported that the team provides ownership and a sense of attachment to one another. P4
answered that the team accomplished tasks easily and produced quick and best results. P5
reported that being in a team makes decision making easy, provides a target,
responsibility, and work, and removes the fear of failure. P6 reported that a team provides
accountability and intended results. P7 signified the team shared work as well as gifts and
talents. The participants were astonished to learn the concept of Trinity as Godhead exists
in a team. Participants became aware of the difference between a group and a team and
described the importance of team (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5. Differences between a Group and a Team
Participant Description
1 Enhanced the mutual responsibility and made the work easy
2 Provided ownership and sense of attachment to one another
3 Enhanced the mutual responsibility and made the work easy
4 Accomplished tasks easily and produced quick and best results
Made decision making eas\ and provided a target, responsibility, and
J
work, removing the fear of failure
6 Provided accountability and intended results
7 Shared work as well as gifts and talents
Participants' answers to question #9 report the usefulness of a team en\ ironment.
Three participants, P2, P4, and P6, stated that the team enabled them to attain clarity of
purpose and concentrate on the work of transformation. Two participants, PI and P3,
answered that the team environment made tasks and mission clear, helped them to grow
personally, and created shared responsibility and a clear plan of action. T\\ o other
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participants, P5 and P7, reported that the team environment enhanced true commitment to
God as well as to team members, built relationships, created transparent trust, built one
another up, gave opportunity to leam together, created possibilities to change lifestyle.
and helped accomplished goals. P8 stated that the team environment helped achie\ e
accurate results and mutual accountability. Table 4.6 provides the participant descriptions
of the usefulness of team environment.
Table 4.6. Usefulness of the Team Environment
Participant Description
1 and 3
Made clear on tasks and mission, helped them grow personally
created shared responsibility and a clear plan of action
2. 4, and 6
Enabled them to attain clarity of purpose and concentrate on the work
of transformation
5 and?
Enhanced true commitment to God and also to team members, built
relationships and transparent trust, built up one another, created
opportunity to learn together. ga\e possibilities to change life styles
8 Helped to get accurate results and have mutual accountability
All participants answered question 10 regarding the crhical elements in creating a
healthy team environment as transparent trust, healthy conflict, commitment,
accountability and results. Participants remembered the ideas to create a healthy team: the
leaders should deal with the 5 dysfunctions and should overcome them. The five
dysfuncdons are: "T. Absence of trust, 2. Fear of conflict. 3. Lack of commitment, 4.
Avoidance of accountability, and 5. Inattention to results" Lencioni 5).
Answers to questions #12 and #13 provided the need for and process of
congregational and community assessment. PI and P3 answered the need for assessing
the current reality of the church internally and externally to locate where they are and
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find help to determine next steps to avoid decline and move into regeneration. P2
answered the need of assessment to know the present context and plan for the future and
work towards the goal God intended for them. Three participants. P4, P5. and P6, also
stated that the assessment of their present context helps to grasp a clear picture and be
aware of their weaknesses in their current ministry acdvities and redefine their goals and
strategies to work more effecdvely. The participants' descriptions of the need for
congregational assessment were as follows:
Table 4.7. Need for Congregational Assessment
Participant Description
To determine where the congregation is. to find help to take next steps
to avoid decline, to move toward regeneration in the case of decline
To know the present context and plan for the future and work towards
the goal
To grasp the clear picture, to create awareness of the weakness, to
redefine the goals and strategies
Three participants, PI, P5 and P8, consulted local schools to learn the issues of
their particular community and found the community issues such as poverty, illiteracy.
sickness, malnutridon, and unemployment. Another four participants, P2, P3. P4, and P6,
inquired of the local body to identify the community issues and found ignorance,
andsocial events, unsafe water, sickness, and superstidons. P7 consulted church elders
and found poverty, unhygienic condidons, and illiteracy as the community issues. All the
pardcipants stated the necessity for assessment, especially regarding the communit\ . as a
new concept for which they had not previously felt the need. All the participants in one
way or the other reported the need to listen to the community in different ways such as
1 and 3
2
4, 5, and 6
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demographics, school records, local people, or local body of government to understand
the issues, people's desires and aspiradons, values, and environment. Further, participants
expressed that the assessment process made them look into situations honestly and
evaluate the existing ministry fmding that the church is inadequately meeting the real
issues. Table 4.8 summarizes the participants' community assessment and the issues they
found.
Table 4.8. Community Assessment and Accompanying Issues
Pardcipant Description
1 . 5 and 8 Poverty, illiteracy, sickness, malnutrition, unemployment
2. 3,4. and 6 Ignorance, anti-social events, unsafe water, sickness, and superstitions
7 Poverty, unhygienic conditions, and illiterac\
The answers to question #13 provided the participants" understanding of the
reladonship between church and God's mission. PI said mission belongs to God and that
Christians share it as co missionaries with God. P2 reported that the purpose of church is
to fulfill the mission of God. Two participants, P3 and P4, said mission is what God
intended to do through his people, the Church. P5 answered God's mission as the center of
everything the church does. P6 reported mission as the church pointing people towards
God through their actions. P7 and P8 said mission is what God is doing in the world
through Jesus and his Church. Table 4.9 summarizes participants' descriptions of the
relationship between God and mission.
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Table 4.9. The Relationship between God and Mission
Participant Description
1
Mission belongs to God, and Christians share the mission as comissionaries with
1
God
2 The purpose of the church is to fulfill the mission of God
3 and 4 Mission is what God intended to do through his people, the Church
5 God's mission is the center of everything the church does
6 The church's mission is to point people towards God through their actions
7 and 8 Mission is what God is doing in the World through Jesus and his Church
Answers to questions #14 through #20 revealed the understanding of the
participants in the area of ministry and its focus. During the training I ha\ e noticed the
participants' lack of understanding in the area of a focus that identifies the mission, vision,
and values of the church. Even though participants have been involved in the ministry for
years, they are not familiar with the idea of focus in the ministry. They instead conducted
ministry for the sake of survival and some other compelling reasons. The training
introduced the idea offocus, which introduced the core values (the convictions that
underlie the mission and vision), mission (why the church exists/what is important), vision
(the preferred fumre picture), and strategy (acdon/task needed to reach the goal/vision).
As
a senior pastor, I introduced the following values and brought out the
church's mission.
Churches value worship (exaldng the Lord), the work of the Word of God (equipping
the
believer), work for community (encouraging the community), and witness (evangelizing
the world). These values were adopted as the mission statement. The vision of
the Bethany
Mission Church is making 25,000 disciples by making 2,500 leaders who can
make ten
disciples at the end of year 2025.
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The covenant team brought forth the following values: (1) We value worship; (2)
we fmd ways to worship God at both the personal and corporate levels; (3) we discover
the way to improve the willingness of the congregation to participate in worship and
encourage them to fmd their own ways to worship the Lord in their particular contexts: (4)
we value the Scriptures as God's standard for knowledge of salvation and for Christian
faith and life; (5) we provide the fundamental doctrines of the Scripture to impact liv es for
changed lives; (6) we value community as connected, shared, and evangelistic in nature;
(7) we aim at meedng in family group setdngs and serving each other; (8) we seek to
divide into small groups of ten to twelve to develop authentic disciple communities; (9)
we aim at discipleship that is transformadonal and relational: (10) we aim to make
believers into disciples, in turn making others as disciples: and, (11) team ministry is our
model and motto. By considering these values, the participants as a team made the mission
statement to make disciples through worshiping God and equipping the saints with the
Word of God and work for community and evangelizing the world through witness.
Participants believed that the training event was a new beginning for their ministries
ahead. The participants determined to follow and practice the strategy of making disciples
intentionally. At the end of the training, the participants were ready to stick with the
concept of in the ministry.
Major findings for second key transferrable principle. The following major
findings derived for the L3 second key transferrable principle:
� Team,
� Church and mission of God,
� Focus for the ministry.
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� Core values,
� Importance of Church's mission and vision,
� Significance of congregational assessment,
� Community development,
� Disciple-making system, and
� Equipping for the ministry.
Key transferrable principle three�developing processes/systems that
produce fruit. Answers to questions #21 to #31 provided the information regarding the
third principle. Answers to questions #21 and #22 provided the information regarding the
participants' understanding of the importance of discipleship and the need for intentional
discipleship making systems. The answers to questions #21 and #22 provided the
participants realization of the significance of discipleship-making systems. Three
participants, PI, P2, and P3, answered that discipleship is the model of Jesus Christ to
establish his church and ministry. Jesus was intentional in disciple making. P4 stated that
the Great Commission was given for disciples to make other disciples and that making
disciples is the only principle or action verb of a Great Commission. P5 and P6 answered
that discipleship is imperadve. The early Church produced the disciples, not the converts,
to Christianity. Participant 7 answered that discipleship is the easiest way and does not
require more facilides such as church buildings and seminaries and helps avoid financial
pressures and religious persecudon. P8 stated that discipleship can be possible in
families, neighborhoods, and work places. All the participants idendfied the mission of
the church is making disciples. The training event introduced a generati\ e system ot
disciples making a disciple system. The participants together adopted four aspects io
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make disciples: (1) invite the people to a living reladonship with God and give them the
opportunity to worship the Lord, (2) equip the worshippers with the Word of God. (3)
encourage loving one another and the support of community, and (4) make them
evangelize the world. The participants expressed their willingness to implement the
disciple-making system with the L3 leadership model as loving God and others, learning
together as a team, and leading together. The ministry acdon planning (MAPing) was
adopted by the participants. Participants described the importance of the disciple-making
system (see Table 4. 10).
Table 4.10. The Importance of Having a Disciple-Making System
Participant Description
Discipleship as the model of Jesus Christ to establish His church and ministry is
intentional in making disciples
Great Commission was given for disciples to make others as disciples; principal
verb of Great Commission is making disciples
Discipleship is imperative from Jesus
God's mission is the center of everything the church does
The church's mission is to point people towards God through their actions
Discipleship is the easiest way without requiring facilities such as church buildings
and seminaries and also helps avoids financial pressures and religious persecution
Discipleship can happen in families, neighborhoods, and work places
Answers to questions #23-#25 provided the information on existing systems for
making disciples. PI reported that their congregation was established almost fifteen years
ago, but they never thought of intendonal disciple making. They have worship services
on Sunday and teach the Scriptures for exhorting the believers to live a Christian life. P2
and P3 answered that they are doing church services for the sake of duty. They are having
programs such as women meets, evangelism outreaches. and youth programs to attract
1 , 2, and 3
4
5 and 6
5
6
7
8
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the congregation to the church and others to become Chrisdan. They reported that no
program direcdy affects the goal of making disciples. P4 answered that his church w as
not familiar with any systems that lead to discipleship. P5 reported that his church has
Sunday school and cottage meetings for the sake of church growth. P6 and P7 answered
that they have no exisdng systems direcdy leading to discipleship. hi summary, the
participants noted the following exisdng systems poindng towards intentional disciple
making (see Table 4. 1 1).
Table 4.11. Existing Systems Pointing towards Intentional Disciple Making
Participant Description
1
Never thought of intentional disciple making although serving fifteen years in the
ministry
2 and 3 No programs directly related to intentional disciple making
4 Not familiar with any systems that lead towards discipleship
5 Church programs for church growth only
6 and 7 No programs directly lead to discipleship
The participants idendfied the need for making disciples intentionally and
redefine the programs and acdvities aiming at true discipleship. They defined the systems
thoroughly to develop new systems and create effective strategies. Plans were made for
new ministries to embody the values, vision, and mission. Participants were determined
to look for vital signs to improve and implement. They began gathering data systems to
test the newly designed system. The strategies were to select the individuals earlier, know
their gifts, talents, strengths, and weaknesses, assess the hindrances, and find the
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possibilities to overcome, equip them with teaching, encourage them by delegating
ministry acdvides, supervising and expecdng muldplication.
Major findings for third principle. The following major findings derived from
third key transferrable principle:
� Discipleship as model of Jesus,
� Need for intendonal disciple-making system.
� MAPing,
� Inadequacy of existing systems, and
� Strategies for making disciples intentionally.
Research Question #2
What elements of the L3 Leadership Incubator Model experience contributed
most to the focus group ability to demonstrate the L3 Leadership Incubator Model's three
key transferrable principles (i.e., becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating
environments for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce fruit) ?
The participants' reflection process was guided by a set of quesdons for
participants (see Appendix B). These questions were made for the participants meeting to
assess the effectiveness of the L3 leadership model training specifically focused on how
the three key transferrable principles prepared the participants to implement them in their
community settings.
The participants unanimously agreed that the L3 incubator training prepared them
to implement the disciple making program in their native contexts and disciple
communities had been formed as a result of the training. Focus groups were well versed
in the L3 key transferrable principles and repeated together loudly and enthusiastically on
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the day of focus group meedngs that they were becoming spiritual leaders w ho model a
community, creadng environments for transformadon and developing systems that bear
fruit. Answers to question #1 helped to grasp how the participants were equipped w ith the
L3 program. Three participants, PI, P3, and P8, answered the training event was
modvadonal and transformadve as it led them to new initiatives to develop their spiritual
leadership. Two participants, P2 and P5, answered that they condnued the covenant
reladonship in all the three months of implementing the disciple making program. Three
participants, P4, P6, and P7, said that the incubator model inspired them to live a life of
accountability to each other and hold each other in prayer. They were fdled with a sense
of a significant need for spiritual formation for bearing fruit in the ministry. Six
participants stated that the process made them curious to learn and they started to buy the
books every month to enhance their abilities. Lifelong learning is a result of
implementing the L3 process. The participants described the impact of the L3 leadership
incubator process (see Table 4.12). For six participants, the process created a desire to
learn.
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Table 4.12. The Impact of the L3 Leadership Incubator Process
Participant Description
.� Motivational and transformative and led them into nev\ initiati\es for their
1 . 3, and 8 ...
mmistries
^ and 5
Continued the covenant relationship in all three months of implementing the
disciple making
4. 6, and 7 Not familiar with any systems that lead towards discipleship
5 Church programs for church growth only
6 and 7 Inspired
to live a life of accountability, holding each other in prayer, with a sense
of need for spiritual formation for bearing fruit
Answers to question #2 provided the applicadon of L3 principles in their life and
ministry. PI witnessed a great shift in his spiritual life through the incubator process
especially in his approach to the congregation. Previously he was short tempered and
egoistic in his nature, but the concept of abiding in Christ and the need for Spirit-led
leadership challenged him to become self controlled and willing to be a servant leader to
the church. Three participants, P2. P4, and P7, expressed the upheaval of their spiritual
formation through the constant abiding principle and regularly experienced the glory
sights in their prayer life, devotions, meditations, personal life, family life, and in
ministry activities. Three participants, P3, P5 and P6, reported the L3 principles are
transferrable to their life and ministry especially in the area of family and ministry
accountability. Table 4.13 summarizes participants' applicadon of L3 principles for life
and ministry.
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Table 4.13. Application of L3 Principles for Life and Ministry
Participant Description
1 Great shift in the spiritual life and approach to the congregation
2, 4, and 7 Upheaval in spiritual formation through constant abiding principles
3, 5, and 6 Transferrable principles in their family settings and ministry accountabilits
The answers to question #3 provided information on continuing the process of
covenant. Participant 3 highlighted that the covenant process helped them to initiate small
teams to work together as a disciple community and started to pray together, read and
meditate on the scriptures, and apply them to their lives and ministry. Answ eis to
quesdon #4 reported the change the L3 process made in the lives of the participants. One
participant described the training was a milestone as he was discouraged and had decided
to leave the ministry in a particular village. When he decided to stay back, by challenging
the concept of abiding in Christ is the key to bearing fruit, he found two people in the
church who were willing to be with him on a small team, and as he began to live in a
covenant, he saw the great relief and result. Three participants said the incubator created
a new curiosity towards Scripture exposidon to equip the congregation effectively and
began to buy the new books to improve their biblical knowledge in order to reach their
audience efficiently. One participant confessed his double mindedness and stated that
while implementing the program, he received confirmation regarding his calling
for
istry. Four pardcipants confessed their mistake of not living in their ministry villages
s it hindered the feeling of community and caused ineffectiveness of reaching
the people
and making disciples. Two participants were able to move to the villages
and started
mini5
a
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living in the community. All the participants reported their ability to make leaders and
build teams for ministry accomplishments.
The participants did note changes in their lives through the L3 incubator process.
One participant decided not to leave the ministry and inidated a small team to implement
the program. Great relief and results followed. Three participants confessed that the L3
process created a curiosity about the Scriptures, and effective equipping of the
congregation through sound exposidon of the Scriptures. One participant turned from
double mindedness to confirming the call of God. Four participants confessed the need
for living in the same village where they were involved in the ministry, and two shifted to
the ministry villages. All the participants expressed the ability to make leaders and build
teams. Table 4: 14 summarizes the changes in the lives of the participants through the L3
incubator process.
Table 4.14. Changes in the Lives of Participants
Change in the lives of participants n
One participant changed the mind from leaving the ministry and initiated a small team
and started implementing, great relief and results experienced 1
Created curiosity towards the scriptures , effective equipment for the congregation ^
through sound exposition of the Scriptures
Confessed the need for living in the same village where they involve in the ministry ^
and two shifted to the ministry villages
One participants turned from double mindedness to confirm the call of God i
Expressed the ability of making leaders and building teams 8
Answers to question #5 provided the information on change in the congregation
during the process. All the participants started team evangelism in the streets and
villages. One participant started to distribute Bibles and gospel tracts once a week to
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every home in their particular village along with five to ten students. An employment
skills training program started as a result of training church members to reach women and
young girls. This ministry showed the love of God in a friendly environment and ga\ e
ladies the opportunity to come to the church building. They began to ask questions about
Jesus and got interested in participadng in the church programs. Two participants
together inidated feeding programs to help support the poor and needy children in the
particular village. One participant started a cloth distribudon program in the community.
Another started visidng his congregation once a week and giving him more
understanding of his congregadon' s needs and then was able to address them through
personal counseling and through Sunday preaching. One of the participants not only
conducted discipleship classes but started monthly youth clubs teaching the L3 principles
and implemendng the program with them. Focus groups mentioned the training of others
became the motto of their ministry. One participant reported that the L3 process created
interest in more training events. Participants expressed their interest to facilitate the
training not only to their congregations, but also to denominational and independent
pastors , and expressed their interest to raise the funds for the training expenses. All the
participants expressed their confidence in their ability to develop leaders.
All the participants started team evangelism through congregation. One
participant started a Bible and gospel tracts distribution along with five to ten students.
One participant started vocational programs for women and young girls. Two participants
initiated feeding programs. In addition, two participants began prison care ministries, and
two participants began English tutoring classes. One participant started visiting regularly
to help and counsel the families in the church. One participant started discipleship classes
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and a youth club. All the participants showed an interest in training other denominational
pastors and lay leaders . Table 4: 15 summarizes the changes in the congregations through
the implementing the L3 incubator process.
Table 4.15. Changes in the Participants' Congregations
Change in the Congregations n
Started team evangelism through congregation 8
Initiated feeding programs Prison care ministries English Tutoring classes ^
Started Bible distribudon. Gospel tracts distribution along with 5-10 students 1
started vocational programs to women and young girls 1
started visiting regularly to help and counsel the families in the church 1
started discipleship classes and youth club 1
showed the interest in training other denominational pastors and la\ leaders . 8
Answers to question #6 provided the information on the major components of the
L3 process for participants' spiritual formation. One participant reported the challenging
aspect of abiding in Christ made him a radical minister and he aimed to become a
spiritual leader by living a life worthy to bear fruit for Jesus. Two participants highlighted
the covenant process as a helpful tool for accountability, sharing resources to build strong
reladonships. One participant was referred to as COGPOW as a reminder to live a worthy
life. Two participants reported that the team environment made them confident and
courageous to make a new start in their lives as others stand with them to encourage
further. Two participants remembered loving God made them to lo\ e their neighbors as a
motto and by cultivadng the personal relationship with God and seeing how God loves
the people in spite of their weakness. One participant replied that. Great Commandment
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always prior to Great Commission. Other participants reported the concept of Great
Commission is disciples making disciples as they go. One was caught up u ith a clear
passion to reach the remote tribal villages, as many as possible, every month for two da> s
along with three more of his associates. The training was a great transforming e\ ent in his
life and ministry. Participants listed the major components for spiritual formation (see
Table 4.16).
Table 4.16. Major Components for Spiritual Formation
Component n
Abiding in Chnst 1
Covenant process 2
Child of God, person of worth 1
Team environment 2
Loving God and neighbor as a motto 2
Great Commission is making disciples as disciples go 1
The answers to quesdons #7 and #8 supported to identify the major components
helpful to the congregadon and their ministry improvement through the L3 process. The
participants are more keen in the area of helpfulness. All the participants identified the
process for congregational renewal and developing spiritual leaders for the
congregations. Three participants who are long-term ministers gained knowledge on how
to gain focus and a clear picture of their ministry and took a strong role in identifying the
values, mission, vision, and the strategies necessary for reaching or fulfilling God
intended mission in and through their ministries. One participant identified that all the
church activities and programs must aim at making and multiplying disciples and creating
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a spiritual environment. Two participants reported that the church gained focus and
purpose for their existence as a church of Christ resuhing in both spiritual and numerical
growth. One participant pointed out that congregations' need self assessment to prepare
for recovery in the event of decline, plateau, or stagnation in order to strategize for
revival and renewal. Two participants discussed MAPing as a clear picture for direction
and mentioned evaluadng all events in the light ofMAP to avoid distractions from the
mission and vision. Three participants found the need to train leaders for small groups
who can help believers develop into disciples and they started to train leaders. One
participant reported the process challenged him and his congregation with loving God
and neighbor and started a special offering at the time of the monthly communion
service. Every member decided to give a special offering to be set aside for community
programs such as providing food to the needy, distributing clothes to the widows or any
other needs around them. The congregation is very small in a remote tribal village and
hardly with twenty-five to thirty members attendance on Sunday. I have seen an
encouraging sign as I visited ministries along with other team members and they wanted
to find such needs to fulfill in their particular settings The L3 process had a great impact
on the team members as well as their congregations . One participant reported that their
church has a new focus in the area of evangelism and has caught up with a new vision of
reaching more villages with the good news of Jesus. New ministries such as prison care,
evening tuitions, lunch programs, and medical helps have been birthed in congregations
by implementing the L3 incubator model. I found all the participants searching for new
ways to help communities to create an impact and meet their mission and vision of the
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church. The search has helped participants plan for future ministries. Participants listed
the following major components as helpful for their congregations and ministry (n):
Table 4.17. Major Components Helpful for Congregations and Ministry
Component n
Developing spintual leaders for congregational renewal 8
Knowledge on focus and the identification of values, mission, and vision strategies 3
All the church activities aimed at disciple making and the multiplication of j
disciples and leaders
Found focus and purpose resulting in growth 2
New focus on evangelism and caught up with vision to reach villages 1
Need of training the leaders for small groups 3
Need of self-assessment for regeneration and re\ italization 2
MAPing 2
New ministries birthed as a result of implementation 6
Search for news to help surrounding communities 8
Answers to quesdon #9 idendfied the key lessons that will continue to apply in
focus group life and ministry. Two participants identified key lessons are abiding in
Christ for spiritual growth as well as church growth. Loving God and neighbors are the
keys for congregational renewal. Two participants highlighted that the spiritual
environment necessitates spiritual formation and fosters relationship with God and other
team members. The concept of covenant is significant in team building, accountability.
and shared responsibilities. Three participants said team work opens wider opportunities
for more ministry effectiveness and greater results. One participant identified the key
lesson as bearing fruit is the result of constant communion and relationship
with God.
Two other participants reported that key lessons that continue to apply for the
future arc
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generative systems that multiplies automatically. Finding and developing the right DNA
for a disciple making system and developing the spiritual leaders from the congregation
are necessary for spiritual formation and church revitalization. All participants reported
the help of external and internal assessment as it created an awareness of the present and
the steps needed for the future to grow as healthy churches. Two participants stated the
assessment provided their congregation a way towards the mission of Christ. One
participant reported that assessment opened their inner eyes w here they lacked the
influence and helped them to fmd ways to grow. The significant aspect of the training
was to birth a new vision of making 25,000 disciples with the help of 2.500 leaders for
the year 2025. The focus group established long-term as well as short-term goals and set
the strategies for reaching each goal to bring about congregational renewal and
revitalizadon. Participants named the key lessons they found important to apply to life
and ministry (see Table 4.18).
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Table 4.18. Key Lessons to Apply to Life and Ministry
Component n
Abiding in Christ; loving God and others 1
Spiritual formation in a spiritual environment 2
Teamwork providing wider opportunities for effective ministry 3
Constant communion with God resulting in bearing fruit 1
Generative systems that multiply automatically 2
Finding and developing the right DNA for disciple making 2
Need for congregational assessment 8
Assessment to provide congregation with a way towards accomplishing the mission of Christ
Assessment opened their minds and helping them to find ways to grow
Answers to question #10 provided the process of implementing the L3 program.
All the participants are in the process of thorough implementation of the L3 program.
Three participants of the same region are implementing the L3 program with a group of
young pastors once in a month. Where the three L3 key transferrable principles were
introduced they are gaining a great prospect. Two participants of another region wanted
to launch the L3 process with a group of denominational pastors once in month
as a
fellowship meeting in order to introduce the principles and implement the disciple
making system that will make a great impact in the participant's life and ministry.
Participants said that the implementation of L3 leadership model is an ongoing process
(8), should be introduced in a group of young pastors (6), and should
be introduced to a
group of denominational leaders (8).
Answers to question # 1 1 provided the elements of the L3 incubator process
that
can be adoptable. All the participants suggested the three key transferrable principles
are
adoptable. Two participants highlighted that the concept of team
and covenant making
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are more adoptable and they are needed to make spiritual leaders aware for spiritual
congregations. One participant reported the concept focus and values, identifymg mission
and vision for a particular congregation, assessing the current reality, identifying
strengths and weaknesses of existing systems, redefining or adjusting or creating new
generative systems are more easy to adopt as it requires internal and external voices. T\\ o
participants stated the concept of focus helped them clarify their mission and provided
more intentionality towards their vision. Participants noted the following elements of the
L3 incubator process as adoptable for them (see Table 4. 19).
Table 4.19. Elements of the L3 Program That Participants Can Adopt
Element n
Three key transferrable principles 8
Highlighted team, covenant making 2
Concepts of focus and core values, mission, vision, and strategy 2
Self-assessment and strategies, tracking systems 2
Answers to quesdon #12 stated the elements needed for improvement or change.
All participants expressed the concern over the incubator period for this research as three
months of training and three months of implementing. The participants felt the incubator
period must be between six to nine months for better results and evaluation. Another
concern for all the participants was the accessibility of the resource materials for effecti\e
adoptability of the training. One participant strongly argued to include elements such as
tips for oral learners as the context of implementation faces the problem of dliteracy.
Two participants were concerned over the area of literature support on each principle
or
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concept. Books such as five dysfunctions of a team, Church Unique . One participant felt
uneasy with more emphasis on learning and less on implementation and tracking systems.
and felt the need to include pracdcal help for tracking the systems. One participant asked
to provide a secdon on characteristics of great leaderships such as competencies,
convictions, and character. Participants listed the elements that need improvement (see
Table 4.20).
Table 4.20. Elements That Need Improvement
Element n
Training materials accessibility 8
Incubator period longer than the present research 8
Practical helps for oral learners I
Literature support on each concept 2
Practical helps for making systems and tracking 1
Sections on characteristics and competencies of great leaders 1
Summary ofMajor Findings
The individual participant interviews and focus group reflecdon provided the
effectiveness of the L3 leadership incubator model. The personal interviews provided the
usefulness of training, their learning ability, and internalization of the L3 principles and
prepared them to implement the program in their particular ministry context. The focus
group reflecdon informed the adoptability of L3 principles and the effectiveness of the
L3 leadership incubator model in forming spiritual leaders, creating en\ ironments for
transformation, and establishing the priorities of the ministries and generative s\ stems for
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disciple making. Many considerable ideas were brought forth, but after consolidation the
following themes emerged:
1 . Spiritual formation in a community environment,
2. Team-based leadership,
3. The focus�values, mission, and vision for the church,
4. Intentional disciple making system, and
5. Priesthood of all believers.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
Bethany Mission Church was not able to reach its goal of reaching the people
with the Gospel to the vicinity and city of Vizianagaram. The matter of concern was to
mobilize whole congregadon towards the mission of the church and inspire the pastors to
modvate their congregadons towards the goal of Bethany Mission Church. One
possibility I found was L3 hicubator model, which I hoped to try and evaluate the
effecdveness of the model to inspiring, forming and mobilizing the church planters for
communities in the vicinity and city of Vizianagaram.
Purpose
The purpose of the research was to assess the effecti\ eness of the L3 Leadership
Incubator Model in achieving the program's three key transferrable principles (i.e.,
becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating environments for transformation,
developing processes/systems that produce fruit) among selected pastors and leaders of
Bethany Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India. The study and
assessment involved the participants coming together to learn about the program and its
principles in some days of training and in its implementation during the months that
followed. Based on the data and analyses described in Chapter 4, 1 have identified se\ eral
key findings. What follows here is a discussion that seeks to bring together my
observations, support from the literature and the Bible, and what they infer for the vision
and ministry of Bethany Mission Church.
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Spiritual Formation in a Community Environment
The findings showed the impact of a covenant team in forming and making
spiritual leaders. The participants acknowledged and affirmed the importance of li\ ing
and working as a community (incubator) in their environment as disciples and church
leaders. As a result of the L3 process, they see both themselves and their task as servant
leaders more clearly.
Before the training the participants were not aware of the \ alue of nurturing and
supporting each other in a team environment. However, living together as a team helped
them learn and practice accountability, responsibility, and share experiences and
resources. The training provided an opportunity to become a team not only for doing, but
also for helping each other become spiritual leaders by sharing. Each was aided in caring,
sharpening abilities, being vulnerable, and in mutual support. The training created a great
sense of unity, connectedness, and acceptance in daily devotion and ministry activities.
Cooperation, not just personal achievement, became the goal. Two-day training and
ongoing sharing times over the months were \ ery casual and not troublesome even
though the participants were away from their homes and ministry responsibilities. The
participants greatly andcipated and appreciated these two days of training and fellowship
following months of training. Their enthusiasm for teaming and implementing the L3
training was evident. The community atmosphere enhanced their honesty with the peers
and God they serve. The collecdve prayers, Bible study, meditations, fasting, and seeking
the will of God as a living community resulted in meaningful transformation and
collecdve uplifting. The incubator process moved the Bethany Mission Churches t rom an
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individual ministry towards a united ministry with collective gifts and abilities of an
authentic community.
Spiritual formation is the key for a successful Christian life as well as ministry.
Spiritual formation results in constant relationship with God. As Jesus states in John 15:4.
"Abide in Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself unless it abides in the
vine, so neither can you unless you abide in Me" (NASB). Christian life is unthinkable
except in union with Christ. The constant union with Christ through prayer. Scripture
meditadon, and daily walk with God, following the superintendence of the Holy Spirit
enhance spiritual formadon. Fruit bearing is the normal procedure of being connected
with Christ, the true vine. Cultivadng the union with Jesus is imperative for living a spirit
led life. The Trinitarian concept of God and the model of Jesus Christ helps to realize the
need of a community setting for spiritual formation .
Significant reladonships and spiritual formation develop as a small team of people
commit themselves to fellowship, prayer, scriptures, and sharing needs and concerns. Jim
Herrington, Mike Bonem, and James H. Furr describe the fourfold descriptions of early
church as "encountering God's holiness, experience God's grace, embracing the unity
and engaging in community based on Acts 2:42-47" (18). Figure 5.1 explains the fourfold
descriptions.
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Figure. 5.1. Kingdom concept.
The image describes God's people living as a community is a New Testament
assumption and practicing the authentic Christian community is the true intention of God.
Further explained, the New Testament church was " belie\ ers being unified through the
grace of God and changing their world as they lived in community with one another. And
God equipped the community of believers by giving different gifts and responsibilities"
(Heeington, Bonem, and Furr 19). The authors opine, "In the absence of a unified,
authentic community, the church cannot become the salt and light it is called to be. God's
presence in the gathered community leads to a spirit of shared unity, saving grace and
hunger for God" (18). Henry T. and Melvin D. Blackaby opine, "[Ojur relationship with
God is personal but it is never meant to be private" (10). Jeffrey E. Greenway and Joel B.
Green describe the significance of a community by showing the example of the early
Church as "perhaps [the] greatest precedent established by the first few generations of the
church is that ministry was inclusive community affair�no one can do it alone" (87).
The early Church lived as an authentic Christian community and proved that spiritual
formation was significantly personal and corporate. The communitv setting of the carK
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church both provided growth and a threat to Christianity.
" However living in a
community is a challenge, but also powerful experience that bring us back to an
encounter with holiness of God" (Fitch and Holsclaw 19). The encounter with God's
holiness always results with a true need of worship. Through corporate worship the
community encounters God's holiness and work for both the mission and vision of God.
The encounter challenges both personally and on a corporate level. In order to create a
lasdng impact in the world. Christian community must live in a sense of unity in their
mission and vision for God's ministry and reflect the likeness of Jesus as a body of
Christ. As Christians join in the body of Christ as a community, the environment provides
more ability to serve Him effectively. The writers of the L3 Leadership Incubator
Guidebook state that the roots of many Christian Movements starts as a small groups or
bands:
Most of the Christian Movement and denominations have at their roots a small
band of believers who committed themselves to God and to one another. Out of this new
environment they created new ways to share the gospel and new structures to implement
their heart-felt convicdons and spiritual practices. (Carpenter, Miller, and Robertson 2)
Charles Wesley initiated "Holy Club" along with his friends at Oxford to pray together,
to participate in holy communion daily, and to support the poor and needy. Later John
Wesley joined and took it to a higher level of pursuing God and helping the poor and
oppressed. Out of this inidadon a spiritual revival birthed and formed a Wesleyan
Methodist movement in England and expanded to the circles of the world through
different united sociedes. Wesley's system of class meedngs. societies and bands w itness
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the significance of small groups in the transformational role of a community. W esle>
defines these sociedes in the "Rules of the United Societies":
such a society is no other than a company of men having the form and
seeking the power of godliness, united in order to pray together, to recei\ e
the word of exhortadon, and to watch over one another in love, that the\'
may help each other work out their own salvation. (Wesley. Whaling, and
Wesley 84)
These class meetings proposed to share the doctrine of Methodism. Lay ministers w ere
developed through these groups. They were to meet for worship and teachings that aimed
at the daily adaptation of principles for effective Christian life (88-93). Even though the
class meetings were formed as fund raising programs earlier, gradually they were
changed to fellowship groups of ten to twelve who lived in intimate relationship and were
accountable to each other for spiritual transformation. Bands v\ ere made for Christians
who desired high level commitment and who w ere willing to share their behaviors and
atdtudes with a group of people. The following are fi\ e questions to be asked in the
bands:
1) What known sins have you committed since our last meeting? 2) What
temptations have you met with? 3) How were you delivered? 4) What
have you thought said or done, of which you doubt whether it be sin or
not? 5) Have you nothing you desire to keep secret? (Smith 194).
The class meedngs, societies, groups and bands helped not only the growth of Methodism
but also the participants to continue to be transformed personally and corporately.
For Bethany Mission Churches, the incubator process became the unique model to
develop spiritual leaders who live and leam together in a community modeled by
constant fellowship with God and one another, maturing in faith and the knowledge of
God, being capable of finding the ways and systems that yield the multiplication of team
based ministry which accelerates the health and growth of the congregations. The
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incubator process not only reminded the leaders to become spiritually nurtured, but also
challenged the congregations to be united to Christ and to follow him faithfully on a daily
base. The radical shift from institutional structured church to a conamunity model was a
evident and demanded future implementation.
Team-Based Leadership
Another major theme that emerged from the research was team based leadership.
The research findings stated the significance of team work for effective spiritual growth
and ministry. The participants expressed the need for developing teams to fulfill the
mission of God. All the participants were in teams when reaching the villages and
achieving great results. Sims and Lopes state the significance of team leadership
paradigm for missional effectiveness:
Team leadership is necessary because the assumption is being made that
solo leaders cannot overcome adaptive challenges alone. Instead, leaders
create intentional environments in which the adaptive capacities of the
organization can be increased through the interactive learning that occurs
within shared team leadership. (67)
Team leadership enhances the individual capacities and interactive learning. The concept
of Trinity as God lives in a community setdng is evident for team based leadership. Jesus
established a model of teamwork as he built a team of disciples and handed over the
mission of God to reach all the nations with his love to bring them into the knowledge of
salvation. The early church ministries were a result of teamwork. Paul's ministry u as
accomplished through effecdve teams with the same vision and mission. Will Mancini
states, "[T]he grace empowers us to ser\ e the Lord not only as individuals but also as
groups" (90). David Cannistraci calls this concept a "Group Grace" (276). The Old
Testament ministry of Moses and seventy elders, the temple ministry in the chronicles.
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and in the New Testament�Jesus and disciples, the ministry of the Apostles, the earl>
church and other churches established by the apostles highlighted the community setting
as releasing team potential. I have discussed the concept of team in depth in my literature
review chapter.
For Bethany Mission Churches, new teams were launched under the framework of
covenant living which aims to have a clear purpose and clarity of expectadons from each
other in a team. As a result of covenant living, collecdve spiritual formation resulted.
trust and mutuality enhanced , new steps were initiated towards the mission and vision of
the church through the internal and external self assessment of current reality. Team
formulated a new set of values which centers on Christ and his mission through the
church. The team members invited their particular congregations with a new agenda for
spiritual formation, spiritual discernment, and congregational renewal. As a result of this
process, congregations discovered a great need for spiritual formation by being connected
with Christ and becoming like Jesus, to live as Jesus' people in a shared community, with
Christ like servant leadership and intentional disciple making as the answer to be an
effective missional church. Earlier the churches were intended for gathering of the
members for survival and they worked in an existing mode, but now as a disciple making
movement.
The Focus�Values, Mission, and Vision for the Church
The findings show the great need for clarity of ministry requiring the focus that
creates a sense of need to have a clear vision and mission. The participants expressed
their lack of focus in ministry, which stopped the growth as well as congregational
change for a long time. The research challenged ministries to revisit the mission and
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vision of the church and demanded an honest self assessment, to embrace the required
change, and to create a sense of urgency and need for a process of transformation
individually and corporately. The self-assessment made an awareness of the local
challenges and issues the immediate community faces and resulted in new ministries
matched to the needs of the local settings where God placed them w ith a special purpose.
The process expanded the area of focus avoiding confusion and unproductive efforts.
Herrington, Bonem, and Furr describe mission as "God's eternal purpose for the
church and is essentially the same for all congregations. Mission pro\ ides the frame
works and boundaries vision" (50). Table 5. 1 illustrates how Mancini differentiates the
mission versus vision.
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Table 5.1. Mission versus Vision
Mission Vision
Compass Travel Brochure
Defines the direcfion Describes the future
Informs Inspires
Doing Seeing
State in one breath State of breathlessness
Directs Energy Creates Energy
Ingrates activity Encourages risk taking
Mission is the primary purpose for which the church exists. God is on mission and
Chrisdans are in co mission with God. The mission of the church is to work with God in
accomplishing the building up of His church. Mancini calls missional mandate as "clear
and concise statement that defines what the church is ultimately supposed to be doing.
The question answers 'question zero'�the question before all other questions. Why do
we exist?" (120). Further, he describes the church's missional mandate:
[It centers] in the sentness of Jesus Christ, reflected in the Great
Commission as the church's sentness into the world. Our mission lives
within the boundaries of making disciples, teaching personal obedience to
Jesus as Lord and taking the message of the gospel. (120).
The one desire of Jesus is for his disciples to live as sent ones. Jesus wanted that his
disciples "would unlock their doors and unlatch their hearts to a lost and dying world and
promised 'peace' not for their comfort's sake but for the sake of their mission" (121). The
disciples need to complete the mission by following the "redemptive passion Jesus "a
savior with a destination' modeled in his earthly ministry" (122). This redemptive
passion should be the significant factor of any church's mission. The people of God
should be stirred u ith this redemptiv e mission of Jesus and the passion should make them
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unhindered to reach others for Christ. The church's mission should focus externally
rather than on internal developments. Mancini quotes Dietrich Bonhoeffer: " [Tlhe church
is only church when it exists for others'" (122). God desires that his follow ers go out into
the world and make disciples of all nadons: "It should be clear that for the church the
most important people are those outside the church" (122). Charles E. Van Engen states.
"[T]he role of the local church in the world involves the church in an apostolate received
from, guided by, and patterned after the mission of Jesus" (198). God called and
commissioned his church for the work of evangelism with the purpose and desire for
"everyone to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth "(1 Tim. 2:4). The
mission of the church requires that the church be in the world, identifying itself in a
compassionate ministry with the world's needs, bearing its burdens, suffering alongside.
Spiritual isolationism is intolerable in the church of Christ (Bender 113).
God is the primary source or the originator of \ ision for the ministry. One of the
responsibilities of any congregation is to discover the vision of God for their
congregation. Herrington, Bonem, and Furr state that vision as "a clear, shared, and
compelling picture of the preferred future to which God is calling the congregation" (50).
Peter M. Senge writes, "Visions are exhilaradng. They create the spark, the excitement
that lifts an organizadon out of the mundane" (208). Mancini says that the step to identify
a vision for the church "unique vision is to discover your kingdom concept. The kingdom
concept is the simple, clear, 'big idea' that defines how your church will glorify and
'make disciples' in and of itself
'
(84). This kingdom concept makes Christians think
"how you develop followers of Christ for God's ultimate honor" (84). The below figure
explains the kingdom concept in three areas: "1) Local predicament: w hat are the unique
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needs and opportunities where God has placed us, 2) Collective potential: what are the
unique resources and capabilities that God brings together in us?, and 3) Apostolic esprit:
what particular focus most energizes and animates our leadership" (85). The kingdom
concepts reveals the challenges of the community around, and collecti\ e capabilities that
God invested in the people already to meet the challenges, and the combination of
Spirit's empowerment and human capabilides to accomplish the intended goal. The
kingdom concept challenges the church to have " egoless clarity'" (102). as it does not
concern the advancement of God's mission, rather personal credit. Further he cites the
quote of his mentor, "Imagine how much more we would get done for the kingdom if no
one cared who got the credit" and challenges with a question of "what is God wanting us
to address?" (103), and "heart of God's divine design of your church" (106). With the
clear comprehension of the kingdom concept the church can "capture and release
amazing energy towards a better future (Vision f (emphasis mine; 84).
The incubator process created a team environment for Bethany Mission Churches.
The participants developed as a team was a great shift in leadership of the Bethany
Mission Churches. Earlier the mission and vision of the church was mono centric with
leadership roles. The incubator process challenged the old phenomenon and introduced a
new learning for creating mission, vision, and values with the collective interactions as a
team leadership model rather than solo leadership. The process challenged the
participants' unawareness of the significance of the mission and vision of the church. The
self assessment, revisiting the actual mission of God, deep listening to God s Spirit and
community and each other, and defining the concepts of the existing statements required
refinement in the existing components of ministry such as mission, vision, values, and
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strategies. The need is for adopdve changes in areas of foeus identified in a team
environment considering individual capacities and voices. The mission, vision, and
values were revisited and revised collectively. In forming the new focus for the Bethany
Mission Church ministry, tremendous unity of purpose and diverse perspectives from the
team members for the health and growth of the church were identified. The en\ ironment
of unity produced great courage to taking risk for making adjustments and required
changes. The team idendfied a new set of values to establish the mission priorities and set
the pattern for ministry. The changes were adopted and participants agreed to accept the
ownership of the mission and vision to accomplish the mission of God with a clear focus
and strategic implementadon in a unified environment. Earlier assumpdons were
challenged. Prior, church was a separate community existing only for glorifying God
without any social or community concern. As a result of the incubator process, the
community issues were found by listening to neighborhoods and participants began to
think how the community can be helped and served. New ways were discovered to meet
challenges and to make an impact on the surrounding community. To fulfill the mission
and vision, new ministries such as collecting special funds for community assistance,
helping and feeding the poor, cloth distribudons, Bible distribution, outreach camps in
the unreached tribal villages, vocational training centers, evening tuition classes, and
visiting public schools for teaching, were inidated towards community transformation
and for a lasting impact through the church. As Hirsch describes, incarnation ministries
rather than the attractional model produces results: "Incarnational ministr\ essentially
means taking the church to the people, rather than bringing people to the church" (135).
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The new initiatives resulted in great interacdons with the communities and churches
becoming incarnational.
Disciple-Making System
Another major fmding of the research was making disciples as the primary moti\ e
of the Christian ministry. Whatever ministries the church is doing should be directed
towards the goal of making disciples. All the participants understood the need of making
disciples and promoting the systems of disciple making. Earlier programs were driven
without emphasis on making disciples who honor and follow God. The need for
intentionally making disciples demanded the strategy towards the goal. The intentional
disciple making system demanded the ministry action planning. Mapping provided a
clear path and served as a guide to go towards the goal with a clear mindset. Mapping
answers the question of how we achieve the goal and what are the means and measures
involved. Making disciples and the creative phenomenon of the ministry was the great
process that Bethany Mission intended. Making disciples resulted in the church planting
as desired through the ministries.
The principal verb of the Great Commission is making disciples. Making disciples
is the imperative from Jesus, hi order to make disciples one does not need to travel
internationally, but one makes disciples from his family, his working place, and
neighborhood. Discipleship happens by going, baptizing them into the Trinity, teaching
them to obey, through the constant reminding of the livmg presence of God. The final
commissioning of Jesus to his disciples in Matthew 28: 18-20 flows naturally out of the
larger context of this gospel. Matthew 28: 19-20a says, "Go and make disciples of all
nations, bapdzing them in the name of the Father and the Son of the Holy Spirit, teaching
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them to obey everything I have commanded you" (NIV). This part of the commission is
around the central command to make disciples which is the only imperati\ e found in the
entire passage. In fact, this passage is the only time in his gospel that Matthew places the
verb to disciple in the imperadve. The command to make disciples is surrounded by three
supporting participles: going, baptizing, and teaching. The participles are descriptive.
assuming a church that, in the presence of the risen Lord, will be characterized by the
ongoing actions of going, baptizing, and teaching, hi the acts of going, baptizing and
teaching, Jesus expects his disciples to replicate among all nations the eschatological
community known as the church. According to Malphurs, church planting is and always
has been about the "intendonal pursuit of lost people" (4 1 ) and naturally flowing out of a
desire to obey the Great Commission (Gray and Short 32). Further, Malphurs states that
once the church reaches lost people, they should not be left, but led to enfold and make
disciples. This process of discipleship making is called edification, which leads believers
to Chrisdikeness (Developing a Vision 42). According to Hirsch, "[I]t is an irreplaceable
core task of the Church and must be structured into every church's basic formula" ( 103).
Making disciples is significant as Jesus initiated the system of making disciples. Jesus
centered his energy and invested all his efforts and time in selecting and developing a
team of disciples to carry out his mission and vision. Hirsch states. Christian movement is
aimed at disciple making systems:
The founding of the whole Christian movement, the most significant
religious movement in history, one that has existed itself through ages, and
into the twenty-first century, was inidated through the simple acts of Jesus
investing his life and embedding his teachings in his followers and
developing them into authendc disciples. (102)
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Jesus made authentic disciples through calhng them, hving as a team, teaching them the
kingdom of God values, and embedding himself, both his life and ministry, in them.
Hirsch opines that most of the phenomenal movements such as the Methodist
movement, and the Franciscan and Chinese phenomena are aimed at disciple making and
observing discipleship making systems (103). For instance, the Wesleyan movement was
ignited as John Wesley was convinced by an encounter with God to conversion and
making disciples of all nadons. He renewed the fallen church of his time. Hunter George
describes Wesley's work as "[h]e sought no less than the recovery of the truth, life and
power of earliest Chrisdanity and the expansion of the kind of Christianity" (24). Hirsch
states the reason for decline: "[Tlhe movement moved from its original missional ethos
or evangelism and disciple making and degenerated into mere religious legalism
maintained by institudon, rule books, and professional clergy" (103). The aim of the
Chrisdan Movements were disciple making and renewal of congregations passion to be
true disciple of Christ.
The incubator process ignited the passion to become authentic disciples who live
like Jesus, follow faithfully, and be obedient to his Great Commandment and Great
Commission. With a clear purpose of the mission, vision, and value, Bethany
Mission
Churches developed an intemional disciple making system. All the aspects
and the
programs of the churches were directed around disciple making. Bethany
Mission
Churches primary mission was to restructure disciple making
. The process made the
people the disciples. The commitment to Jesus and a strong
conviction to Ine as true
followers made all the efforts towards making disciples. The emphasis on discipleship
was introduced in the congregations and the churches were challenged to becoming
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disciple making communides. The congregadons became discipleship communities
rather than institudonal church buildings. The vision of making 25,000 disciples by 2025
was introduced and strategies were made to reach the goal with a collectix e effort and
intentional discipleship programs.
Priesthood of All Believers
Research findings reported a lack of congregadonal involvement in fulfilling the
mission and vision of God. The participants expressed the inadequacy of the members of
the church to become a royal priesthood. God has filled the church with exclusive
resources and potendal. Church was a great power source to meet the challenges of the
surrounding community. The participants became aw are of not releasing the people due
to selfish reasons. Participants reported the inadequacy of the equipment of the
congregadon for the ministry. The participants identified the need for discovering the
potendal of the individuals as God has invested gifts and talents in them. The participants
confessed the failure of finding the collective potential of the church and discovering
leaders that were gifted by the Holy Spirit. The mobilization, equipping, and encouraging
the potential and gifted people was inidated as a result of training and the gi\ en results of
implementation of the program.
God intended the church to become a priesthood and be partakers of the mission
God inaugurated. However, today church is suffering from disempowerment towards the
ministry. Church ministry's accomplishments are limited for many members in the
congregation and result in stress and ineffecdveness. Mancini gives \ arious resources of
the church potentiality together as "spiritual gifts, training and education, shared
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experiences, financial capabilities, motivated abilities, common possessions, a particular
anointing of the Holy Spirit, and so on" (120). Kathleen Ward reveals the hard statistics:
According to statisdcs, 45 percent of pastors report suffering such se\ ere
periods of depression or burnout that they have had to take time out from
their job. Fifty percent report that they feel unable to meet the needs of the
job. Seventy-five percent report suffering severe stress causing emotional
issues. Ninety-four percent feel under pressure to have a perfect family.
Over 20,000 pastors leave the ministry each year in the United States
alone, due to burnout, conflict or moral failure.
These stadstics are a dangerous sign to the church of God. God provided the resources
the church needed to accomplish the intended results. Grace w as given to all "lt]o equip
his people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up" (Eph. 4: 12).
The aposde Paul realized the importance of multiplying leaders for the local church. Paul
equipped several people such as Timothy, Silas, Titus. Onesimus. Philemon. Aquila, and
PrisciHa. He believed that the very essence of Christian discipleship is growth. He
encouraged them and gave them opportunities to minister and evaluated their efforts in
process. He supplied all the resources needed for their faith and ministry. He helped them
to grow not just to be good and strong leaders, but to become reproductive. Ray C.
Stedman says ministry gifts are to equip the saints for a dual purpose, to equip them for
the work ofministry and for building up the Church (122). Stott comments on the
significance of Ephesians 4:11-12:
The New Testament concept of the pastor is of one who helps and
encourages all of God's people to discover, develop and exercise their
gifts. His teaching and training are directed to the end. to enable the
people of God to be a servant people, ministering acti\ ely but humbly
according to their gifts in a World of alienation and pain. Thus, instead of
monopolizing all ministry by himself, he actually muldplies ministries.
(167)
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This passage is fully loaded because it contains all the aspects of the body imagery. The
repeating word one in Ephesians 4:4-5 explicitly refers to unity while the various offices
noted in Ephesians 4:11 refer to diversity.
In Ephesians 4: 1 1-16, Paul explains that Christ begins to carry out his purpose of
satisfying all things by providing his people with everything essential to promote the
growth and perfecdon of the body. He executes this by giving apostles, the prophets, the
evangelists, the pastors, and the teachers (Eph. 4: 1 1). In comparison. F. Bruce and
O'Brien, Bolt, and Thompson point out that in 1 Corinthians 12 and Romans 12. the
variety of gifts are the diverse ministries that were assigned by the spirit to the indi\ idual
members of the church. In Ephesians 4. the gifts are the individuals who exercise those
ministries (Bruce, Epistle to Colossians 345).
The phrase to equip the saints, is used in a sense of making all the believers that
constitute the church, adequate for the work of ministry. In other words "enable all the
believers to become ministers themselves, by being helped to discover and use their gifts
for the benefit of the entire community'" (O'Brien. Bolt, and Thompson 303). Ephesians
4: 12 is relevant to this research since it directly deals with the body of Christ. Brian
Wintle and Ken Gnanakan clearly and comprehensively explain this phrase:
This building up would include the task of bringing people to faith and
helping them to find their respective places and roles within the
congregadon. h would also include the maintenances of peace within the
body, the encouragement of happy cooperation between all the various
parts, and the prevendon of rivalry, alienation and division which would
weaken the body. And all this is eventually for unity and spiritual maturity
(4:13). (123)
What Paul speaks of in 4: 1 1 - 1 2 is aimed at the goal of building the body of Christ so that
the ministers and the saints together can serve this divinely appointed purpose .Snyder
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note that the chief aim of "the task of leadership is to build an apostohc, charismaticalh
empowered, ministering community based on Ephesians 4: 1 1-12" (91). Hirsch belie\ es
that "Ephesians 4:7, 11-12 assigns the APEPT (apostolic, prophetic, evangelistic,
pastoral, teaching/didacdc) ministries to the endre church, not just for leadership. All are
[members of the church] therefore to be found somewhere in APEPT" (171). Further he
explains APEPT as "calling within a cahing, entailing the task of leading and influencing
the body of Christ, not just ministering" (171).
Source: Forgotten Ways, 171.
Figure. 5.2. APEPT.
APEPT is tradidonally a fivefold ministry of the church. The image suggests two
fold dimensions of APEPT. One dimension illustrates the leadership s\ stem of the church
and other is to whole church ministry. The reason pastors burn out is that congregations
are looking for all categorizations of the ministries in one person u hich was not the
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God s idea for the church. Pastors cannot be fit into all the ministries in spite of their
training, talents, or ability. Ward provides the cause for pastors* stmggle in the ministry:
One person (the pastor) is symbolically responsible for the spiritual
growth of many. One person is responsible for the spiritual wellbeing of
an entire community. One person is standing in front of manv. responsible
to teach, lead and inspire them, a paid role model under pressure to
maintain an appearance of "having it all together." That is a hea\ > load for
one person to bear. Church in rows has become the burden of one, instead
of the combined power of many. One person stands at the front.
symbolically taking responsibility for the spiritual growth and w ellbeing
of the entire church, while the rest of the church sits silendy in row s, their
spiritual gifts unused, their "spiritual" hands tied behind their backs.
People who are unable to contribute or respond will shut down and
become apathetic. They will lose confidence in themselves and not bother
trying. They will start to believe they have nothing of value to contribute.
They will never be empowered to discover their spiritual gift or to use it
for building up the church.
The disintegradon of the clergy from the congregation's role results in great failure for
both pastors as well as the congregadon* s potential for ministry. Congregations must
recognize their call, voice, value, and be empowered to impact through their involvement.
The incubator process helped Bethany Mission Churches discover the mission of
the church as making disciples. Earlier our congregations were clergy centered with a
single pastor as the CEO to play all the roles of mission and was considered a source of
mission programs. The incubator process challenged us to take an adoptive change from a
pastor centered church to a church where all the members mobilize to accomplish the
mission of God through intentional disciple making. The church shift was from surviv al
mode to sending mode as Jesus sent his disciples. The process made us to invite the
congregadons and discover the spiritual gifts, talents, abilities, ser\ ing desires, and
potential of the congregadon. Plans were made for effecti\ e lay mobilization in the
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congregations. As a result, people in the congregation were encouraged and empow ered
for ministry.
Implications of the Findings
The L3 Leadership Incubator model worked as an effectiv e tool in developing
spiritual leaders who model a community of people who love God and others, and creates
an environment for spiritual transformadon and helps in developing strategies for making
disciples who make other disciples. The incubator process was not only relevant but it
became crucial to fulfill the mission and vision of Bethany Mission Churches. Research
showed that L3 training is the best model to plant the churches in and around the
vicinities of Vizianagaram through Bethany Mission Church as the training was relevant,
contextual, teachable, transferrable, and attainable. My experience in training the model
and preparing the participants was encouraging and challenging. To see the participants
growing as spiritual leaders, committed to God. aware of the mission of God through
church, and discovering ways to fulfill the mission of God was great encouragement.
Research affirms the usefulness of L3 training to bring intended results related to spiritual
growth and ministry growth. I have observed the impact of the training in the lives of the
participant church planters as well as in their congregations. I was convinced the L3
training model is one of the most effective tools for both congregation renewal and
spiritual transformadon of the leaders. L3 training helped to refocus on the Great
Commission as a disciple making imperative. L3 training helped leaders to aim at
spiritual formation and intendonal discipleship. L3 training helped to realize the focus of
the church was to co-mission with God in fulfilling the mission of God. The L3 model
resolved the existing leadership struggles and created a new platform for developing
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spiritual leaders who follow the superintendence of the Holy Spirit through constant
reladonship with God. I recommend and continue the training to reach the goal of making
disciple communities and plant churches around Andhra Pradesh, India. The L3
leadership incubator model became the training resource for the Bethany Mission
congregations and church planters.
Limitations of the Study
The findings in this intervention were primarily applicable for Bethany Mission
Churches in Vizianagaram and its vicinity. However, other churches working with the
same mission and vision of forming and mobilizing church planters across India may also
benefit from the intervention. The L3 training resources are available in the Enghsh
language only. If the resources were available in other native languages such as Telugu,
Odisha and Hindi, they could be useful for a \\ ider community in India. This region
needs accessibility of the training resources such as video teaching sessions. Lack of
literature support in native languages is another limitation. Immediate results are not
possible as the design is not intended for quick results. In addition, the L3 Incubator
process was intended for long term change in the churches and organizations. The
problem of illiteracy in the churches and the attitude towards speedy results are
challenging to implement the long process.
Unexpected Observations
Two participants, after attending the initial sessions, were not interested in a
process of this type of learning and implementing and were removed from the training.
The interest and enthusiasm for the training from the other participants was more
unexpected as this type of education is very new to the context, and the process requires
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more being and doing, not simply learning. Another unexpected observation was the
increased curiosity and spirit of inquiry in the fields of leadership. 1 did not expect to
encounter the lack of understanding of the concepts of abiding in Christ, the Great
Commission as a discipleship mandate, and the Trinity as triune God working as a team
before the training. None of the participants were aware of the need of mission and \ ision
for their congregations. I was surprised by the interest in reading and buying books for
further knowledge and teaching to their congregations. I observed active responses to the
questions, feedback to every training session, and frequent discussions on the topics
between participants in leisure hours and food breaks. I encountered a wiUingness to
confess the need for learning and practice the learning. In addition, participants were
speaking and recommending, inviting other pastors to have the training, and also
witnessing that the participants" boldness to do effective ministry without financial
support from our mission as we are taught how to do effective ministry and renew the
congregations for greater results.
Recommendations
The research findings were beneficial, effective, and yielded the intended
purpose. I strongly recommend the L3 leadership program to any church or parachurch
mission organization aimed at revitalization and congregational renewal to adopt the L3
leadership training to help reach their goal of making spiritual leaders, a community of
disciples, and generative systems of intentional disciple making systems. The literature
review and the present research supported the need for congregational renewal by
forming spiritual leaders who model a community of faith, tellowship, sharing resources,
gifts, talents and needs, and team environments to foster effeciixc growth in making
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mission and vision attainable, and to develop intentional disciple making systems which
produce greater results.
One participant suggested that the L3 program needs to be more friendly to oral
learners. His suggesdon is important because many potential leaders w ho could benefit
from the program cannot read. Therefore, I also recommend that the model be adapted b\
including traditional learning elements such as drama, dance, skits, storytelling,
music/songs, folktales, proverbs, visual arts, and rituals as these forms will assist the
memory of oral learners. If the L3 program had been more oral-learner friendly, ] two
potential participants who did not follow through the program would likely ha\ e
continued.
Postscript
The topic for this research was birthed out of my dissatisfaction with the ministry
with which I am involved. From the beginning of my call for church ministry, I am
deeply convinced to plant as many churches as possible. When 1 found the existing
church was not measuring the intended growth in planting churches, the L3 Leadership
Incubator model was introduced to me by my mentor, Dr. Arthur McPhee. The
consultation with Dr. Bryan D. Sims created more interest in the L3 Leadership Incubator
model as one to adopt, apply, train, implement, and assess the effective elements of the
model to help the church revitalize, renew in the passion, mission, and \ ision of the
church. At the dme of this postscript writing I have a sense of great achievement. The
research journey provided me fresh modvation and a great hope for the future minisir\
and helped to train myself and other pastors who were working with Bethan\ Mission
Church, challenged our calling, thinking, working, and gave a new direction for the
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mission of a discipleship making system. I am challenged to have God gi\ en vision and
work towards its fulfdlment collectively as a team. The research started in month June.
2014 and at the end of November 2014 all the participants launched new groups for
fellowship, training, and helping to see the group members' potential to lead and guide
others to become true disciples of Christ and in turn make other disciples. New ministries
launched as a result of training and implementing the program such as feeding programs.
vocational programs, house to house visitations, youth groups, and free Bible
distributions. The local church renewed its interest in missions, challenged, equipped ,
energized, able to meet the needs, providing meals and clothes to the pastors" families.
and financial support to the missionaries. The vision of having 25,000 disciples with
2,500 leaders for 2015 was divinely inspired as a prophetic voice while leaders were in a
focus group meedng, and all the participants agreed to work towards the vision.
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APPENDIX A
RESEARCHER-DESIGNED EVALUATH E QUESTIONNAIRE
These sets of questions were evolved around the L3 leadership model's three ke\
transferrable principles (becoming spiritual leaders in community, creating environments
for transformation, and developing processes/systems that produce fruit).
These quesdons were used for interviewing individual participants to assess how
well participants learned and internalized the L3 model training and were prepared for the
implementation of the model in their communities.
A. Questions to assess the first principle: Becoming Spiritual Leaders in a
community.
1. How would you describe your experience of covenant within this process?
2. How have you grown as a spiritual leader through this process?
3. What role did the accountability and spiritual formation play in your spiritual
growth?
4. What is central in your life?
5. How has this process shaped your own sense of call as a spiritual leader?
6. How has this process shaped your own competencies and character as a
spiritual leader?
7- What role did others in your team play in your development?
B. Questions to assess the second principle: Creating Environment for
transformation.
8. Why is a team important?
9. How has the environment of your team served to foster transformation?
10. What are the critical elements in creating a healthy team environment?
1 1 . What is the need of assessing the current reality of the church internally and
externally?
12. How do you assess the context of your church and community':*
13. What is the reladonship between Church and God's mission?
14. What are the values of your church? (What is important to your church ?)
15. What is the mission of your church ? (Why your church existmg)
16. What is the vision of your church? (How do you envision your church's
future)
17. Where is your church in your mission and vision?
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18. How does your chureh embody its values?
19. How does your chureh accomplish its mission?
20. How will your church reach its vision?
C. Questions to assess the third principle: Developing processes/systems that bear
fruit.
21. Why is discipleship important?
22. Why is developing an intentional process of discipleship important?
23. What are your existing systems?
24. What are the strengths of your existing systems?
25. What are the weaknesses of your existing system?
26. What are the resources you have to improve your systems?
27. What are the hindrances to implement the system?
28. Where do you fmd need to be adjusted or changed?
29. What are the new strategies needed for improving your systems?
30. What are the steps you take to implement your systems?
3 1 . How do you measure the implementation of your system?
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APPENDIX B
FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE
These set of questions were made for the focus group meedng to assess the effecti\ eness
of the L3 leadership model training specifically focused on how the three ke>
transferrable principles prepared the participants to implement in their community
settings.
1 . How has the incubator process prepared/equipped you to implement the
program?
2. How are the L3 principles applied in your life and ministr\ ?
3. How will you condnue in your Covenant Team?
4. What has changed for you during the process?
5. What has changed for your congregation during the process ?
6. What are the major components you found helpful for your spiritual
formation?
7. What are the major components you found helpful for your congregation?
8. What are the major components you found helpful for your ministry
improvement?
9. What are the key lessons you will continue to apply in your life and ministry?
10. How do you implement the L3 Incubator process in your congregation?
1 1. What are the elements of the L3 Incubator process that can be adoptable?
12. In what areas does the process need improvement or need to change?
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APPENDIX C
LMI VIDEO RESOURCES
Session 1: COGPOW
vimeo.com/6 1531 085
password: session 1
Session 2: Team Paradigm
vimeo.com/61531087
password: session2
Session 3: Covenant Building
vimeo.com/6 1 53 1086
password: session3
Session 4: Context
vimeo.com/62082234
password: session4
Session 5: Focus - Values and Vision
vimeo.com/62082235
password: session5
Session 6: Focus - Mission
vimeo.com/62082236
password: session6
Session 7: Strategy (Part 1 )
vimeo.com/63814702
password: session7
Session 8: Strategy (Part 2)
vimeo.com/638 149 14
password: session8
Session 9: Transformation (Part 1)
vimeo.com/638 1 5378
password: session9
Introductory Session:
vimeo.com/63773405
password: intro
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APPENDIX D
LETTER OF INFORMED CONSENT
Dear
I am a Doctor ofMinistry participant at Asbury Theological Seminary and conducting a
research on the topic of "How can church members and pastors be more effecti\ ely
inspired, formed, and equipped for planting and developing new churches in communities
in the vicinity of Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, hidia. "The purpose of the study is to
adapt, apply, and assess the effectiveness of the L3 Leadership hicubator Model for
inspiring, informing, forming, and mobilizing church planters from among selected
pastors and leaders of Bethany Mission Church in Vizianagaram, Andhra Pradesh, India.
I would like to form a church planting group with ten participants to assist me for the
purpose of the study. I have chosen you to be one of the members in the church planting
group. In the study I would like to discuss the problem, assess the situation together, and
start the L3 Leadership Incubator process to forming and mobilizing the church planters.
Please know that you can refuse this proposal. I realize your participation is
entirely voluntary and I appreciate your willingness to consider being part of the church
planting group in this study. Feel free to call me at any time if you need more
informadon. My mobile number is 9492590 177and my email :paulsreenivas@ yahoo.com.
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below
to indicate your voluntary participation.
Thank you for your help
Yours Sincerely
I volunteer to participate in the study described above and so indicated by my
signature below.
Your Signature
Please print your name
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